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ActiveMarket Forecast For First Day Of Leaf Sale
buying' this year.
Ellis predicted sales for dark fired
"Pile tobacco is flowing in good. I was
From 150,000 to 175,000 pounds of
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"It's
morning.
fered the first day of sale in Murray,
Jatinary but we hope it wilLhe.
_
according- to Holmes -Ellis, general -offering_ _Yieve had very faYerahle
million poundsfor air-cured. •
earlier this year," Ellis said.'
handling Weather," Ellis said today,
manager-al the Western Dark Fired
association general
A number of Calloway County dark - The
Burr Waldrop, co-owner of Growers
TobacenGrowers AssOclatIon. manager
said
tobacco
will be offeredia _
tobacco_
-tribaoca----farmeni—lastcalled
-tiredMurray,
inWarehouse
-Ellis -said- lie -expeets-the usual- manner with price supports-market, both for air cured Type 33 and- - this year --a pretty -good-grade.--it's-- bypassed the warehouse --and available to cooperating growers
directly to the buyer. Ellis said "barn
better than last year."
fire cured Types 22 and 23.
buying" of dark-fired was taking place- through the association using services
Waldrop said pis floor should have
Dark air-cured sales open in Murray
and -facilities of auction Warehouses
last year in December, but he said he
some 100,000 pounds ready for sale the
Dec. 9 and•in Mayfield a day earlier,
where tobacco is sold to receive prompt
seen no . indications of "
first day.
Dec 8.
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Charges Dropped
• Apple Case
Charges-- against aine- persons •arrested at a March 31 disturbance at
the Big Apple tavern south of Hazel
were dismissed Tuesday in Henry
County Circuit Court in Paris, Tn.
Judge Dick Jerman dismissed the
c-hargeS against nine of 11 Mufra,y State
University students who had appealed
earlier convictions in General Sessions
court in Paris. Two of those appealing
have reportedly moved from Murray
and elected to pay court costs.
The students were among 202 persons
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CIJRTAIN cALL — Juniors at Murray High rehearse a curtain call in anticipation oi the annual junior class play set*
Satin-jay, Dec. 3, at Murray Middle School Posed (from left) are Steve Dunn, Dana Mansfield Reed Hainsworth,Pat
Whitlow (seated) Lysi-tyon, Terry Smith Greg Schmaltz, charon Bladgett, Mike Pitts, Sieve....Sears and Linda Horner.
The play called:The.Nervous. Wreck-':-1.5A1hree -ICI Comedy by
- Not.pictated .we trebtrii teuziii and
Robert S.- Clair and is set in the 1950's in a rundown hotel managed by Mrs. Higgins. Mark Elberton isAinacting the
play.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley

---Mian--Kentucky, Karen Gordon, a
- Murray State .University student and
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wendell
Gordon of Benton, was uninjured in a
one car accident about a mile south of
Dexter on U.S.641-Tuesday.
According to Kentucky State Police,
the accident happened about 11:45 a.m.
Tuesday _on_the_ rain,ellcked highway
when Miss Gordon, driving a 1973Monte Carlo, topped a hill near Dexter
and Met a rural mail wrier pulling
_
onto the highway.State'polkesaid Miss
- Gordon attempted to stop, but ran off
the highway, ramming the car Into a
A_ portion of one' of the -moat suc- arraagementa of leasing certain
dirt bank.
cessful business enterprises in the. facilities of the Ryan Milk plant which
-State-palle-F-saitt-Miss--Gordorr warowity intlades trucks, -portions • of -the
--figtory 6fIlifuiffy ariatiffnivay-Cmanufacturing department, production
uninjured in the accident, but indicated
is changing ownership according to a
office and other related items,,Brettthe auto she was driving sustained
joint announcement made today.
man said. In addition, most of the
considerable damage.
Jim Garrison, general manager of
personnel now engaged in the fluid
Miss Gordon competed for the title of
Ryan
Milk
Co.
and
General
Dairy
The Christmas Charities Co- ,
division at Ryan will.be retained by the
Miss America earlier this year in
di ere. And. o Bre
n,
ordinating Program, spans°. -by- the-new owners of. the All Jersey nulk
Atlantic City, N.J.
local
supervisor
for
Flav-O-Rich,
a
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
distributorship.
dairy cooperative,-said today in a joint
Association, starts_thisweek ak
Brettman announced that Russell
announcement -that Flav-O-Rich has
tempting to match needy families in the
Alexander
will be sales manager for
Offered
purchased the fluid milk division of the
Reward
area with churches, service clubs, and
Flav-O-Rich, W. B. McCuiston will be
local dairy firm.
fraternal organizations which would
local sales represent,ative, and Wayne
Garrison and Brettman said that the
For Information _
like to.provide Christmas baskets again
Blackford-and Alvis Leslie will be in
distribution of All Jersey milk in the
this year.
seven
western
Kentucky
and
five
northSf
On-Missing Newsrack
The purpose of coordination is to
western Tennessee counties, presently
make sure that every needy family in
A $230 reward is being offered for
served by Ryan Milk, will be served by
the county receives a Christmas basket
information leading to the arrest
the new Flav-O-Rich organization as of
and 'at the same time to prevent
And. conviction of the person or
Dec.-11 1077:
an assottated spokeSnian
dui
A
ic
anon,
persons who took the newspaper
The Ryan (General Dairy Products)
said.
rack in front of The Murray Ledger
organization headed by Garrison will
Those serving on the Christmas
& Times office.
concentrate its 'activities in the
Charities committee include. the Rev.
The newsrack contained less than
production and ,distribution of coffee -Dr. David Roos, chairman, the Rev.
$10 in change but the rack itself is
Robert E-. Farlese, and the Rev.-Jim • creamer and sterile-cream products in
(EDITOR'S NOTE:. The following
valued at $85.
addition toretaining the manufacturing
Glass. If you know of a family who
'history of the Ryan Milk Company was
Anyone with information conand
disthbution
of
butter, cottage
should be put on the list or an
researched and written by Kirby
cerning the theft should contact Ted
cheese
:yogurt, fruit drinks and other
organization
that
would
like
to
take
a
.Jennings; former publisher of the
Delaney, circulation manager, at
associated
products.
family or families, please call 753-3824
Murray Democrat.)
753-1916.
Flav-O-Rich is taking ov?rthe fluid
or 753-3812, Dr. Roos said.
milk - operation
through
an
By KIRBY JENNINGS
The Ryan Milk Company was
originally organized in Calloway
County in the early 20's with the Bank of
Murray - serving as a ffirffmcing
organization: At that time, it was
repeatedly pointed out to the farmers
The Murray-Calloway County
that the excellent living conditions of
Community Theatre's production of the
the Wisconsin and Minnesota dairymen
Broadway hit 2Story Theatre" is
made for a prosperous people. The idea
certain to be a crowd pleaSer. The show
was attractive to the impoverished
is a'collection of-fractured fairy tales
-fanners of CallowayrOtinty."Pere bred
that will delight and entertain adults
jersey cows were introduced in the area
and young people, arebrcTuig to Ann
and banks financed milking sheds,
Chapman, the Stage Manager for the
pastureland revitalization, silos, and all
upcoming production.
otper items essential to better dairy
"In an effort to bring theatre to the
ptactiees.
entire community the show will be
Farmers who did have the financial
staged at the various elementary
capital bought shares in the company.
schools," commented theatre director
Each year the quality of the milk and
Richard Valentine. "Because the show
the number of herds mounted. Nothing
is touring to five different locations we
spectacular was accomplished by the
wanted to make performance concounty milk co-op, however it was able
ditions as constant as possible.-That is
to survive and enjoyed a minimum of
one reason we're playing the show 'in
success in its earlier years.
the round' with the audience sitting all
Then came the Great Depression.
around the action," he concluded.
The banks closed. Money was as scarce
REHEARSE PERFORMANCE—Members of the cast of the Communih
Mickey Phillips, treasurer of the
as hen's teeth. Although the farmers of
Theatre's production of "Story Theatre" are shown here in a recent rehear
theatre, announced, "Tickets for the
Calloway County suffered far less than
sal of a "Henny Penny" segment of the show. Left to right are John O'Brien
show will be available at the door, only
the workers in the cities, the conMark Hussung, Patti Phillips, Mary Morris (hidden), Linda Begley and Richard
on the nights of the performance.
sequential drag began to take a toll
Simon. The performance, which opens Thursday night. will be staged at
- Admission will be $1.50 for adults and $1
even if the impact was less severe than
Photo By ierinic B. Cord,,each of the local elementary schools.
for young people under twelve years
their city brethren. Naturally, the little
According to production committee
wearing a basic costume of jeans k
old."
Murray Milk Company ultimately
chairman Ellen Spencer, "Story
colorful sweatshirts with a sper,0 •
She also ann4ced a touring
began to - fell the • stings of the
Theatre" is a collection of ten storiesby. designed logo for this she* arinteaschedule for the show that wlll include-:
depression. •
• •
them. Audiences may feel more a
Southwest Elementary School on - the Grimm Brothers and Aesop that
Consequently, farmers began to
Thursday, Dec. 1, Carter Elementary , will be performed by a cast of forty-four of the action if they wear one 0
growl with disapproval. Obligations
young people and adults." She conCommunity Theatre T-shirts bear . - were hard to come by. Farms were
on Friday,Dec.2, North Elementary an
tinued, "The costumes for the show, as
drawing of the Old Freight
Saturday,Dec.3, and Monday,Dec.Sat
being foreclosed and dairymen who had
well as its entire staging will be quite
These will be available at thp
Murray Middle School, with the final
a financial interest in the company
informal and will even vary from
Office before the Show and
performance coming on Tuesday Der.6
became wary. After six to eight years
..termission for $4.
at East Elementary. All shows will -performance to performance."
of dragging at the ground sled of the
stait,proruptly at MO yid be over at
.Larry Barilett, chairrean of the
- .For further information conta.
depression, bI1lapileipet the com, conunittee, slid "The casr will
theitie at 759-1752.
about 8:30.
pany untilit reached the proportions of
near insolvency.
I

Program Underway
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arrested at-the disturbance last spring, _
most of whom were students at MSU.
The trial ended months of court
proceedings against the perions
arrested during the rock and bottle
throwing melee at the Tennessee
tavern.Moat of the students attested
had earlier accepted an offer frojai
District Attorney William Kinto to have
the charges dismissed on their payment
of court costs.
The nine cleared Tuesday are John
Boyd, Avery Boyd, Steve Kline, Julia
Harris, Marta Manning, Mary Moran,
Gordon- Vance, • Marion- Mixon----and
James_ Lee. All wera represented by
Paris attorneyRichard Dunlap III.
Judge Jerman dismissed the charges
after brief testimony by Tennessee
Highway Patrik Lt. Wayne Tubbs and "
Henry County Sheriff's Deputy Barry
Crowe. Both officers testified that the ,-. . riot conditions erupted after a man was
arrested for public drunkenness.' .
Neither identified any of the nine in
court Tuesday as those taking part in
the disturbance. None of the students
-testified.
"All- the State has proven is that they
were there," Dunlap said ih his closing
. argament,"sad the fact that they
-were
there is riot a criMinal offense."

The Junior Class of Murray High.
School will present- the play,: he
Nervous Wreck," on Saturday,
Detem-ber 3; ar eight p.m. at, the ,
Murray Middle School atiditorium.
This play is a three act comedy by
Robert St. Clair and is set in the 1950's
in a rundown hotel managed by Mrs.
Higgins. The cast of characters includes:
Pat Whitlow as Mrs. Higgins; Debbie
Geurin as army Higgins; Lys& Lyon as
Alice Higgins; Reed Hainsworth as
Eddie Higgins; Jerry Kelly as Brad;
Terry Smith, as Ralph Wilson; Dana
Mansfield as TildY Mae Jenkins; Steve
Sears as Bud Hicks; Mike- Pitts as
Jithiny Washburn; *eve Duna as Ivan
,Sharon Blotgett as Gladys
Burr; Greg Schmaltz as J. M. Burr;
Linda Horner as Madame X.
--The director of the play is Mark
Etherton. Admission will be one dollar
for children and two dollars for adtdtai.
Tickets will belivailableat the door: - -The public is urged to attend, a clase
spokesman said. '

Ryan Sells Milk Portion Of Local Operation
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MHS Junior Class
Play Is Scheduled
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settlement, Ellis said.
Type 35. ElliS said the rates exceed the
Ellis said proposed grade loan rates
1976 crop rates by three to 10 cents _a- are based on average levels of support
pound for Types 22 and 23 and from
of 79.5„cents a poigeifor fire-cured and _ three _to eight cents per pound for Type
70.7 cents for dark air cured. Ellis saidthose levels are about 7.3 percent
Ellis said the $1.17- and $1.03 are
higher thaa1976 rates.
- maximum levels for support,- but-ea--Proposed rates will vary with tobacco cereal quality- robili-Co -COUICI rise- to
quality and range from 49 cents to $1.17 $1.30 per pound.
Agricultural Stabilization and
a pound for Kentucky-Tennessee fire-cured Types 22 and 23 and from 48 cents Conservation Service administers the
to $1.03 per pound for dark air-cured tobacco price support program.

-

Ilav-O-Rich Division," Garrison said.
productiontbr Flav-O-Rich.
"As a result of this arrangement We
Flav-O-RIch is,the marketing arm of
hope te sell moretethem so that we will
-Dairymen, Inc., Mit - -which has
not lose personnel or total sales."
headquarters in Louisville. The DI
FlaV-0-Rich has located its business
cooperative has some 7,000 members
and sales offices at the corner of Fourth
and operates approximately 20 plants
and Chestnut.
in nine states from Virginia to
Breetrnan said that the local dairy
Louisiana.
—ifffir-lie 5Threefuce—Itk-sffliMr-Garrison, in explaining reasons - would cor
behind the sale of the fluid milk ,. under the All-Jersey label for the time
being.
division, said that it accounted for only
15 per cent of the total Ryan-General
"I want to express our appreciation
Dairy Products volume.
to our loyal customers over the years,"
"Ryan Milk speciality division sells a
Garrison said. "Their support has been
invaluable to us," he added.
large amount of products to Dairyman-

Local Dairy Has Expanded
Greatly Since Early Years

'Story Theatre'Production Set

•

The late -John Ryan had been an
attorney for the company since its
inception and had never been compensated for his efforts. At the critical
moment when the company appeared
to be on the brink of bankruptcy, the
lawyer submitted a bill of an estimated
$17,000, a really modest assessment
considering the many years he had
served as the company's attorney. The
hoard el directors of the- milk company
handed over the keys -to Ryan and
forfeited all claim to its assets.
Several dairymen were employed to
direct the fledging company with less
_than marked success. The milk pail
was leaking in the business structure.
Along the way-tame- a--bright young- man out of the hinterlands of Tupelo,
Miss., by the name of James Garrison.
He brought to the fledging and
struggling organization a wealth of
experience as a dairyman not _to_
mention his educationalattainments as
animal husbandry and economic
knowhow.

Garrison also just happened along at
the right time-with his expertise. The
back of the depression began to break
and the healing antiseptics of an ambitious young man with the capacity to
turn sour milk into buttermilk with a
golden- dasher was exactly the churn
most needed in the pre-World War II
days. .
To shed all resemblance of the less
fortunate days of tbe:depres.siori, the,
new owner dropped the name of
Murray Milk Company to the Ryan
Milk Company. Not only did he change
the name, but he instituted many new
products. Some with startling success
and others that flopped like clabber.
--Bethe never-4auit twin&
The stroke that put Garrisen's
moniker on the map was the day that he
-conceived with colleagues the title for
his chief product, All Jersey Milk. A
still used set of prerequisites set the.
standard for All Jersey and it became
See RYAN MILK
Page 14-A. Column I

inside todaY Two Sections-28Pages
Murray High Tigers opened their 1977-'78 cage season
with a 60-58 victory over Trigg County. A recap of the
game can be found in today's issue. Page 9. Also today
cooking columnist Ann liddberg reviews the justpublished International Cooks' Catalog. Page 1, second
section.

today's index

• rain
Rain and a few thunderstOrms
tonight, ending Thursday.
_ Temperatures_ remaining ,pearly
steady tonight with lows in the
upper 40s to low 50s. Turning
colder Thursday wi,th highs in the
upper 40s. Winds, southeast to
south at 5 to 15 miles per hour
tonight. Rain chances are near
100 percent tonight; decreasing to
40 percent Thursday.
%

a.

Cooking Oerner
. 1-B
Classifieds 9-B, 10-B, 11-B, 12-B,
1 3.B
-CtoSiWoedS
Comics
-9-A
Dear Abby
3-B
Deaths & Punera Is
.5-A
Horoscope
4-B
Let's Stay Well
4-B
Local Scene
2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page
.-. .. 4-A
Sports
8-A,9-A, 10-A
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Mrs. Hodges Is Penny Speaker

Oh,Godr
Is it Funnyl

"Health Protection" was
the subject of the lesson
presented by Mrs. Johnnie
Walkee"at thelneethig of the
PennyHomemakers Club held
on November 14 at one p.m. at
the County Extentiorr-Office.
Special guest was Mrs.
Harlan Hodges who presented
a fruit challenging and.. inspirational.review of the book,
Glorious
,
and
Physician" by, Taylor Caldwell:
Mrs: Ernest-- Madray,
president, presided. Mrs.
Walker read the scripture
from Matthew 25:15 and
called the roll with each
member answering with her
favorite dish for Christmas.
A lesson on "Quilting" was
presented by Mrs. Modena
•• Butterworth and Mrs. Helen
Cole.
•
The club will meet Moriday,
December 19, at eleven a.m.
at -the' Extension Office. A
illiè
potluck luncheon
served and gifts valued at twO
dollars will be exchanged.

Co'ege

PRESENTING THE PROGRAM at the meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club on
November 15 at the club house were, left to right, Ann
Uddberg, Helga Keller, and Margaret Porter. Each
discussed the traditions of Christmas in other counties
and each exhibited various items of interest pertaining
to those countries. Mrs. Uddberg told about Christmas
customs in Sweden and Norway, her family's ancestral
homes. Mrs. Keller discussed Christmas in.her native
-Germany.,dvirs. "Porter, a native of Newfoundland.
Canada, told about the province, its location, and the
way of life in her home city, as well as Christma
customs. A short business meeting was 'held and
refreshments were served by the hostesses who were
Mesdames Richard Farrell, Wayne Flora, W. A. Frnaklin,
Eurie Garland, Howard Gish, Jim Greer, James Hart, and
Roy Hatton.

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
Plans Dinner Here Saturday

Calloway County.--atudeets
enrolled for the 1977 fall
semester at the University of
Kentucky have been released
in a computerized list by the
university as follows:
Business and Economics
College:
Mike Downs Alexander,
George
junior;
Rudy
Allbritten, senior; Salty Clay
MataraELO, sophomore; Mark
Kendall Thurman junior;
Robert Steven Weber, janior.
Arts and Sciences College:
Diane Beale,' Ward Bradford Boone, Emily S. Byrn,
John P. Hart, Joseph C.
Higginbotham, Jan
E.
Outland, Andy James Ryan,
Barry M. Wells, and Kelly
Williams, all freshmen;
William L Boston, and James
Richard Pinkston,

Coldwater Club
Has Meeting At

The annual Christmas drink. Each family is to bring
it
:W
pad
lh holiday dinner will be hekl. by three dishes - meat,
P-ADUCHD.p
AH PA
at.Lourdes
Melfortiltieinore of Murray :,.the Twtn takers.. Good -Sam "- i!egetable, -salad or dessert.
Route Four has been ti patient Club. on SatilidaY, December Vandly gifernicsertaining
3, at 8:30 p.m. at the Com- csmpirig valued it about five
Mrs.'Ralph 13ennett opened
munity Room of the Peoples dollars will be exchanged. The
her
home for the meeting of
Bank Branch at North 12th children will exchange one,
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
the Cotdwater Homemakers,.
and
Chestnut
Streets.
dollar
gifts.
- •
- Club held on November eighth
Mrs. John Nanny of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes , Harold and Ruth Ever- - Plans for the dinner were at one p.m. with the president,
smeyer will be wagonmasters announced at the last-campout
- Hospital, Paducah:"
Mrs. Dan Bazzell; pre:tiding.
and willfurnish the bread and. held November 18, 19, and 20
The craft 'lesson was
at Piney Campground in the
presented by Mrs. Jane
,Land Between the Lakes with
•
--.- . ..,,,
Douglas. She showed the
a•
..t......2.4 •:qt..--..4,4,41
Ned and Beth Wilson and J. B.
Ilr
.":‘•--. . SO
,
4r7j.
1
a
...40
ailMt-- •
.,• .........
Christmas bell made of beads,
Alf'
.
$1411...
and Jo Burkeen as w"
----11.11.17r*Illr
archertmlls and
nneri:snrnr
lir•v•Pdal•
t!..a
f:
l
*..L...
WV •
masters.
boots with sequin trim. .
elf air
4111,9
Rudolph and Opal Howard
6
Mrs. Newel Doores gave the
conducted the worship ser- Thanksgiving prayer. The
vices beta by the club on
devotional thought on "How
Sunday morning at the Wilson The Bird Got Her Wings" was
campsite. Crafts, games, given by Mrs. Bennett. Mrs.
hikes, and sports activities Dewey Bazzell.called the
roil
_
mita coaducted-by. the-per.,
with" eikli 'meta:kr -*eying
DIAMOND
sonnel at the campground. A what she was most thankful
chili supper was served on
N
EARRINGS
Downtown
Brilliant diamond in
Saturday night.
Shopping Center
Lag
each pierced earring- ,
Attending the campout were charge of the recreation.
753-1640
I
14K white or yellow
Charlie,
Gayle,
Angel,
and
told
113;.frochmpnts were seryed _by
lEreligsa
— Adams, John âTiW Mrs. Bennett.
•
I From$42.50
Joan Bowker, J. T. and Anita
Also present were Mrs.
Dozens
•
Bucy, J. B. and Jo Burkeen, Sandra West and daughter,
I to...lc!.inzarns
,
Fred and Martha But- Nicole, Mrs. Vivian Adams,
=la
Imareew.
terworth, A. A. Doherty, Mrs. Mable Fuqua, Mrs.
Jimmy, Sherry, and Ginger
Arlene Adams, Mrs. Odell
Graham, Jimmy, Marilyn,
Youngblood, and Brett BazGina, and Cheryl Herndon,
zell.
r
Rudolph 'and Opal Howard,
A potluck luncheon will De
Jim and Todd Lawson, Andy,
held at 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
Linda, Greg, and Lori Rogers, December 13, at the home of
Hugh and LaRue Wallace, and
_ Mrs.Dan:HazzelL
Ned and Beth Wilson.

:I3enne-tt Mine

•

LINDSEY'S',
JEWELERS

•

I

I.

mas

COOKING

or
CLEANING

I

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Has It
Olympic Plaza
N. 12th St.
Murray

We Repair Any
Vacuum Ever Made

nd Anniversary
Sale

Now In Progress
Children's Fashions'

, 74e SteA c.,eadder:

.. .. ..‘,
If;'' .
Bel-Air Shopping Cent;
753-1795

1

11-19-77
Adults' 100
Nursery 6
NO NEWBORNS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Doris A: Snow and
Baby- Boy, Rt. 2, Bx. 197-A,
Buchanan, Tn.,- James D.
Nesbitt, Rt. 1 Bx. 140, Murray,
Guy S. Wilson, New Concord,
Jack D. Colson, Ledbetter,
mrs.'Offie 15 Chadtvick,- 1613
Parklane, Murray, Desiree
McGehee:410 N. 1st., Murray,
Mrs. Brenda C. Palmer, 7171
/
2
Dunlap, -Paris, Tn., 0. L.
Anderson, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Virginia N. Coleman, Rt. 1,
Delaer; :Mrs. G111141----t:
-Driver, Rt. 1, Benton, Fred 0.
Butterworth, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Sandra B. Murdock, Bx.
124, Lynnville, Mrs. Sharon K.
Jameson and Baby Girt, 517
Brand, Mayfield, Lubie L.
Page, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Lois
S. Upchurch, Bx. 204, Macon,
Miss., Mrs. Virginia Swann,
700 S. 16th., Murray, Festus G.
Roberts, Rt. 2, Bx. 330,
Murray, Mrs. Mamie E.
Jones, Rt. 2, Mayfield.

[EirdITTicrowave P,rosgi
10-6 M.-Thur.
10-8 Fri.
9:30-8 Sat.
1-6 Sun.

HOSPITAL NEWS

.

.

Hrs. Mon.Thru Sat.
10:00-9:00 Till Christmas

' II

7 3A Crniy

Now University, Kentucky

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Marvin Parks of
Murray Route Four has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

z'

31);•30

Fifty Calloway Students
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gtofterREK
AoPhorluirm4 --Tricia-1.Yas--Allied-Health-Oollege:
--•-•.*.Kline, junior.
Melanie Gale Norwood,
ROY SCHROER
7 300nly
Medicine College:
sophomore; Jeffrey R.. Kurth
Christopher D. Clopton, and Lisa Ann Winters,
Prof. 1; W.Lewis Drake,Prof. juniors; Nancy L. Span%
,
2.
senior.
'
Eads hafts
Law College:
Home Economics College:
OW
,
0F, I
ofast STARTS T11110111
an
cEw
Tu
idA Fr
Drake Stephen Cigini, prof. Jeanette Belle Gilliam,
3; William E Pinkston, prof. Junior.
MARTY
RafAitt
C4.14. Ir
4:, Katherine Gail Russell, Fine Arts College:
FELD
*1011
pigEAD GEM
prof. 3; Penny Lorraine Anne Louise Gregory;fresh-7 300nly 1
Warren, prof. 3.
man; Michele Richardson,
Engineering College:
.senior.
Nejad Ali Davari, fresh- Communications College: .
man; Saeed Farzanyar, Thomas'
S.
Pasco,
sophomore; Ahmed sophomore.
.011111~1.41111.4,
..41k ,"
Davarinejad, Steven Grey Education College:
iStnlaSh
-4
Howard, Timothy Alan Diana L Shiger, freshman.
Philpot, and Gary Lee Pharmacy College:
'tere7Nipilrr
Sumner, all juniors; Alan Ruth Titsworth Pickens,
••111.411111111.111
1.17
Taylor Jones and James fifth year; Karen Neil Scott,
Humphrey Pasco, both senior.
seniors.
Graduate School:
'
Dentistry College:
Anne lames Erwin, 1;
Steven Edward Farmer, Dianne M. Noel, 2; Susan
4,000 Watt Helen of Troy
prof. 2; Dan Michael Luther, Larsen Richmond, 2; Mary
-f
prof 1; William Nall Pasco, Elizabeth Robbins, 2; Ada
prof. 1.
Hutson Selwitz, 1.
Prestige

1
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BLOW DRYERS

CURLINGIRO

Claudia Carson-Hostiss-For Meet

Of Countryside'Homemakers Club.
F

Claudia Carson was hostess friends to be revealed and new
for the meeting of the Coun- ones chosen for the new Year.
tryside Homemakers Club All members are urged to be
held on-.-Tuesday-,--November present eighth, at her home.
The Minus] Christmas
The lesson on "How Food dinner will be held on ThurAffects Your Health"- was sday, December 15, at seven
presented, by Debbie Shapla p.m. at the Casa Mia
who pointed out-that s.,.....---restottraut -at Hickory:
heart conditions- and other
diseases have been related to
the amount and types of food Ruth Warren Group Of
one eats. -Dinah Westernman gave the Church Holds Meeting
lesson on "Sensible Use of
Medication and Vitamins.
The Ruth Warren Group of.
- -A- report-on the-wallpaper
clinic held at the Decor Store Church met in the home of
in Murray was given by Patsy Nealet.on November 1.
Wanda Henry.
Gracie Holland introduced
The minutes were read by the program entitled "Baptist
Mrs. Westernman in the 1/41•-•Inn Aitortin.&wee-with
absence of Wanda Barrett. each of the six members
Other members present were present participating.
Carolyn
Enoch, Joyce
The monthly Calendar of
Houston, Shelia McGinnis, Prayer was led by Carol
Beverly Vance, Faye Ward, Turner. Phyllis Whitney,
and Janice Owen.
president, presided.
At noon chili, soup, and
Refreshments were served
sandwiches were served.
by Patsy Neale.. Other_
- -The club. will meet on members present were Judy
Tuesday, December 13, at Smotherman antLNIary Boyd.
12:30 p.m. at the home of
Carolyn Enoch with sunshine
ThE- big imago itre-of-tti`t-deitroyed 3.5 square miles,
took an estimated 250 lives, and
caused $200 million damage.
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-CINCERELLA DOLLS
For The Kids
We now carry a full line of
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TeenagePregnancies
******Jet*******
In State Increasing
ALE AMERICAN SPECIIP1„.„SI
LEXINGTON, Ky.Teenage pregnancies are
increasing not only in the U.S.
but also in Kentucky. School
social workers attending a
weekend "tonference here
heard discussions on ways of
coping with sexually active
teenagers and discussed
current methods of dealing
with the problem.
" "Nationally, one--Tifth of the
births are to teenager,s, andnine in ten of these youngsters
keep the baby. Four million
teenagers risk unintended
pregnancies," said Jan
Harman, director of the
Lexington Planned Parenthood Center, Inc.
The Lexington Planned
Parenthood Center provides
confidential pregnance tests
for teenagers. Harman observed that the number of
pregnancies detected totals
more than the number of
births to the teenagers tested.
"My conclusion is that many
of the girls are terminating
their pregnancies. So, while
there's an increase in
teenager pregnancies, the
birth rate to teens in Kentucky
has dropped." Nationally,
figures indicated that onethird of all abortions are
performed on teenagers.
Harman explained that
teenagers live on a one-way
street with very few choices.
"They • have no choice pf
parents, no choice of schools
to attend, ne choice Of social
grouping. -the only choice
teenagers have is sex." She
elso said that . evert though
teenagers experience sex,

they eventually come back to
the morals they are taught.
"And many who do participate in sex activities, say
they think premarital sex is
not rigid,"
. .
Many girls believe that
pregnancy will not happen to
,them,
Harman
noted.
"Statistics indicate that
teenagers do not use contraceptives the first, or even
Abe.secOnd_Or third time they
engage in sexual intercourse.
If the girl doesn't get pregnant
then, the chances of either
partner using a contraceptive
diminishes."
In a survey of teenage
clients of Lexington Planned
Parenthood, the youngest to
experience sexual intercourse
was an 11 year old female.
Harman said that pregnancies
to 10 and 11 year olds are increasing nationally. "The age
of puberty used to be 15 and 16
years old. Now it is 10 and 11,"
said Hannan.
"Forty-six percent of
teenagers who call us want
information about VD symptoms and pregnancy tests,"
said Harman.
"Schools, churches and
parents must work together in
informing our young people
about parenthood.' Sex
education should start early in
childhood and continue
thropghout life. We must
emphasize that teenagers can
have's good relationship
without sex," she said.
Some 60 acheol social
iForkern attended The fiid-ciky
meeting sponsored'-by the
Kentucky. Department of
Education.

*k**************
This week:

LIVER &
ONIONS
---'Tlsth week, Jerry's features an AllAmerican tradition — grilled baby
beef liver smothered in onions. We
add your choice of-potatoes, and
tossed salad.'An old-fashioned
delight at an old-fashioned price.
Good from 11 a.m. daily,
No*. 28-Dec. 4, 1-977
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Honest FoOd...at Honest Prices!
South 12th Street
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Mrs. Collie Has

Dr. Ray Mofield Selected
As Educator For Seminar

Les.son At Dexter

inter Preparation Homemakers Meet

The -beifei Homemakers
Club had a lesson on "Bead
Mal SimmOtw, who has a
14.RaY hioflekl, professor attend the College Conference.
dto-:-Art
IRTS
Bells."
di
committee-hr-New--dallblear
ected._hyMrs.
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•
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and
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net insulated. You.can do this. presided.
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formation
Office on the
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From these 25 aelectTelevision Society (IRTS) In
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scripture
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,Wurray Lecfser & Timex Editor
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The football blitz is upon us and in a column, who adnutted that he had
couple of weeks,- the college bowl- 0tolen. them .from a friend, who stole .
games will become so intermingled them from a guy in Chicago.)
The rules are simple. Just match the-with the NFL action that we probably
will think football is all the boob tube 28 National Football League teams with
the descriptions given below. For
,
has to offer.
If you're a dyed-In -wool football --0119nPle, the answer -to'No. 25-"-----addict we've--across something .anouto--13 hon,as in Detroit
easY-but you've got 27
that will_help..yaiLpasnthatigne_a
--more- to go and the time limit is 15onboau
e's
erfo
thA
:
pu
gam
le.ing televised.
zbe
minutes No fer IntOriNg at sa -NFL.
- If you're sitting around ttie
'tv room, guide-or anything else that listifall the
gabbing with friends and waiting for teams. It's also no fair if you look at the
the game to start, try answering the answers (printed upside down. below)
following questions ( which were sup- so go ahead and fold the paper over now
'•
plied to us by local pharmacist Darold so you can't see them.
•
Darold
scored
way,
he
the
By
claini
Keller, who clipped them from an
Indianapolis newspaper writer's 25 (you can °tie at the end a the list
where that ranks him.)
,
0+0

The Little Man
collecting Social Security or
-temdt-t: s40144:gtaRriagi-77,1V-- 7f _ percent other --__Alsabilit
iTicrease 'the last nine yel-rs lat-he'rsT-esPeeianY'biaekroi--ha-v.V. •
hut.
in
:the. number - of "retireaLnol_nut of choice
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warried because they
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able
been
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men not working outside the once had
to find another.
home or seeking work.
The true revolution is the
The actual number, while
growth in working
continuing
impressive, is still a • small
than half of all
More
wives.
fraction of the total Work force.
---52.4 percent
women,
married
According to Business Week
joined or
-have
1976
of
as
magazine, 2.2 Million married
the
men are not wage earners. And repraced itheir husbands in
"more !parried students, other_ . 9-10-5 grind.
One statistic we'd like to see'
SPung_ hiEba.nds.. and_roiddle,
r-ifinian ged men." _rit says, are _ is how many of these 2.2ileServe
reStly
staying_ home-and letting their. liousehtlsbands
The name. Ttiat is, how litany
es earl-I-The paec-k." flethes-r
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cooking
floors,
the
scrubbing
of a socialogical revolution,
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however. Not yet, anyway.
con
to
able
still
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are
many
how
About half the 2.2 million men,
,
4he-little.-woman_inta.doing_that
isabred-.1nd
_ forexample, are-dThe report

at first glance is

Looking Back
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Here are the questions:
----LSAini4aiared... .
2. A747.

years-Ago

4..Streakers are this. •
AZ,Ittstile attackers.
Lnesiitfe whnjus been
-11.-Vartuuelronworkers
serving as Commonwealth Attorney
7. Patrick Henrys.
was sworn as Circuit Judge of the 42nd
8. I.0.U.s.
Judicial District, and former Circuit
"In case you haven't noticed, we're losing altitude fast-!"
9. Help to relocate.
Judge Richard Peck was sworn in as
10. Toy baby with nab ALMS-,
_CommonerealthAtineney.
Irvin Lee Hillman who lives just off
12. Lubricators:9
the New Concord Road _Lretia_b_ty has
13. Coldsailors.
. the only team of oxen in this entire
14. Opposite of ewes. •
area.
15. Class of Boy Scouts.
-Deaths reported include Mrs. Ethel
16. American gauchos.
Osborn,age 83-.
17. Basic,fundamental rule.
Mrs. Everett W. Outland and Mrs.
12. Credit cord users.
Norville role of Murray attended the
IL Jodi=loaders.
Region Five meeting of the Girl Scout__
- oftveasto.
• ,,,
_ -.
AisociiWnktIdaIMernPhia• TU.Used to be girls.
Births Ye-ported include a girl to Mr.
serVieethr-seirior Affiericafts(NAO•A
But legalization itself is not the only
Assocthted Press Writer
22. A dollar and corn.
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23.
on November.
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to answer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) • - question confronting trie lawmakers.
Enrolled in. Honiernakers Clubs in
24. Hot
questioilt and solve problems-last. If regarding problems or questions that
Advocates of the purported cancer drug _ There are degrees of legalization.
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you havt
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legislators,
Capitol
HEAR,TLINE, 114 E. Dayton St.,_West newsletter and offers a prescription
R.
Taylor,
D.
McDaniel, Mrs. Alfred
v. suntanned bodies.
Assembly-_-taires tip-_-,the-question of several alternatives--exist-if Laetrile- is
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. - you will drug plan that gives substantial
and Mrs. Max Farley.
legalized.
January.
in
legalization
.
28.
Rodeo horses'
receive a Prompt reply, hut you must on its members'bills. •
drug, derived from _ -Five states have adopted laws
the
of
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0+0
NAOA
explaining
brochure
For a free
Maud
tam
sell-addressed
the pits of apricots, were highly vocal similar to Alaska's (the first state to .
That's it Now grade yourself acenvelope. The most useful replies will in detail, write "Heartline-NAOA,"
during hearings earlier this year by a approve use of the drug) which
cordingly:
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
he printed in thiscohimn.
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0.14.
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specinflegielative
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speaker.
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report,
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However,
are
24-28 correct-Cheater.
65 ler annuiants on the Railroad anything about this?-C.F.
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said he had joined a group call the the VA determines to cause undue wear
guest
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the
at
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soloist
annual
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National Association of Older and tear on clothing.
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many
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the .allowance
receive
details, but it interested me. I would roll
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like to know more about-this group. Can automatically after their initial
By The Associated Press
91=113110*-11--Mrs. Ann Lassiter was honored at a
-Since -the U.S. Food and Drug
operation. You canapply for this at any
the
30,
Nov.
you help me?-C.R.
Wednesday,
Today is
ocii&03'91
dinner on her 90th birthday at the home
Administration says Laetrile is toxic
A. The National Associations of Older VA office. •
334th day of 1977.. There are 31 days left
'ultra'SI
M a. son, James R. Lassiter, on
and ineffective in cancer treatment and .
in the year.
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refuses to approve it for interstate
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ston Churchill was born.
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-At least 12 state; have legalized
Herbert
In 1939, the Soviet Union attacked Women Voters are Mrs.
gear '3
Laetrile, including Indiana, where the
Mrs.
Halpert, Mrs. Dorothy Rowlett,
.
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lune Finland.
Those who advocate no-fault want to •
legislaturebverrode a governor's Veto.
Kentucky's-PO:faiilt insurance law,
Garnett Jones,and Mrs.Sethi= White.
U.S.
II,
War
World
during
1942,
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-"The two sides in this conflict dO
which became effective in 1974, is sure strengthen the law by changing the
Mrs. Guy Billhigton accepted the Cub
bombers struck at Japanese forces
not seem to agree on the nature of the
to be challenged by special interest threshold from $1,000 to a "verbal
Charter for the-Murray ParentScout
holding Rangoon,turma.
issue. .The FDA and the medicalgroups Who want to abolish it and concept", meaning you can sue only for
1949, the Chinese Communists Teacher Association from Scout
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reflalVe.V.01 Inerheff
• return-tothe old tortaystern.
Nle.•
scientific-establishment cooittend • that
--Comminssioner-Elarney, Hendon- 'at a
,
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the issue is a drug regulatory question,
If the_ trial lawyers, wh6 fought it so bills. The thinking here is that the $1,006
special.ceremony at the Woodmen of
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Ford
Gerald
President
1975,
In
while the Laetrile lobbyists argue that
bitterly, have their way, the General threshold only encourages injured .
the -World Hall. The PTA sponsors the
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China to expand the new
the fundamental issue is freedom of
Assembly will repeal the law in the 1978 parties to run up doctor bills to exceed
Cub Scout Pack in Murray, with Ottis
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Richard
President
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session. As a. member of the Banking $1,000 no matter how minor the injury.
-choice."
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•
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en ,year
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special interest in the issue and I am come from the no-fault opponents who
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as pastor of the Memorial Baptist
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Mar Editor:
are Members of the John Birch society Greece and Turkey in the Cyprus Church.
serving well the best interests of an Hearings conducted before the Banking
who perceive the issue, in the words of dispute eased as U.S. diplomats led by
The friends of Frank Albert StubSarah Ruth Rhodes,- daughter of Mrs.
overwhelming majority of Ken- and Insurance committee the past two
blefield have initiated a Memorial
one supporter, as one of "trampling on Cyrus Vance tried to avert a war.
A. L. Rhodes of Murray, Is home
years have established the wisdon of
tuckians.
Scholarship Fund at Murray State
freedom of choice by governmental
Five years ago: The 1.3,0_,_military economist with the Lexington Electric
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University 'in Frank Albert Stub•
force."
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Lexington,
System,
'command in Vietnam announced that
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From the- .legislative perspective; one week-Wad, gone by without ITS.
and almost all of , them have will try to modify rather than abolish
Locally the family, requested this in
however, "this type of issue is best combat fatalities for the first time in
materialized. Under no-fault, the the law.
lieu of other expressions of sympathy.
perceived as a continuum, with ab- nearly eight years.
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1 Deaths and Funerals
Fay M. Green, father of
John Green of Murray, died
Tuesday at 12:40 a. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
ducah. He was age 70 and a
-twaident of Bartow. ----The deceased was a native
of
Oklahoma and was a retired
Mrs. Annielleipits,_age17
4‘
— -et 19 -Weedhrwn-Avenain---- Miss Gladys Swann, retired truck driver. He was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Summerville. Ga
died school teacher, slied Tuesday
Survivors include three
- Monday afternoon In Fort it 12:30 p. m. at the Murraysons,
John of Murray, William
Payne, Ala.
Calloway County Hospital. G.and
James Green, Chicago,
-She- was born JanuarL-41—She was 80 years of ass.
Ill.; one dalighter, Mrs. Betty
:
line in Whitfield County GL... _ yhe
Murray
woman
was the daughter ofLtbe—graduated frcen-Miiriasy-Stste - Pearson, Barlow; five sisters,
late Robert and Amanda .filniversity and- attended -1Cti:-Itebirliisiit;-Paducah,
Ledford.She was a member of Western State University at Ws. Nora Baker, Barlow,
the North--Stunmerville Bowling Green. She began her _Mrs. Edith Bouclrie and Mrs.
Etaptist Church and made her teaching career in the one WpaI Hal, Detroit, Mich., and
home in Summerville for the room school of Harris Grove Mrs. Hazel Abbotoy, Chicago,
III.; eight grandchildren; twc
past several years.
and Martin's Chapel in great
grandchildren.
Surviving
are
four Calloway County, and later
daughters, Mrs. Ruth Hilburn taught English and business at. Funeral arrangements are
•-incomplete- -but- Icieads may
of Murray, Mrs. Efith Palmer Hampshire,
Tn.,
and calf at the Lindsey
Funeral
of Sparta, Tn., Mrs. Zula Kingsport, Tn., before her
Home, Paducah.
Greeaon of Louin, Miss., and retirement.
Mrs. Mary Catherine White of
Miss Swann was a member
Fort Payne, Ala; one son,
Frank Lee Davis of Sparta, ci the Seventh and Poplar
Tn.; one brother, E. H. Church of Christ. Born
Ledford.reehattinoogif,.. 1111- Decipher 8,1896, in Calloway
thirteen grandchildren; County, she was the daughter
thirteen great-grandchildren; of the late William Franklin
Ray H. Lyon of Murray
several nieces and nephews. Swann and &vire Elizabeth Route Two died this morning
Swann.
Cole
Services will be held at 1:30
at two o'clock at his home. He
p. m. Thursday at the North
Survivors include one sister, was 72 years of age and a
Summerville Baptist Church Mrs. Jahn(Effie)?Ayers, am retired farmer and carpenter.
with the Rev. Goldman Hogue Poplar Blreek- *limy; .
The Calloway man was a
en
Arne Whitman brother,- -1tuiii
tfri-member of the'bawl Grove
offiCiating. Burial will be in Poplar Street,
Murray; three Church of Christ. Born
the Adamsburg Cemetery.
nephews, Hafford Myers, November 21905, in Stewart
Friends may call at the J. D. Clarksville,
Tn., Dale Myers, county, Tn., he was the son of
Hill Chapel of Lane Funeral Murray, and Clinton
Sims, the late Walter A. Lyon and
Home in Summerville, Ga.
Louisville; five nieces, Mrs. Margaret Curtis Lyon.
Mr. Lyon is survived by his
Dulcie Douglas, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred Harry, Houston, wife, 141.3. Bobble Mathis
Texas, sirs, eon aramm Lyon, to whom he was
Frankfort, Mrilltatible
-Tfeil tharded-an june 26;1112
"
"
Miller, Florida,and Mri. Zane daughters, Mrs. Harold
(Norma Jean) Young, NishRay, Kingston,
vine, Tn., and Mrs. Troy
The funeral will be ,..bdd (Nelda) Garland, Riviera
Mrs. Effie Outland - died
Thursday at 1030
Ciarte,... Murray; two NM
Tuat
fW-five
the chapel Of the J.-H. Churchill -iirgllit.
Lyon, Murry Mutts
Western State Hospital.
Funeral Home with Bro. TOW Two, and J. C. Lyon, Route
Hopkinsville. She was 81 years
Dale and Bro. Lexie Ray of- Three, Dover, Tn.; two
of age.
ficiating. Burial will follow in sisters, Miss Ruby Lyon
and
The deceased was the wife the
Murray Memorial Gar- Mrs. George (Geneva)
of Andy Outland who died dens.
Crutcher, and one brother,
November 26, 1972. She was a
Friends may_call at the _jamat_a fly
of anutP
ember of the Center Ridge-_._A
Tour
Missionary Baptist Church.
___Agra
ndchild
ren.
nornAUgust 11, 1886, in f
The funeral will be held
Calloway County, she was the
Friday at one p.m. at the
daughter of the late Andrew
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Garrett Billington and Mary
Funeral Home with place of
Tennessee Catts Billlngton.
burial to be announced later.
_
coutke.nd stirvived bY
Friends-may,. call at the.-.
one daughter, • Mrs. Johnny
Leo (Novella) Chadwick of
Final rites for Mrs. Rennie funeral home after six p.m.
Murray Route Six; one sister, Pailtiiiiilliclui are being held tonight ( Wednesday).
Mrs. Edna Donelson of today at two p.m. at the chapel
Murray Route Three; three of the Blalock-Coleman
grandchildren; four great „Funeral Home with the Rev.,--zur
1.1
grandchildren.
Leon Penick officiating and AI
The funeral will be held Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Serving as pallbearers are
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev. Henry Clint Lawson, Herman
J. N.(Newt)Outland of 1805
James T. Garland officiating Lovins, Joe Pat Coleman, Keenland Drive, died Tuesday
Coleman,
Harty at four p. m. at the Murrayand Mrs. Oneida White as Zane
organist. Burial will follow in Culpepper, and Raymond Calloway County Hospital. He
the Murray Memorial Gar- Hamlin. Burial will follow in was 68 years of age.
the New Concord Cemetery.
dens.
The Murray man was a Mrs. Hicks, age 95, died tobacco grader for the United
Friends mai call_at the
Monday at Kalamai*, Mich, States
-funeral house.'
Department
Oil
Agriculture. He was a
member of the First-Baptist-Church. Born November 19,
1909, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the. late John
David Outland and Mary
Retta Nanney Outland.
Mr. Outland is survived by
..bis wife, Mrs. Modelle Miller
Outland, a retired teacher of
the Murray Elementary
Schools; two sisters, Mrs.
Grogan(Jo) Roberta and Mrs.
E. L (Siddie) Cohoon, and
four brothers, Neville,
Carlton, and J. D. Outland, all
of Murray:, several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur. chill Funeral Home with the
----Rev. Norman turgipper and
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiating. Burial will follow
In the Murray City Cemetery.
• Friends may call at the
-funhome after three p. m.
today (Wednesday). The
family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Calloway County Cancer
Fund.

Mrs. Annie Napier

Gladys Swann Dies

Dies;_Was_Mother_

Tuesday; Funeral

ItUtb-Hilbunt

MurrayHome&Auto
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571

To Be Thutsday

HARDWARE STORE

Ray H. Lyon Dies
At His Home Today;
Funeral Is Friday

Space Age Woosistove
newest home appliance

•

now
just

EVERYTHING YOU WILL NEED!
ONLY
ROBY

1299

Mrs. Outland Dies
Tuesday With Rites
Scheduled Thursday

CLEAN, SAFE
WOODSTOVE IS
ENGINEERED FOR

QUANTITIES
LIMITED

Display some good timing on mantel or table. This traditional Concord clock has electric pendulum movementfor
accurate timekeeping; hand-grained Woodtone finish
case; floral accented dial with authentic looking key-

Cooks frozen and prepackaged pizzas. TV dinners, hors
d'oeuvres. etc MO362-35

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Hicks

Newt Outland Dies
Local nospitai•
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Eukley McNeely Is
Dead At Age 68
white-on-white
the sophisticated look in dress
shirts. luxurious white-on-white
"solids" in very tastefal and
elegant patterns. made in a
"silk-like' blend of polyester
and cotton, taper tailored. for
?hat special look, turn to Career
Club.

Eukley McNeely of Benton
Route Five died Monday at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. He was 68
years of age.
He is survived by one sister,
Mrs Winnie Cruse, Dalton,
Ill., and one brother, Sidney
McNeely, Chicago, Ill.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel" of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
ert Rose officiating.
will.be in the Union
Ridge Cispeter'y.
Friends my call .at the
funeral home.
-

eig

E

AMERICAN
IRONSTONE
40-PC. DINNER SET
SERVICE FOR 8

c:

hietslaut 123A
Solid-state chassis has electroni
c speech compression
for extra range. Automatic
noise limiter; selectivity
filter and isolated speaker
system cot noise and
interference. 23channels.
242-0123-002

Cooks 2 hamburgers at
once; reverse grid for
frying eggs, etc.
493WD

• Handsome, carefree' Ironstone is oven proof, detergent
proof.
dishwasher safe. Patterns are locked under glaze to protect
against fading, chipping. Service for eight includes S each
dinner plates, &oz.. cups. saucers, 6*. plates, soup/cerea
l bc.',
Choice of 3colorful patterns.35/3413-1/2/12

FIFILPLACE
ENCLOSURE

Ale

GLASS ENCLOSURE
(D) Lir Sport
Basketball
Pole adjusts 50"-68".
Weighted base; backboard; net; foam ball

99"
Beautiful picture-frame design, Hi.
folding flush-fit doors with heatresistant tempered glass provide a ,
clear view of the fire. Sliding do:it
locks. Precise draft control. Antique
braas finish. Sizes to fit mosefireplace
25/5406. sees
Screen For protection while
enjoying open fire. Sizes for most
fireplace openings. 25/5151 Ti' 45
4-Piece Fire Tool Set. 25/25/7-66-70/1

21/678

$1388

=
Oka
U 119•95

$91 95
53441

2 cu. IA. engine
Automatic oiling
1000/, bearing construction

oissrogt
•

95

19

24.88

MSS MOS

With powerpack. Cuts
around a football field
on one charge,1Thardened-steel bevel-honed steel blades. Safety
lock switch.47/1020

(8)CLIPPIE',TRIMMER
Electric fishing ,
11
trirruner cuts an P.
around trees, fen
etc. Vbs. 47/307 s' ts

(II) IIEEDIE* TRIMMER
Cuts a 113-inch pat'
mow. edge. oweet
Ps 47507...sss 95

'

(C) Cordless WEED
Wine
Rechargeable
battery
delivers ,,to 40 minutes of
steady power. Monofiliment
line cuts a 7" path Guide
bar handle bid charger
4717700. 514"

Could be as investment
toward a better driving record $
SNOOPER,X-fr detects both the X and K
„,

•
I

CROCK-ETTE
1-01. Slow Cooker is perfect for
singles, students. couples! Rernov
able stoneware liner. 2713200.9.91
,

WE ACCEP
BANK
AMERICAR

VISA
your

EtaxAmERtIRO
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Ford Files Bill Requiring Insulation Standards
WASHINGTON (A?) A bill.
expected to be introduced
today by U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford, DKr to require mandatory interim standards fpr
- ce 'ose insulabrr.
Ford said Tuesday he is dissatisfied with the timetable
the Consumer Product Safety
---'-r-ornmission--- has set for
developing home insulation
safety standards.
"I have concluded that the
present timetable is in- -alaiicient and-inadequate—to
effectively deal with the

aVS

growing national problem of
improperly treated cellouse
insulation," said Ford, who is
chairman. of the Senate's
consturier subcommittee._
"'The-current shortage-41W
berglass insulation will mean
that more and more people
will turn to cellulose and this
aproduct about which many
safety questions still exists."
Fordhoted that the commission did not begin to consider
the subject of insulation
..sWriclards until after strongly .
worded Get. 21 letter from him

Stt

demanding to know within 30 held hearings on the insulation
days what action the commis- question, he would attempt to
sion planned to take. in this have the bill held at the desk
area.
so that the Senate could
"While I was encouraged by possibly vote on the measure
the corilmission's tesponsec-fr1er6re /torment
remain far from satisfied,"
Ford said. -Based on the corn- The bill directs the CPSC to
mission's past performance establish the existing General
anti indications ta_ ma 4 sew Service_ Administration's
very little likelyhood that specifications for cellulose
standards for cellulose will be insulation as an interim
in place before 18 months at mandatory safety standard.
the earliest."
Ford said the standards
raireidr
t since
tlia
:
ha
tee
o
srudbcoir)m
d2ttO
the
ifter-wouldthe
take
liet be
effcec
omtesTaW
"
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d
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would remain in effect until
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ALWAYS BEEN GOOD...NOW WE'RE
tIIRD1
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CUNNINGHAM AUTO REPAIR & MOTOR SALES, INC.

No Wain Your muffler and tailpipe is always in stock
,
and ready for immediate instatlation!
Come in now for
'a featly great Cey.
backed by the' •
best guarantfe
in the business.
In writing!
At a-place
•
you know and trust.

, ,CUSTOM
PIPE
BENDING
AVAILABLE
• Dual conversions

own

ASCS Ballots
Must Be Mailed
By December 5

ANNOUNCING A NEW SERVICE AT...

(FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY)
on the muffler, tailpipe exhaust pipe and labor!
(for as long as you own your car)

thenrul,r=g
e n ssit.

Ballots have been mailed to ..
all known eligible producers to
vote in the Community
Comriiittie-ElectkinifILS year.
The ballot lists the names of
the candidates and also has
spaces for write-in for others
if anyone should so desire.
..
.._ .. 7
Producers are urged to vote
for farmers of their choice
who will represent them on the
Community Committee and
who will also be delegates to
the ASC County Convention.
December 5 is the final date
for mailing or delivering voted
'iallots:16Abe-County ASCSoffice, according to David E.
Riley, County Executive
Director of the Calloway
County ASCS Office.

Crackers

a
n
n

• Headers

CONNINGRIAMIIITO-REPAIRIUMOTOR SALES,INC.
619 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
MURRAY - 502-753-6831

OM we MIMI

Del Monte 46 oz

Tomato Juice

The voted ballots -will: becounted in public at the county '
ASCS office December 6. The
vote counting may be witnessed by any interested
person, and anyone is
welcome to attend and witness
Del Monte

Riley stated- that—ASCS
Committee elections-aye open
to all eligible voters without
regard to race, color, religion,
sex or national origin.

Corn

College Fenn%aka-104;4.

Featuring Elvis' Concert Back-Up Group.
J. D. Sumner and The Stamps

APPLES

--MPON
=

I Per For fy

Heinz

Baby Food

sp1

Erp

A vb+Isbli- - West Kk:-Expu. center -Murray
At:
Mayfield Music Center

- —,WCRY.FIPntun Radio Station

Gatlin Music Center - Paducah

Ovegi 1-

'26'
7

o 1 Per Forrify

Giedj
Tamil) Pack

Trezh Bags
69
Exprpc I.? 6 77
rwit 041v Sto,Pv •

Exp,res I? 6 77
ry•0014,0v A SINer

•
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Every Day Low ShelfPrices

Compare These Low ShelfPrices
Size

Kre4-

Velveeta

2!b

$189

SAVE

49oz Si 19
He nz 4 oz

Singles

13c'

Eagle Brand

Milk

13 oz

16'
99c

Baby Food
,,,,,o,
Peanut Butter

12 oz Vil°9

Pure Vegetable

CRISCO

White Cud

JéllO

Tissue .
Towels

22'
24'

3oz

Sh-tvZoat 14 oz
OdiThiS
r
I

NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
8:00 A.M. to
11:00 P.M.

4 Ro1488c

kro,to,
Miracle Whip

Bounty

,0„63'

99C

Duncan Hines 18 oz
Magic

7"

Cake Mix -

Sugar
Gold Medal

59'

Flour

51b

Godchaux

79c

Sugar

5 lb

69'.
99c

Advance
Src
Limit 1 Per Cust With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

3°'

41

C

Phstadelphia 8 oz

69`

Cream Cheese

Every Day Low ShelfPrices
Tissue

59'
)9c

Charmin
Oir

L.

Betty Crocker 18 oz

U.S.D.A. Choice
Bone In
mt."Pi Pyr

sin muti %.1 rot
seire

F

79c
69'

X

$3"

Coffee
F

With Iron
c
Drinks
milk
pc,rkay
Margarine

Ryon Lo-Col

59'

19'
59c

,30z 59'
49'
,
ga, s143

46 02

59c

Unsweetened

Kool-Aid

Pkg 12C

Nqrthern

119

Tissue

39c

4 roll

813`

2 roll

82`

Bounty

Towels
Distilled

Water

9
30! 41'

et Whipped

Topping
Scat Lad

Steak

Bologna

lec°e"Milk

Fcimitk Rack

99'
,b 99c

Pork Steak

lb

Pork Roast
Store Mode Country Style

Sausa e
COUPON

lb

Slab Sliced Family Pack

ac
17

lb
"i Loin

Pork Chops

COUPON 09584200
Limit 1 Per Farruty

I Pe- Fam.ly

Betty Crocker

utomatic

Sno-Boi

Wieners
Bacon__

1

Potato Cods
E,piras 17 iS 77

E•oires 17 577
Old 004 to Simi

9oz

gdi Except Chocolate

Ice Cream
F,eld

fib

• Tomato Soup.
R chtex

Maxwell House

H

k9C

U.S D A Choice T -Bone

Margarine
Campbell s 10 oz

i Iva

r

59'

4 r011

69'

Shortening
,vory
liquid

$1.25
31b.U

a O.

P1
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To Play At Fulton City

s Girls Ope
Sea
TO PLAY THURSDAY — The Murray High girls' basketball team

will open its season Thursday at Fulton City. Members of the

team ore top row, left to right, assistant coach Jane Fitch, Jann Washer, Marlene Farrell, Tanya Alexander, Catherine Simmons,
Krista Russell, Rhysa Griffith, Kay Russell, Mary Lindsey and Coach Rick Fisher. Front row, Laurie Morgan, Starr

Jones, Gloria

Covitt, Candy Jackson, Jaina Washer, Natalie Garfield and Edwina Key.
(Staff Mate by Mika Itreetlee)

Williams, Campbefiro
All-America Selections
NEW YORK (Ali') - Four Southern California defensive backfield were Campbell, w
repeaters have been named to back.
• topped the nation's rushers
The- Associated Press All- With one game remaining, with 1,744 -yards as theAmerica college football team against Temple University in horns rolled to an 11-0 regular
for 1977, along with running -Tokyu Dec. 11, Williams has season record, and Miller,.
back Earl Campbell, who led completed 160 of 315 passes for who finished third, with 1,680
Texas to the No. 1 regular- 2,974 yards and 34 touchdowns yards and set several Big
season ranking, and quar- in 10 games.
Eight Conference rushing
terback Doug Williams from The yardage and scoring records' even though he was
ute.do,minantly black uassr..,4 are _laps in she 'nation,„0.1I
.le .only offensive Starter_
Grambling State University. and give Williams a shot at the returning from last season's
• Williams, 'the alr-time single-season NCAA marks of Tangetine BO-wl team.
leader in passing yardage and 3,464 passing yards by Tulsa's
The receivers-are 249-pound
touchdown passes, was the Bill Anderson in 1965 and 39 tight end Ken- MacAfee of
first Grambling player to TD passe‘by Dennis Shaw of Notre Dame,-who has caught
'make. the AP's nationally San Diego-StateirrI969.'
It passes --irt ltiiitmes; 'widerecognized major All America For his career, Williams has - receiver Ozzie Newsome,, who
team since this is the small thrown for 8,008 yards and 91 is equally at home at split end
Louisiana school's first season touchdowns. The old national or tight end in Alabama's
in the NCA4's Division I.
marks were 7,549 by Florida's Wishbone offense, and
The 6-foot-4, 218-pound John Reaves and 69 touch- Arizona State wide receiver
-'-senior from Baton Rouge,La., down plisses by Steve Ramsey John,Jefferson, the Western
was joined Qta_the All-America. of _North_Teztas.State:.
.-Athietic-Conference_'s all-time
siu_ad_hy repeaters Terry Mil- The AP team again will be reception yardage leader.
ler, Oklahoma Slate running_ featured on Bob Hope's
Making up the offensive
back; Ross Browner, Notre ChristifiaS Sciecial'on Monday, interior line are tackles Chris
Dame defensive _end; Jerry Dec. 19 ( NBC-TV, 8-9 p.m. Ward of Ohio State and Dennis
Baker of Wyoming, guards
Robinson, UCLA linebacker, EST).
Thurman, Joining Williams in the Mark 'Donahue of Michigan
and -Dennis

and Leotis Harris of Arkansas, and Pitt center Tom
Brzoza.
The defensive ends are
Browner, the 1976 Outland
Trophy winner as the nation's
top lineman, and Kentucky's
6-foot-7 Art Still. The tackles
are Brad Shearer of Texas and
Dee Hardison
- Noah.: 'Player
-Carolina, with Penn State nose.
Tonya Alexander
guard Randy Sidler.
Gloria Cavitt
Along with Robinson at lineNiarlgne Farrell
backer are George Cumby of
Natalie Garfield
Oklahoma,
The
AP's
Rhysa Griffith
Defensive Player of the Year
Candy Jackson
in the Big Eight, and Mike
Starr Jones
Woods of Cincinnati. RobinEdwina Key
son, a junior, and Curnby, a
Mary Lindsey
sophomore, are the only nonLaurie Morgan
seniors oh the ,22-man AllKay Russell
America team.
Rri-gta Russell
The -.secondary -consists-of
CatherTne Simmons
Henderson
of
Thurman, --Zac
Jaina Washer
Oklahoma ,and Bob Jury,
Jann Washer
Pitt's career interception
_leader.

AND SAVE

Tight End-Mickey Shuler, Penn State
Wide Receivers-Wes Chandler,
Florida;Jarnesinftori,.Stanterd,,
Tackles-William Fifer, West 'Texas
State; Mike Kenn, Michigan.
,
•
Guards-Jim Hough. Utkh State; Ernie
Hughes, Notre Dame.
Center-Blair Bush,Washington.
Quarterback-Guy Benjamin:Stanford,
Running Backs-Charles Alexander,:
- Louisiana State.; Jerome Persett. Western Michigan.
CIA, IL/I.,,, D,,t5ttsptio5tate.tlngW
Green, Pitt.
Tackles-Mike Bell, Colorado State;
Randy Holloway, Pitt,
Middle Guard-Don Latimer. Miami,
Fla,
Linebackers-Tom Cousineau, Ohio
State; Bob Golic, Notre Dame-, Lucius.
Sanford,Georgia Tech.
Racks-Luther Bradley, Notre Dame;
Dwight Hicks, Michigan: Charles
Williams,Jackson State.

30 to 60 /0

On over 500 mounted Diamonds
The largest diamond inventory between St. Louis
and Memphis

1:

DIAMOND
WEDDING BAND

DIAMOND
PENDANTS & EARRINGS

30 to 60% OFF

30 to 60%

OFF

Ends-Ralpt DeLoach, California:
Chuck Schott, Army
Tackles-Larry Bethea, Michigan
State; Jimmy Walker, Arkansas
Middle
Guard-Reggie
Kinlaw,
Oklahoma.
Linebackers-Daryl Hind, Oklahoma ,
Michael Jackson, Washington: Gary
-Spani,114Pitesafoistip; - Backs-Larry Anderson, Louisiana
Tecti;Iton Johnson, Eastern Michigan:
John Mutes, Navy
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Choose'Power GuideLAII
Polyester Cord Body,6-Rib
Tread, Dependable
Bias-Ply Coristruction-'
Whitewall
Size

OUR
PRICE

Plus
F•E'T; and
old tiro.

D78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

Sza.n
V19.40

$2.09
$7.37
$2.53
$2.73
$2.59
$2.79

$30.60'

$32.50
$30.60

$32.50

BUY
OF THE
WEEK

pin/75R13(aR1e-13)
whitewall plus $1 93 F.E.T
and old tire

Whitewall
Manic
Size

OUR
PRICE

10
Ve
75,
St.
St.
59-

po
re]
Ve
UT
fiv
Pe
el()

thE

REPEAT OF A BEST SELLER

Fits

Ni
Or
Ds
15

fir
sc(

A new kind of radial
for every kind of weather

Timm)
$39

1.4
eumwook
I

B78-13 Whitewall
plus $1.82 F.E.T. and Old tire

$34.30-, $3.09

Se(

WO

'Custom Power Cushion Potyglas'
Goiodribar's best-selling tire.
Double belted, smooth ridingchosen for new cars from 1970
right through 1978!'

Plus
FI.T.and
old tire

1313113213MI=ME3111111MEER
M33Ilei 133311111KEE1E
x.:zi
IZ=1311KIZIEEI
C1kA.1uIE1r1=111113111111111133111111
1=162311113313111111:311MIMEIEIM

DOUBLE
BELTED

A78-13 tlackwall
plus 11.73 F.E.T
-aa6444-aise-

L723633EIECK=IETIE31111ffHEN
1211363:1311RIMER WRITEINIMIZMI

Many Other Sizes Low Priced Too

us,Say'Charge It'
se any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
BeryliAmorroard • Arnerrcan Express Money Cud • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
iyerti

GOODAEIN

.

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
010„, independent Dealer For I4,s Pf,ce and Credit Terrns

light End-Mike Moore, Grambling
Wide Receivers-Gordon Jones, 1,-11,
-Milte-RenTro,-Texae Christian.
Tackles-Keith Donley, '1'enn State:
James Taylor, Missouri
Guards-Joe Bostic, Clemson: Greg
Roberts, Oklahoma.
Center-Walt Downing, Michigan
Quarterback-Derriek Ramses-. Kentucky.
Running BaCks-John Nell-aro, Yale.
Bo Robinson, West Texas State.

a
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th

ha

7(IEW YORK -TAP) - Here IsAssociated Presk All-America collegek ootball team to 1977

Ends-Ross Browner, Notre Dame,6248, Senior,-Warrem Ohio; Art- Still:- Ken
Ricky,6-7;245.Senior,Camden,N.J.
Tackles-Dee Hardison, North Carotin
6-4, 255, Senior, Newton Grove, N.C.; Bra
Shearer, Texas, 6-4. 250, Senior, Austi
Texas.
Middle Guard-Randy Sidler, l'enn
State.6-31z, 225. Senior,Dan vine. Pa
-1,inebaekers-George- -Currrity
Oklahoma, 6-0, 203; Sophomore, Gorman
Texas; Jerry Robinson, UCLA, 6-3, 208
Junior; Santa Rosa, Calif.; Mike Woods
Cincinnati,6-3, 225,Senior, Cleveland
Backs-7.ac Henderson, Oklahoma, 6-1
186, Senior, Burkburnett. Texas.," Bo
Jury, Pitt, 6-0, -190. Senior. Library, Pa.
Dennis Thurman, Southern California, 511, 173,Senior.Santa Monica, Calif

JEWELERS Bel Air Center, Murray

•s.

Tiger Girls' Roster

Tight End-Ken MacAfee. Notre I) e,
6-4, 249, Senior,BrocktOri, Mass.
Wide Receivers-John Jeffejaon.
Arizona State, 6-1, 184. Senior, Dallas,. Ozzie Newsome, Alabama,4-3,4. 210. Senior.
L'eibton, Ala.
Tackles-Dennis Baker, Wyoming, . 2,
250, -Senior: Grand isimid, Neti7
Ward, Ohio State, 6-4. 265, Senior, Dayt
Ohio.
Guards-Mark '
Donahue. Michigan, 3,
245, Senior, Oak lawn,
t.eotis Ham
Arkansas, 8-1, 254, Senior, Little Rock,
Ark.
Center-Tom Brzoza, Pitt, 6-3,
Senior, New Castle, Pa.
Quarterback-Doug Williams, Gram
tiling,6-4,218,Senior,Baton Rouge, I.a
Running Backs-Earl Campbell, Texas,
6-1, 320. Senior, Tyler, Texas: Te
Miller, Oklahoma State,. 6-0, 195, Seni r.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
.

Open Every Night Tit 8:00•Open Sun. 1-

Tweed the Tigers who wilt -lineup will be- -_Juniar
start Thursday had quite a bit Rhysa Griffith at center and 5- -sophomore.. Catherine
-of playing time last season: -'9'
Starting at one guard will be Simmons at forward.
Griffith is a transfer from
Jaina Washer, a 5-5 junior.
She started on quite a few Martin, Tn.
occasions last season for the
"Griffith played halfcourt
Tigers. The other starter with ball in Tennessee and is an
considerable experience is 5-8 offensive player. She doesn't
senior forward Krista Russell. know how to play much
"Washer is extremely quick defense. But she can give us
and plays with a lot of some added punch _ inside.
determination and hustle," She's been working hard and
Fisher said.
what she licks in ability she
"She has to be the quickest makes up for with desire.
person on our team. However,
Simmons,
She'has a sPralned
does Farrell and both of them will have to be one of our
are questionable starters for workhorses under the boards.
She saw quite a bit of playing
Thursday.
"Russell had quite a bit of time last year and she's an
playing time Iist year but this aggressive and physical
will be different for her player who goes at it with a lot
because gie's never been in a of determination," Fisher
starting role. She worked added.
There are some other
extremely hard over the
summer at improving her players who can also expect to
gameand she'sdoneso quite a see some playing time...freahbit. She can play about as well man Tonya Alexander has a
as she wants to play," Fisher lot of potential, is a good
jumper and can play as either
added.
If Farrell and Washer aren't a forward or a center; freshable to go Thursday, the man Laurie Morgan has been
Tigers will still be in good improving with each scrimmage and can add depth at
shape for guards. far14t.: .eratle-A trio -ci-Trese-illlj--frifvffulta.1 an freihnian Janii
Fr.'C-F' been plaYing. well- They In; -Washer and sophomore Kay
- 5415-3
Sr.
dude Candy Jackson, Starr Russell.
5-8
Sr.
F-G Jones and Natalie Garfield.
at Fulton C1ty
5-2
Fr..
G
"I expect Jackson to get a Dec. 1
Dec.8
Jr.
5-81'2
lot of playing time," Fisher "Dec.IS-I?
'adleway Toomey
Mayfield
G said. "She„:s looked good in Jan's
Fr.
5-51i
atFulton Coady
5-4
of
she's
the
kind
practice and
at
jaa'
an.:
at Marshall
lir
linty
aa
5-5
Fr.
kid who never settles for Jan'12
Farmington
5-7
So.
second in anything. She's
Hickman
20
Calloway fatC
:r;
5-7
Fr.
always striving to be the best Jan.
an.
Fulton City
5-8
So.
in whatever she's par- Jan.30
at Mayfield
at Mohnen County
'F tiCipiting in. The only thinOg Feb.2
5-8
Sr.
Adezahall
-c--rv she reallY Uiciti -I;eine-ei- Feb.13
So.
5-9- at Hew
at Calloway
Feb. 16
Jr.
G perience," Fisher added.
-5-8- at St. Mary
Feb.20
5-6
Fr.
Fulton Comity
Rounding out the starting Feb 24

shooting- ability but we're
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor_ hoping that will improve as
11 • Inokttig- the-SeasOn goes on.
"Really, we have some fine
toward the future..hut not the
young players and all they
Immediate future.
Fisher, in his first year as need is some playing time.
the girls' basketball coach at They all have good attitudes,
Murray High School, will have are hard workers and are
just one fulltime starter dedicated and a lot of times,
returning' to his club which that can win you a game,"
.will open its season Thursday Fisher said.
The only starter returning is
night at Fulton City.
Of the 15 girls on the varsity 5-8 Marlene Farrell, who can
roster, seven are freshmen, play as either a guard or
three are sophomores and two forward. She will be starting
arejuniors. Only three seniors for her third season and,is the
are.on the -dub:- Vilen-un-ply -'catitalicef-the
"She's a pretty good
means, the Tigers _will lack
baLlhandier and we're looking
experience.
But even though they don't for her to give us a lot of
have a lot of experience, the leadership. She will have to
Tigers still could pose a threat carry more of the load offensively than she did last
to a lot of teams.
"I feel we may be a little year," Fisher said.
shaky at the start --er the • Last-year, Farrell averaged
season,".Fisher said. "But I about five points per game on
think toward the end of the a team that posted a 10-6
year,-we will-jell into a pretty record. Gone from that team
good club. We're very young are starters Tammy Boone,
and very inexperienced and ponna Miller, Mary Ann
we don't have that much Littleton and Denise Bumphis.

Pt,CeS AS SI
,Oen

at Goodyear Serore Stores in All Com unities Served By

Th.,

Newspaper Serv;ces trot Arallable

At Sismd tocsbons

2

2,
21

2+

2-1

Front-End Alignment

Aube&Oil Change

$3088 °

U S made cars
parts extra
if needed

Up to 5 tits
of mayor brand
10130 grade oil

Add 52.00 for air conditioning. Price includes
- parts and labor. -

• Complete chassis lubriCation and oil Change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts and
smooth, quiet pertormance • Please,
phone for appointment
• includes light
ka

• Complete analysis
and alignment correction -to increase Vs
mileage and improve
steering • Precision
equipment, used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a Precision alignment

Ask for our Free Battery Power Check

• Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine
5 • New points, plugs and
3 condenser • Test charging/
starling systems, time engine. adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth
runnfner engine • tricludeS
Datsun, ToyotawVW and
light trucks. Cars with electronic ignition $4 less.

5
5

•

DIAMOND TRIOS
stu

30 to 60% orr

LADIES'

DIAMOND PASTED,

30 to 60% OFF*

VOLLEYBALL
TOKYO.- The Soviet Union
won the third men's World
otteybirtl -cturrntafighio, beating Japan and 4inishing
the four-nation round robin
championship undefeated.
•
11

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mer.16•Carteright
•

721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-095 •

6

Store flours: 7:30 A.M.'Mil 6:00 P.M. Deily • Opors Friday until 8.00 p.m. .
Myr:It. Dirris
tagf:1-. Witte
- Mgr. T. Tomildb
100 S. Stateline
600 Jefferson
315 W.Broadway
11_

Mayfield, Ky.

347-3711.

—

Paducah,Ky.

4424464
key

•

Fulton, Ky.

47211000

6
6

••••
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Tigers Open Season By'
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_.BymiKE,BRANDoN
Pilliarn OW a goad job on
chance to take the lead. They guard Brad Taylor hit two free margin to two points.
throws and snapped a 54-54 tie
Trigg
Murray
hit
just
eight
of
17
County_ though .as he:
didn't.
Editor
Ledger & Times Sports
As they somehow managed to put Murray in front for from the line while Trigg finished- with a game-high 22
For Cary Miller, his first
good.
County had 10 out of 23.
points.
basketball game of the season to do for the most of the
After---Trigg'-s
Thestrangest
Charles
part
ahoutthe"We Just
bloat
was like a donut shop.
----evening-y-0re Wildcats choked
Alexander came down the game was the fact Trigg had anyone out, on the defensive
Tuesday
at
the
free
Ant
win
throw
60-58
l
ine.
No, the
floor
missed aishot, the 4.V_eehounds, one- issit-Ahati beln'theal-fiturrart_.`e_ath Cut
night oyes Trigg-eon:ley-Abets& -Murray's free'-throw
Ed
Harcourt Murray's total. But...the Miller said.
wasn't sweet. Instead, there shooting wasn't nothing to Tiger's
"They were getting three
'rebounded
off
the
defensive Wildcats had 32 offensive
crow
ajmult
either“LL lenst. the
were more Ludi.s in the Tiger
--.Wa--fd- and -Murray took mho-lir-W.- In Tact, Trigg shot-and Tour shoth at the basket.
donut
Tigers
through
a
were
did
defense
there
come
than
• .4
We were lucky to win it. Like
there couple ,of times when it possession. The Tigers missed 87 times in the contest.
DOWN THE CHUTE — Fronk Gilliam (52) of the Tigers drives straight down the middle for two holes in a sweet shop and
a shot but Gilliam was there
"We had every opportunity roach Wallace said, neither of
turnovers. counted.
were
just
as
many
of his 29 points in the win over Trigg County. He also pulled down 12 rebounds.
The most important time on the putback and it was a 58- in the world, we were our own us played that well.
If anything, it was a poorly
54 lead with 1:55 left. Then worst enemy," Wildcat coach
"We got in foul trouble early
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
played game on the part of the Tigers came through, at
Jim Wallace said.
and had to go deeper down the
Harcourt
again
made
his
the
certainly
line
was with 3:03 left in
both teams and it
-When we tied the game, I bench than what we though we
was just what one would ex- the contest when 8-1 junior presence known as he blocked
a shot, took the ball and drove thought we had it under would. Plus we have two kids
pect for a season opener.
the length of the floor and control but we just never could out t6-3 Jeff Kursave and
But, the game wasn't
through the middle for a 60-54 get ahead. It was really kind guard Bob Thurman I who
without its excitement, though
lead with 1:29 left.
of a typical opening game for -were really counting on a. lot.
it did lack quite a bit in other
Ity Tlie Assocjejedkiesi
—What OUT grOIlrf 'heeded
• In the -final minute, Murray bothrlubs: But to put It up-17
areas.
BASEBALL
'
was some experience and they
High
had
times
just
to
get
58
points
is
three
bonus
The host. Tigers, who were
American League - 'Situations and missed the kind -of pitiful," Wallace ad- got it. We think they'll enbeaten badly on Trigg's ofMINNESOTA
'TWINS - front side each time, allowing
_
_
_prove with every gpme. You
By BOB GREENE
Sophomore-Ronnie Perry led crowd of 12,650-&mid 4,000 fensive boards, were coasting
Signed Mac Scarce, pitcher, Trigg County to cut the final • The one thing'that really have to remember thatseven
AP Sports Writer
Holy Cross with 25 points.
short of cameiV.
along with a 50-35 lead with
as a free agent.
-fturt-liturray- -was--the----fotd
the etght people've played
Louisville has a No. 9 Forward George Johnson. Other games saw Duke 2:12 left in the third period as
National League
first- had never started a varsity
situation;
Even
in
the
ranking in The Associated pumped in 19 points as St. erizeh " Washington
of Frank Gilliam scored on a
ATLANTA BRAVES half, the.Tigers were plagued game.
Press college basketball poll, John's rallied frm behind to Maryland 110-66, Memphis putback.
Named Pete Ward first base
_with
fouls. Starting forward ,"But. you. certainly_ can't_ a sevenl4nter_And,e 64 post its third victory in as State edge Midwestern 78-74,
For the next 3:37, the Tigers
coach. Named Cloyd Boyer
Willie Perry played about take anything away from
guard-torWard. _mho's "as runny games.'
Illinois State stop Valparaiso were shutout on
the
pitching coach. Named Tom
eight minutes of the game,6-4 Trigg County. They were
talented a player as there is in
Texas opened its new $29 98-81, New Mexico clobber scoreboard. And with 5:12 left
Burgese third, base swA,,„.,
----Howard---Boene.''-played- less. extremely -quick-- anti--the-countrY-ladaY,'-' according million basketball arena-wittt--NearbieriecrNifidands12VM-111-nte-donter *mai lame- Named Chris Cannizzaro
than half -the game and after the hall well. We
to Pluvideoce -College Coach an 83-75 victory, over Texas--Mlington nip Texas Perry picked up his fifth
bullpen and catching coach.
starting
guard Bill Wilson Just fortunate to have the kind
Dave Gavitt.
Oklahoma as Jim Krivacs Christian 80-78 and Nevada- personal foul, the Tigers' lead
- BASKETBALL
played just over half the game of cushion we had," Miller
' The two teams meet tonight scored 22 points and Ron Reno swamp Brigham Young had been cut to 52-51 and Trigg
National
Basketball
because of foul trouble.
added.
and Louisville is hoping to Baxter added 21. Scoring 100-66.
County went to the line with a
Association
It was the board work of
Murray High will go after its
come away with its-ranking honors went to Oklabonia's
' ATLANTA HAWKS Frank
Gilliam
that
kept
the
second
win of the season when
intact
John
llough, who
Signed ley Robertson, ,4
_21gersip tha-game. The-.6-214 they-visit Paducah Tilghman'May -have-a _nice little -finished w
Oppints bees
guard, to a multi-year conkiffiiam had 12 reINnuids, one- Friday in the-rematch
-home court advaaiige
tract. _ Reactivated _ Climde
more Than Hareeertto
-season's
First
Region Terry, forward. Waived Rich
the"
'
" "rd
- but four of those rebounds championship game.
skyscraper
Ricky Gallon. Laurel, forwardguard. Placed
resulted in eight points.
"But.the?e's no place to go
John Drew, guard, thd-Steve
"You know the story of the
fitter the genii. It's cold anclxTrig,County
flawta, center, on the infueed
boxer
in: the tine !Pike!.
ft
nasty and they've got a funny
Tat. „
Wright
4 1 4 9
accent up there.
2 7
•'He'- staggers over -to- lais---=nrger
'
"
3
thee'Ve-eVee tota --FOrli
s ttn'Sday
.6 1 4 13
-NEWBERRY
corner
and
his
manager
tells
COLLEGE
Trans
'
funny floor - portable, with
4 0 4
Fred Herren, football coach
him he's doing just fine and Ziai
5 0 2 10.
cracks in it."
The Jog-A-Thou, which was
.1 1 • 1 3
and
athletic
director,
the
other
guy
isn't
laying
a
Mer.ris
Mike Trangese, Providence to be held today to benefit the
Totals
24 10 20 511
resigned. Named Robert A.
glove on him. Well, the boxer
sports information director, Mueray State women's track
nom
Oliveras
athletic
direct.if
-bite
up
and
says,
-.
'
you'd
acees with the 7-footer about teem, has' been postponed
:better-watch-the Pfficial-thetr-iu-reourt
'1 I 1 1
the floor at the Prov
-idenee until Thursday.
4 2 2 10
DETROIT - Dick Vitale,
because somebody's sure T
vilCrir
Civic Center."But the floor is
..1 2 4 *4
The fund-raising event was
head
_
beating
me
to'.
basketball coach,
death,"!.... ,Giiiiam
-a __s 4 10,
no reflection on tote we play 10 have been fteld at 2:20 p.m.
Perry
..3 0 5 6
resigned. Named David
Wallace joked.
- basketball," he said.
BoSsne
today it'Stewart Stadium but
Gainesas head coach.--"That's- just-the way it was Daniel
.
•
•
. It-is to slippery to run when the
28 5 23 se
Or as Friar Coach Gavift track
with
Mlle& We just didn't do -Totals
VIRGINIA
TECH
Frank
is wet atIESU.
14 11 16 17-511
Wallace TriBk
job
on
him,"
said:
"We've
a
good
Moselee-,athletic
director,
played
If weeper permits, the
16 20 14 10-41i
Murray
Leielville filar times and_waa reent-wilthe
.------. Prmirn.l...7. -la
Mitnet
_
14irePaut make. 60-54 beithitt:30-paln three.:'
Thursday and if-not, it will be
PEANUTS
-Defending national held at 3:30 p.m. Monday.
champion Marquette, ranked
/MA'AM MAY I SEE
WOW! LOOK AT'EM
THE NEXT TIME qa)
Margaret Simmons, who is
fourth, will make its season the women's track and cross,1,-.,)ck' SOX OF LITTLE
STICK
SOME ON AW
ALL LOOK'HOW
debut tonight.against _St. countreeoack said the goal of
MA'AM
PAPEIZS
OLP
STA
?
_ARE/
- 58thELTNE'i
--Thornee;Mhai.
toR $3,000 will not be met unless
Kt4pw...
teams in action will be No. 2 some more people come
North Carolina against through and sponsor runners.
Oregon State, Na. 3 Natre
Anyone who would still like
Dame against Baylor and No. to sponsor a runner may
15 Alabama at South Carolina. contact Coach Simmons.
In Tuesday night's action,
The money raised will be
10th-ranked Nevada-Las used for equipment and travel
Vegas edged Pepperdine 78-e'
NANCY
xpenses for the wornens
75, No. 17 Holy Cross defeated track program.
. THEY RE NOT MY
THEY RE MY
p
St. Anselm's 86-67 and No. le
•
r
MOTHER'S HAIR
DON'T YOU'
DAD'S
Str_letiti.:s„downed Vanderbilt _
ROLLERS
FEEL SILLY
-HOCKEY
5944.
WEARING
HARTFORD - The World
Jackie Robinson scored 20
YOUR
assessed
Association
Hockey
points and grabbed 14
1,107441EIR577
rebounds to pace Nevada-Los $10,700 in fines andhanded out , STILL FOOTBALL, FRANK — Murray's Frank Gilliam (52), on
HAIR
All WKC performer in football, must have thought we was still
Vegas over Pepperdine. suspensions to three players
ROLLERS?
playing the sport as he gets crushed on the head by John Ben
UNLV-rjed-7442-withleas-thwi --as-a-result-efu-bench-clearing
Travis (51) of Trigg County. In the foreground for the Tigers is
five. minutes to play when brawl during Sunday night's
Pepperdine raw to make it game between the BirEd Harcourt.
mingham Bulls and Winnipeg
-• close.
eZR.v.e d
Holy Cross broke out of a Jets.
Birmingham
players
were
outshooting
slump,
first-hall
BEETLE BAILEY
scoring St.., Anschifs 14- in fined $7,250 and received a
YOU WANT .
the first 10 minutes of the total of five games in
TO SEE THE
Winnipeg
suspensions,
while
second half as the Crusaders
GENERAL?
won their season opener. members were fined 33,450.

and

Defending Champs Marquette
at
tinkn

Sports Deals

Jog-A-Ttion
escleduled

•

-

-

LET NiE

(

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
LIIUd 0000 0111M4
_
DOWN
ACROSS
KAM NOM R10131
1 Play on
1 Parent
IMO EICINCIM14151114
words
tolloq.)
COMM MOIR
Praye
4
4,
4 Conjunction. ,i2,00.3
ipt----0Olif aka/ WHIM
-•
-6•13ElsztSvel '
(abbr.)
11 Like a bear
OUP 000 BOOM
4
Emmets
•
•
13.02naucts3r
uu 01110 OUR OM
5-Chairs
15 Symbol for
MUM UOM i2M0
6 Slim '
nickel .
C00U
1200 M0
7 Number
16 Parts of •
U0130 OMUR3
8 Kiln •
flower
NUOIDUMUUU UU0
9 Hypothetical
18 Artificial
force
0HE11 WARM [ABU
language
10 Die
-19 A state
WM LWOW li10.3
.--1-2•Sxists-tabl3r-t '
51 Units of
14 Shakespearian 32 King of
21 Man's
Siamese
beasts
character
nicknamecurrency
35 Lodgers
17 Principal
22 Decorate
53 Unit of
37 Weaving
20 Fall in drops
24 Shore bird
Italian
machine_
23 Note of
.26 Take one's
currency
38 Pigpens •
scale
part
Frightful
39
"
(pl.)
--,•-•
24 Steamship
28 Compass
ruff
41
Female
Instrument
57
(abbr )
point .
.._5134.c.00nn_nl
-24-15wee----•
2S-Stioot-st
44 Printer's
- labbr I
banded '
from cover
measure
60 Beverajje armadillo
.
31 Girl's
46 Afternoon
62 Conjunction
27 Verve
nickname
64 Brother of
la bbr I
33 Exclamation 30 Goddess of
Odin
48 Tips
34 Young
salmon
1 2 3 11I 5 116 7 8 ill
36 Shore bird
38()wet!
t4
40 Disturbance
17
42 Loop
15
.
F6:k li
45 Cover
47 Chimney
...ft'. 22 23
lir 20
carbon
•
kk:
49 Part of
25
24
speech
U26
50 Girl's name
29
52 Drudgery
54 Peerit
- loolloq1
55 Teutonic
ill AA
Al NM
AO ....
3839
dekly
56 LatticeWork
48
A
49
111
47
45
59 A state •
.
........•
'tabby
53 S'i:
90 • 11 51 VI.12 1111
,.....
, 61 Relative
9;
1*
63 Tour
111
Mu
65 Portions of
medicine
-

a

Malt
..111

YOU PROMISED

_Tri_FiX_ME BACK
•

I WORKED ON rr
FOR AN HOUR

HUld
-

DOORKNOB.'

I DID
FIX rr

_inlander_

10 a

,i . rz. IAI3UU.U
MY°

II

U21

ilg

THE PHANTOM
HONORED GUESTS.
FROM FAR AMP
NEAR,KINDLY BE.
SEATED AND REMAIN
SILENT. THE CEREMONY
WILL BE6IN

UUU° niiiUUU

3_3 aeliiimmiki.gm

ENE
Am

Ewe

gip el

ea -Compasspoint
,..61-Solart .

WIii:.*$hillii

oiiiiiiimaisa Ea El
maw 1111 na . . . . . •a 6
_•••

i tr• -by United

. •

Paton SyndIcate..

-

UP AND AWAY — Brad Taylor (21) displays his shooting
form as he goesup and over the outstretched arm of .Trigg
siy(11l. Taylor, 6-1 junior good, Mt fir
County's tisily
s win.
,
„proff Plates by lAllm
^

r

I CAME AS
ESCORT TO THE
—PNRStriasTpwr
WHAT 15 Al:L
TOO c.41

-
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Big Three For 76ers Combine
For 86 Points, Run By Spurs

Calloway Girls Run To
Win Over Fulton
Marianne Davis wasn't very well as! would have liked. But had six and Larry Sanders
pleased with the way her team we were up for the game and five.
The Laker freshmen, 1-0 on
shot, nor was -.ne Calloway basically, everyone played
the season, will host Lone Oak
pretty well.
with the. way her team
v7ere-able to uSe - ate:30 p.m. Thursday. Then at
everyone on the squad and it approximately 7:45 p.m., the
rebounded.
varsity girls will get a tough
didn't matter who we
Laker lirlslostjuesday night put in because they were all test when they play the Purple
*_EUlto0 City. _Think again. playing about the same," Flash. •
tnEreible
aTii"- ••
Freshmen'Bois
Sophomore forward Mina
lead at the end of the first
Calloway
6 13 12 10-41
. period,_ the Calloway_ _County_ Todck who scored 30 in the
5 10 9 14-38Fulton
girls upped their season Lakers' opening pame of the
Calloway (41)- Bynum 15,
record to 2-0 with a 70-24 rout season, fired in lb points to
Sanders 4, Wyatt 12, McAlister
take the game's scoring
of the host Bulldogs.
4, Butterworth 2 and Rutland
"Fulton City had a very, honors.
4.
Fulton (38)-Griffith 13,
In the freshman boys'
very cold night from the
Patton 10, Pearson.7, Greer 6
field," Davis said. •'Actually, contest, the Lakers held off a
and Burtnetter 2.
they have much of their team late Fulton City surge for a 41back from last year and they 38 win.
Lam
fg ft pf tp
that bad of a club. We • Calloway led at every
Imes ,
.1 5 0 7
litst got ow,.111.f;oht warty, and quarter -strip but with about , Wlacbe.§ter
4 0 0 8
--got-them- -dowry- aria itwt--4wernirtiites-left
7 2. 4 - 16 "
...tookl- ..7...
Pinner
2 3 2 7
Fulton tied the game at 38 R Overbey
pouring it ,n," Davis"said.
3 0 2 6
Wyatt
2 2 1 6
Davis said she opened the apiece.
Willie
2 0 1. .4
The Lakers regained the Ross
game with a press Mt
..,
' --3"`
2 0 1 4.
the first period, called it off -as lead when James Bynum stole M Miller..
P
Overbey
2 0 0'4
the_ TwArgin _began to =lint_ _the ball and drove for a bucket S Miller.
'.1 0 0 2
Totals
'29- 11" IS "70'
-18.
Even_ with Davis running to Put Calloway infront 40.
Fottos I:by
players in and out of the game After. a couple of possession
fg ft pf tp
in the first hall, the takers exchanges, the Lakers finally Smith
0 1 4 1
3 0 2 6
still had an overwhelming 38-5 got the ball and tried to run out Pearson
Burnett
1 0 0 2
the clocit.
lead at intermission,
Noonan
0 0 2 0
2
In The third - period, the - With eight seconds left, Kerway
Butts .
1 1 2 3
Lakers outscored Fulton City Larry Sanders was fouled. He Holt
1 3 0 5
BOONE IN5IDE - Murray's 6-4 Howard Boone goes to the in16-6 and led 54-11 going into the missed the first shot but hit Dallas
0 1 4 1
side to put up a shot against Charles Alexander (35) of the
1 0 1 2
the second one to give the Wilburn
fourth frame.
Totals
9 6 15 24
Wildcats. The Tigers opened their season with a two-point win.
•'I wasn't pleased with our takers a three-point edge and Calloway
20 18 16 16-70
Fulton
1 4 6 13-24
rebounding or our shooting. the Bulldogs were unable to
• We shot 40 per cent from the score on their return trip down
field and could -have,, dope the Poor,
• ___.betterand_ we were 12_91_4 Bynum paced the Lakers
from,the free throw line," with 15 points while Marty
Wyatt -added • •12. • Tim
Davis said. "Fulton City put themselves McAlister led
in
the
in great rebounding position rebounding statistics with
and w.e.didn't hitthe boards as svven while. Jamie .- Rutland

By ALEX SAC/UBE
making his first pro start, four each.
AP Sports Writer
George McGinnis led added 22 as Houston snapped a
Who says you can't run-and- Philadelphia with 31 points, six-game losing streak and
gun with the-San Antonio Erving had 28 and Collins v.
avenged an 11-point loss in
Spurs? '
New York the previous Wet.
Pistons 100, Bucks 99
"We're not afraid to run
Nuggets 115,Souks 99
Detroit snapped a six-game
with anybody," declared_ .. losing streak by scoring the
Denver outscored Seattle 22Philadelphia Coach Billy last five pointS Of the game, 2 daring a six-minute ntretot
Cunningham, whose 76ers two by Chris Ford and then a of the second half to pull away
opened up all the burners in three-point play by veteran from the Sonics, who are now
the final 15 minutes and pulled center Bob Lanier, who had 5-17 on the season.
away the Spurs for a.129-117 _ missed _six of the last nine
Warriors 1114 Nets 101
National
Basketball games because of fluid on the
The Nets jninped out tqan
Association victory Tuesday knee.
18-4 lead, bul Golden State
night.
_ra light up early_ia the second__
Hawks-1011,-ceities 101
In other NBA games
Recently acquired Tom period and broke the game
Tuesday night, the Detroit McMillen.scored 13 of his 17 open by outscoring New
Pistons edged the Milwaukee points in the fourth quarter for Jersey 39-16 in the third
bucks 100-99, the Atlanta Atlanta, which erased a 13- quarter. Robert Parish had 27
Hawks beat the Boston Celtics point halftime deficit and points, including six straight
108-101, the Chicago Bulls outscored Boston 19-5 in the field goals in the fourth
defeated the New Orleans first seven minutes of the final quarter, as Golden State broke
Jam 95-87, the Cleveland period to go ahead to stay.
a four-game losing streak and
Cavaliers whipped the Los
dropped New Jersey's record
Bulls 95,Jazz 87
Angeles Lakers 118-101, the
Artis GUMMI- scored -21 to 3717.
Houston Rockets stopped the points and grabbed 17
Blazers 108,Suns 96
New York Knicks 120-103, the rebounds for Chicago, which • The Blazers scored 10
'Denver Nuggets beat the halted New Orleans' five- consecutive points in the
Seattle SuperSonics 115-99, the game winning streak. The. second quarter to take a 40-32
Golden - State
Warriors Jai played without high- and were neler headed as
defeated the New Jersey Neta scoring
they raised their record to
110-101 and the Portland Trail sidelined by an injured toe.
3, best in the NBA. Bill Walton
Blazers beat the Phoenix Suns
led Portland with 23 points.
Cavaliers 118, Lakers 101
108-96.
Foots Walker scored 12 of
TENNIS
The Spurs led 87-84 with his 20 points in the third
BUENOS AIRES,Argentina
three minutes remaining in quarter as the Cavs outscored
- Argentinian Guiliermo
the third quarter before the Lakers 35-20 to break their Vilas
defeated Chile's Jaime
Philadelphia broke loose on a game open. _.
Fillol 6-2, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3 and
15-4 tear, Julius Erving getRockets 120, Knicks 103
clinched the final of the 820,000
ting five points and Dpug
Calvin Murphy scored 24 Argentine Tennis Open
Collins and Darryl Dawkins points and rookie Robert Reid, championship.

SPECTACULAR

Hail Says Top Ranking
Doet-n't Add Pressure
By ' '.ARLF...S WOLFE
Associated Press Writer XINGTON, Ky.
- hoity-x-ankings are old hat to
most of Kentucky basketball
Wildcats, and Coach Joe B.
Hall says he hopes his fresh- 'men-will take a-eue-from the
-veterans_
-We hope they, too, realize
the opportunity and the
dangers - how nice it is to be
there and that you- have to
a price to stay up there,
Hall said in an interview.
Kentucky reached the No. 2
spot in 1975 and again last
year in a 26-4 season. They
began the current season in
the same slot and moved to the
top of The Associated Press
college poll this week,
deposing North Carolina.
"I think-it's very nice," Hall
said"If4t
has an- effect, I
hope it's positive:1Every Kentucky opponent
now will be gunning for No. 1,
but Hall said the ranking
would not increase pressure
on the team.
"They've always shot for us
anyway, so a doesn't really
make a difference," he said.
Kentucky begins defense of
its ranking Dec. 5 against Indiana, a traditional riyal
which holds a 12-7 edge in the
series. The Hoosiers and
Wildcats have split four
deeistens here but Kentucky.
was a 66-51 victor last season
in Bloomington, In&

TheTroosiers are young iirdhWayne Radford and Jim Wisman the only seniors. Despite
Kentucky's edge in ex- .
Perience,..Hall said the game
would be hotly contested.
We expect to see more runRing-than past Indiana-teams.
I expect a very hard-played
game," he said.
Hall was incensed by the
play of his reserves in a 110-06
-Southern-:
one
Methodist Saturday night.
With a- 41 point lead, Hall
cleared his bench and the
Mustangs chopped 17 points
from the margin in the final
two minutes.
After the game, Hall said he
.was "thoroughly disgusted,"
but he was more philosophical
'about the lapse Tuesday.
'They the reserves)- need
to be patient," he said.-"It was
one of those things that get out
of hand with young people in
the game. They played well
individually when they were in
there with the older players
but when they were all in there
together, they had no
leadership. No one took
'charge."

AN,

La-Z-Boy
in—our inventory has
been drastically reduced. Choose
from a giant selection__ and get
immediate or Christmas Delivery.
Every

Save'5000 to $12500
I.
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The layoff' before the
Indiana game would be good,
Hall said.
"Ws good thistime-of year —
it gives. you time to work an
your deficiencies and we'have
a lot of deficiencies," he said.
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Many Other Styles Not Shown

L1ND$EY'S JEWELERS
.
Dowfitown Shopping Center
Murray,Ky
/3-1640

Free Delivery

nityva chii3z:vresaz.,

tOZj
•

•

Murray, Ky.

OpenFridaylights-

'''
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tart,
ed a
and
111
ht.

e22etch
way
now

Tropicana

Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 1
through Wed., Dec. 7

Orange
Dri▪nk

Lan
tate

ame
4ew
hird
d27
ight
irth
'oke
and
.ord

10
the
0-32
as-

•
•
59c
C e Way

•
;
••••••Ads••••••••••••

5 lb. bag
plain or self rising

39c

with $10.00
orderer
more
Save 60c

Oil
$149

lton

•••••
•••
•
•
•
•
•
•

without
coupon
below

Pure Vegetable

.OOOOO••••••4
••••OOOOOOOOO1
Merit-

'12gal. - save 30'

•
•
•

4
ri

••
•

•••
••••

••••

••

Reynolds
Wrap

Lynn Grove
Gratio-li# Largo

Eggs,

.

4$ az save 20'
kaug duty 11 save 6'
•
••••••••••••••••••••••OOOOOOOO•OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

Hyde Park

Ina

me
and
,000
Pr_11

Towels

Blackeye or Purple Null
save 24'

111

15 at. cans

Facial
Tissues
Armour Treet

Kleenex

12 oz. - save 19'

Luncheon
Meat

200 count - save 12'

with beans
Hoots

Hunt's.
filth cocktail
%Opts..

Fruit
Cocktail

,„ 39c
4 $lot

2

Red Delicious

After Shave
401. Reg $1.49

Ri.1.040MOVAVIUM.SiMM:4,40.migam,

FROZEN
FOODS

Lean Meaty
First Cuts
'

Pork Chops

Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Field Sliced

Field Pork

Carl MillerThis Week's
Winner: 713 Riley, Murray

Bologna

Sausage

FREE $100.00 BILL

12 oz. pkg.

1 lb. bag

*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You De Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed:
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Garden Delight French

Fries
Pizza

Totino's Reg. Size

•Ernployees of Pa rkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
r;nly may register .You do not have to be present to win

Lean Meaty Almost Boneless.. Boston Butt

oz pkg.,

79c

Frosty Acres
••OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO•••••••••••••••••s.OS**•••OOOO•s
•

Fresh Water

•
•

Lean Tender

Catfish Steak

•
•
•
•
•
•

89

lb.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO••••••••••••

Bonnie

,Dog
Food
25 lb. bag ration

Rhubarb
L 4:Cg

L-s

_Ls
COUPONk

of
Dishwashing
Detergent

,
BI▪SqUICH Bisquick
811,TE"."

sAr*G"'"

40 or

22 or.
save 18'

Worthmore

Sliced acon

(chunk $2.69)

79c

(Iffer Fclaires 12-7-77
▪

•

6oadOnly.At Parkeri

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit

Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

-Downtown Shopping Center -

HOURS:* 7 d. M.-9 r. M. Mon.-Sat
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Victim Reimbursement Is Difficulty In Compensation Program
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API members wide discretion on
-Whether a victim of a criminal the extent, if any that
assault provoked the crime or provocation should affect the
was innocent can be one of the degree or amount of the
most difficult 'aspects of award," Cattie Lou Miller,
deciding which victims should executive director of" the
be reimbursed for their in- board, said in a telephone
•
juries and lost wages, the interview.
An award granted this
director of a state coman
!
month to a Louisville ni
pensation program says.
"The law • gives the (Crime illustrates the situation facing
_
ictIn Compep&tionj Board. .. the.. board. -

Franklin
commonwealth
The claimant, Paul C. Turn_ case was investigated that al- attorney saying there was no
that
Turner
er, 49, was shot several times though Turner was with Con- evidence
by Walter Conway of Frank- way's wife at the time of the provoked Conway.
In another case decided this
Tort, as he stepped from a car -shooting, he apparently did
parked in rural Franklin nothing to provoke the crime. month, Delano Roosevelt
Turner was awarded $5 353 Bailey, 25, of Louisville was
County where he had been
medical expenses and lost awarded $8,100 for ..injuries
for
sitting with Turner's wife.
Sustained after he was almotit
- he wages. sTurner fold the board
Before deciding that Turner hit by a car as he crossed a
suffered six shotgun wounds,
incurring medical expenses of was entitled to the money, street. Bailey asked the driver
$2,453. Board member Fred Morgan took the precaution of if he was crazy. The driver got
Morgan_determined after the obtaining a letter from .the out of the car, placed a

,
SA
I COW-2'0 V%f - fipit

shotgun against Galey's-arm
and fired.
The board decided Bailey
did not provoke the crime.
Some cases are clear-cut,
with no suggestion of provocation by by victim.
"Some crimes (that come
before the board) defy reality,
they're so violent," Miss
Miller said. "Those people
who have received grants are

innocent victims. They have
no other source of funds.
"Terrible things have happened, and on top of the physical injury, they are in severe
financial plight," she said.
"Government does well to try
to help them with financial
aid."
Under the 1976 law, only innocent victims who receive no-compensation for their injuries or lost wages from other
sources such as insurance or
another government program
are eligible for reim-

bursement from the crime
victims fund. The maximum
award is $15,000.
aplegislature
The
propriated $286,000 .i.ot the
first fiscal year of operatictn,
of which nearly $67,000 was
spent for program administration and awards. The
remainder went to the
General Fund.
An appropriation of $366,000
was made for the second fiscal
year beginning July 1, of
which $70,000 is designated for
operating expenses.

me
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,000
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WANTED...FBI Director, Must Be Bright, Aggressive

WASHINGTON 1SP) —
Help wanted: FBI director.
Must be bright, aggressive
and committed to the law.
Mental and physical stamina
essential for working long
hours, settling touchy internal
arguments, and facing
frequent public criticism.
Rewards include $57,500_
salary, a measure of fame and
__substantial power- Apply .to

the
attorney
general,
Washington,D.C.
.
The Carter dministration
once again is sending "help
wanted" signal after- U,S.
District Judge Frank X.
Johnson concluded that his
health prevents him from
becoming FBI director.
Attorney General Griffin
Bell announced Johnson's
_ decision at a news conference

Tuesday. He said he and Montgomery, Ala., office, this matter
pending any.
President Carter may agree Johnson said his slow longer."
on a replacement by Jan. 17, recovery from major surgery
The. Alabama judge was
when Congress returns from a last August has forced him to Carter's
first choice for the
. stepeside and to ask Carter to job, and
recess.
•
the President will
Bell asked the current withdraw his nomination.
have a tough'thite findhig
director, Clarence M. Kelley, - "It will be several more another
nominee with such
to postpone his scheduled Jan. months before I will regain, broad
support." Civil rights
1 retirement until Aid- my strength and stamina," grows that have
criticized the
February. Kelley was to give Johnson said. "It will not/be FBI for past abuses . of in.
Bell his-answer today.
(air to the Federal Bureau of dividual rights praised
.in -.e• statement...from his _ investigation -or-to me to-keep-,Rihnsoa ..fai--ntr .Judicia I

Auto
Speakers

Cookware Set
Beige Color

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more hunting items than any other area store., all at discount prices

Pocket
Compass

-Thoughtful Gift For Dad... Schauer

$2r

as •icture

Red, Grey, Leather
Grain Finish

Battery Chargers
with 1 Year
Guarantee

As Low As

Ford

Swingline

Motor
Oil

Power Gun
Kit
1000
Contains 3 size
staples & case
uses 5 different
sizes staples

68

Req. 2.89 ea

Seaway
Hand'
warmer

Day
Care
0,..

department
official
remarked.
Bell, who Will recommend a
For
potential nominee to Carter,
said he *sal plan To rush.-Night Service
into a decision.
As the talent search
Friday St Saturday, 6:30 p.
resumes, speculation turned
m. to 1:00 a. m. Call 753first to four men who were
7359.
recommended last June hy a
presidentially appointed

Tool Boxes

7 Pc. Heavy Weight

Stereo Air Suspension
8 Watts- 10 02. Magnet

act

decisions protecting the rights
of schoolchildren, prisoners
and mental patients.
. FBI agents and other law
enforcement KrouPalenerally
were pleased with Johnson's
record of imposing stiff prison
sentences in criminal cases.
"Johnson has become the
standard, and it's going to be a
helluva toughV standard for
anyone-eIte to'Come up to," ii

Solid Fueled
No odor tosspook game, no flammable
liquid fuel to r,arry, nd burners to re. place. Efficient, eleaziatnteruis odorless
heat. Bus.up to nine hours on one solid
fuel stiek. Carrya weeks fuel su ly in
your pocket.

Special

99

4 Limit One

A. Pop 'n' Serve

Corn Popper
$1447
4 Qt.
,Self Buttering
Prestone
UDR'S
OGAIKTTIES
TOO ,

Pocket
Hand
Warmer

BUCK HORN MOUNTING
KITS
SAN ANGELO
Mount your own
horns in minutes.
Comes completely
pre-assemble& All
you need to mount
your horns is-a
screwdriver. Mounts
any size deer horns:
Natural teak wood
finish- with
a
beautiful red or
green velvet cap to
match your decor.

Deicer
Electric Drills
By Black Si Decker
v4-4,8-1
/
2"

71
/
4"

Circular
Saws

With Cigarette Lighting Feature
Shaped to fit comfortably In the hand.
- Mitten or pocket. New- easy starting burnerwith wick at the side for'easy. 'Igniting.
Special- hole in the over permits.'wing
as a cigarette lighter.
Made of CHROME PLATED STEEL for
fast heating, rough use and lorrebtarretention.
Complete with carrying bag. $1

v'Reversible
v• Variable Speed
v. Regular

wills scraper
top
$1

47
ch

Available in

Discount Priced
$1'57

Standard

As1 ow As

with as much as 1.62 H.P..

Entire Stock

99

Ladies
Water Pik
Oral Hygiene
Appliance

Large.

English Walnuts
2 Lb. Bag
Sale
WishnerGWT Wrapping
Paper
Beautiful
Holiday
Design. lb Roll Bag. 80
Sq. Feet No.2440

Mixed Nuts

Solids & Patterns

Off

Cleans where toothbrush can't
reach Helps prevent gum disease

Sizes 5,261/2

Deluxe Model No. 37

Sweat
Shirts
Crew Neck
Sizes S-M-L-XI
Navy-Red-lt. Blue
8, Purple
Reg. $599

- Special Group
Men's

Standard Mciekl No. 49

Dress
Shirts
Blends of Polyester

8"

Sale$1

Hooded Jacket
With Front Zipper
Machine Washable
Red or Navy

4-Foot
Scotch Pine

Holy Bible

Christmas Tree

Firkswes..Yersiost
Over 1150 pages, 9- x

11,
4" x
, white •
lealherflex cover, with
full color only of Christ
at Gethsemen.

Men's Numbered

2 Lb. Bag
$169
Sale

$ g1 49

"A Very Useful Gift"

Freese/I
—III) ed
Flame Retardant
No 48-35-07
3 heat-airflow setting in one
switch. (1000, 750, and 500 Wetts1 .140 901

&Cotton
Reg. $7.99

No More Panties

Pantie Hose
Remington XLR 1000

, Selsun Blue
Dandruff
Shampoo

Electric Razor
TW)n
Screen
shaves
Model Xl.R-1000

Pringles
Potato Chips
Regular, Super, Unscented, Soper Unscented, Uhintete Hold. 901. Aerosol

Your Choice Reguilor
Ripple Twin Pock

Now in dry, oily, and normal
formulas. Your choice. 4 oz
Bottle

With cotton
crotch, available
in Taupe,
Suntan and
Beige
Reg. $1.49

Sizes 8-18
S119

Sale

Special Group
Ladies
Westclox Tourino
Travel Alarm
Clock -

Old Spice
After Shave Lotion
/

Held full numerals with luminous hands and hour
dote
No. 44500

Skeeter

Ballpoint and Pencil
Gift Set

43
/
4 oz. Bottle

$1

39

No. 616/6 Reg. S2.98 Value
Gillette Superman ,
f
styler/Oryor
WA watts for faster ef. lent drying 2 power
itingei Dry.) for fast
v -• rv1 'Style) for
g Na.11111

$159
Sale

House
1 Shoes
Large selection

of styles
and colors

100°. Polyester
10"x 36"
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-beau. He made a distinguished effort to
substitute soy bean milk for cow's milk,
and the stuff tasted a lot like milk but
appeared to be too rich for the blood of
the consumer. But he did find that the
protein rich little soy bean was an
answer to the problem he found in his
half-and-half convential cream. This
was the jackpot that provided Ryan
Milk Company to surface to the top of
the cream bucket.
More than 20 dairies in a radius of
ciOSeil their dooriin the'
have Murray
past five yearswhile the Ryan Milk
Company burst at the seams of expansion. From a modest beginning of
five employees and a milk route of two,
the company has grown into-one of the
- most remarkable-dairy companies- in
the country Monstrous' trailer trucks
move every night to destinations as far
away as Chicago. Huge packing presses

the most delicious rich milk obtainable
in all these United States. Everyone
ioved it, even the earlier day chain
stores. From that moment until today
-Jim's star glowed with increasing"infensity_as a marvel in the field of milk
has held
He
inercffandising.
distinguished posts in recognition of his
efforts and tlo-deering. In addition, he
has set aside a generous portipn of his
efforts in worthwhile community ef- -forts, such as ehureti, civicriudustrial,
tiqapitak yiation, _banking, political
etc. He had become a big wheel in our
vorronstutity aftairs.
Then came the creamer, not to
mention the diet fad, cholesterol and
animal fat. Jim refused to be daunted
by the revolution and turned with increasing interest to the substitutes to
the animat fat hysteria to find a
pational approved substitute in the soy

roll out a wide sheet of container paper
that cuts the millions of creamers filled
with the coffee ingredient in
refrigerated temperatures into large
shipping cartons. These are shifttfed
into refrigerated carriers andItOOM Off
to delighted customers all over the
eastern and .southern parts of the
United States.
Garrison gets a big bang out of his
achievement and incidentally is now a
-part owner of the thriving firm. In fact,
the bang hip taken a bit of a toll on
Jim's 200 pounds and he has fqwx1 it
necessary for a few short stays in fhe
hospital where he is a board member.
His rapid recovery also is attributed to
a glass act'mealtime of that glowing
All Jersey even if his organization has
sold the rights to prepare and distribute
his golden product.

MSU Indicates Interest In Eagle University
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. ( AP —
Representatives of three Kentucky
Colleges and one in Tennessee have
agreed that they are interested in
continuing to offer educational
programs at Ft. Campbell.
Representatives of the Kentucky
schools, Austin Peay Stale University
of Clarksville, Tenn., and officials of
the Kentucky and Tennessee higher
education coordinating boards acted
Tuesday in response to • a recent
decision by Ft. Campbell officials not to
renew a contract with Eagle University.
The university is a consortium of 11
Kentucky and Tennessee colleges that
now provide higher education ci,urses
-21 the Army installation.
-After a meeting here Tuesday, HarrySnyder, executive director of Kentucky's Council on Higher Education,
said Austin Peay and the Kentucky
Schools, agreed that their, primary
concern..-fs,.to review the b.id

Prices of stocks of local interest at
soon today furnished to the Ledger &
nines by I. M. Simon Co of Murray are
as follows:

Airco .
Air Products
American Motors.
Ashland Oil ii
Ford Motor Co
Gen Dynamics
General Motors
GeneralTire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
IBM •
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan -Western Union
Zenith Radio

NIRA Rodeo Set At MSU

-2.34

Industrial Av

36% +1%
116i At
4% -%
30% one
SO +%
42% +14.
47% -%
63% -%
V% -%
21% +%
27% unc
262% -/
4
1
34% -01
21% A4
HI% one
1511 unc

Prices algae&otlocal Lutanistfta000da"&
EUT. today, furnished to the Le
Tunes by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Fleublein Inc
Mc Donalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W R Grace
Texaco
General Elec
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney .
Franalin Mint..

25% -%
51 +%
15% +04
40% -46
41 +04
V +4
V% +0.
49% one
10% +%
20% -04
26% +%
29% -04
21% +%
40% +04
11% um

Tickets for the Murray State
University Intercollegiate
Rodeo will be on sale at the
door prior--to each performance on the campus
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evenings.
Admission prices are $3 for
adults, $2 for students, and $1
for.childrakfx0M.LID 12 Mrs
of age. Performances in the
West Kentucky Livestock
Shaw and Exposition Center
on College Farm Road will
begin at 8 pin. on each date.

Between 150 and 200
collegians from 26 schools in
seven states are expected to
compete in the nine-event
rodeo sponsored by the
Murray State -Rodeo Club.
Competition will include five
events , for men, three for
women,and team roping as an
_
open event, _ . _
Men's events are bareback
bronc riding, calf roping, bull
riding,. steer wrestling, and
saddle la-one riding. Women's
events are barrel racing,

breakaway calf roping, and
goat tying.
Participants are all fulltime college students from the
Ozark Region of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association(NIRA). They will
earn points toward qualifying
_fpr the College National Finals
in Bozeman, Mont., in June of
1978, where they will compete
against representatives of the
other-nine NIRA regions in the
country.

lei

44

k

Christmas
Decoration Closeout
. 3 Foot

Hog Market

Western Kentucky University,
Murray State University and
Hopkinsville Community College are Federal State Market News Service
the three Kentucky schools in the Eagle November 30.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
University consortium.. .
Tkepoll Includes-8 HU yingstations - More than 600 Ft. Campbell soldiers Receipts. Act. 900 Est. 700 Barrows di
Higher Sows Fully 50e Higher
are enrolled in courses offered by those Gilts
641.25-41.50
US 1-2 200-2301W
schools on the military post.
few41 75
200-240Iba.
1-3
640.75-41.26
Ft. Campbell offictals-have said that US
US 2-4 240-260lbs
139.75-40.75
836.75-3975
Army regulations no longer permit the US 3-4300.260 lbs.
"
Defense Department to. supplement Sows
830.50-31.50
US 1-2 770-3S0 lbs
830.00-31.00
administrative overhead costs for the US 1-3300-500lbs.
L'S 1-3 500-6.501bs
131.00-32.00
educational programs.
few 32 SO
229.00-30.00
Gen. John A. Wickham Jr., Ft. US 2-3300-500 lbs. ,,,,,
Facts and figures as well as tips on
Campbell's post commander, has told Boars 124.00-27.00
how to conserve energy in the home
the consortium's governing board that
were discussed at the regular meeting
the Army's contract with the schools Wranglers Riding Club
of the Murray-Calloway County League
will not be renewed next year.
of Women Voters Monday night at the
Specifications are now being Plans Meet Thursday
United Campus Ministry.
developed and bids will later .-be
Santa Claus
Barbara Kjosa, Kay Poplin, and Sue
solicited for.iizstructienal programs on 'The Wranglers Riding Club
meet
Thursday,
'
will
of
asOcts
various
discussed
Vandegrift
and Reindeers
the Army poll
the energy conservation subject. The ' Snyder said he assumed,the Any December 1, at seven p. m. at
League will make a consensus in
would award the services to the low the Calloway Court House.
' Bute Schroeder, president,
•
4/Map: atter.. eatef111,...4heY
t4P • bidder., .
_
-urges'ill theta:Ws „tillatterit.
-question.
as the election of officers will
Ruth Howard, president, presided at
*Music Boxes'Crystal
be held.
the meeting.
*Metal Sculpture *Bath Accessories
The program committee presented
the same program this morning to
'
*Wicker *Mirrors
members of the League who attend
The poet, Stanley Plumfy;
mornift.. meetings.. This -first morning
will read_lrom !Ito w
meeting was held at the home of Sue
"The Messiah" by G. F. Handel, Murray State University
Vandegrift. The public is invited to
perhaps the most performed large Monday, Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. in
-attend these meetings.
scale musical composition ever Writ-- the Farrell Recital Hall of the
ten, will be presented at Murray State Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
University on Sunday afternoon, Dec.4. There is no admission charge,
The Murray State University Choir, and the public is invited.
under,the direction of Robert K. Baar,
Plurnly is the author of three
will +be+ accompanied- by a. amalJ.books-of
- the meetstruinental group, a harpsichord, and recent of which is "Out-ofCalloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
an organ in the program to begin it 3 The-Body Travel" by Ecco
personnel managed to save about 3 cars
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Press.
andadjacent stroctures in a blaze early
Baar said the public is invited to
today that destroyed Jones Body Shop
attend the concert at no admission
aTMidvaon U.&MT:
charge.
For Information
According to a Calloway County FireSoloists will be Anita Burt, soprano,
Regarding
Rescue Squad spokesman, the
and Larrie Clark, bass, both members
department received the call about
of the music faculty at Murray State,
12:59 a.m. today.
•
Jeda Davis, alto, a teacher in the
Several units responded, the
Henderson school system, and Tony
spokesman said.
(Permanent
Whitfield, tenor, minister of music at
Jones Body Shop building and was
the Lone Oak Baptist Church.
of Hair)
Removal
totally engulfed by the time the squad
Members of the instrumental enPhone 753-3642
Bel Air Shopping Center
arrived,the spokesman said.
semble are Dr. David Nelson, Neale
Cause -of. the blaze and -extent of
Mason, -and Marie Taylor, music
damage was not available at press time
faculty members, Maxine Clark,
I44444444
today.
Connie Nagy,and Kip Mason.

specifications being developed by Ft.
Campbell for a replacement for Eagle
•itniver§ttlr.
Snyder said the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission had designated
Austin Peay as the primary Tennessee
school to initiate or negotiate bids for
any of that state's schools now in the
Eagle consortium. ,

Christmas Tree
$600

League Of Women Voters
Study Energy Conservation

Gift Items
Forthristmas

Calloway, Murray
Teachers Attend.
MSU Practicum

'The Messiah'Set
At MS11 Dec..4

- Four teachers from the Calloway
County and Murray City School
Systems are among those supervising
Speech and hearing practicum students
-from Murray StaterUniveroity-whatipeinvited to a noon luncheon on the
campus Saturday, Dec. 3.
They are: Wanda Roberts, Susan
Blackford, and Nancy Schempp of
Calloway Cqunty and De Fayne Stunson
of Murray City.
Sponsored by the§pePch and Hearing
Divisiorsof the Department of Special
Education, the luncheon in the Special
Education Building is described by
Betty Blodgett, clinic coordinator for
special education, as "a way to show
our appreciation and a time to share
ideas."
Approximately 30 speech and hearing
students at Murray State are placed in
public schools for eight-week assignments as studentteachers each year.

26 Schools To Compete

STOCK MARKET

• ('ontinued Front Page 1)

Ryan Milk..

'40"

Poet Will Appear

County Fire-Rescue Squad
Saves Cars, StilictuTe Burns

Assortment of Figurines

Electrolysis

Bel-Air Decor

Call 7534856

44

ase /hula /o ailed ota

West Kentucky Appliance Center
641 North, Murray—Across from Colonial House Smorgasbord — Telephone 753-4478
Grand Opening Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Thursday Friday & Saturday
Grand Opening Special
•'id,

1?
'
4

FREE Coffee & Donuts*
*Register For FREE Hotpoint Clothes Dryer
*

(I3
.
ec. 1, 2,& 3)

We have the Lowest
Prices On All
•

Grand Opening Special

C

—

Self-Cleaning

11

AI- 41.••N

Range

Major Appliances!!

Model RR747V

Owned 8 Operated By

100
Okrft. C14<k
Pew. few."
Wearer< Tow.,
h. he<

Off + $25

factory
Rebate

Mitch Ward
We,Service What We Sell
Small Down Payment Will Hold Ye!ur
Purchase Until Chriktrn0.5
_

MICROWAVE OVEN WITH
AUTOMATIC FEATURES!
Model RE931V

Reg.
$509.95
Model RE930T

FREE

v.

1995
with
Microwave
Cooking
Guide

ind
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- COOKING CORNE

,

The International Cooks'Catalogue Reviewe
together until foamy,2 T. each fine sieve and stir in the water until tender, but not
By Ann Uddberg
cuisine or an aid to the ethnic
paper.
of butter and flour for ap- scallops, mushrooms and.. mush. Drain and mash Of put
the
is
second cookbooks already on the
This
Pastry
proximately 1 minute. Add the shrimp. Divide between six through a food mill Beat in
production from James • market. Several of the recipes
2 c. sifted all-purpose flour
liquid fiom the individual, heatproof serving the cream, -salt and butter
cooking
Beard, Milton Glazer, and are credited to such books for
1 t. salt
4,4
..114111%.
and 12 the liquid dishes, sprinkle each with a while the potatoes are still hot,
mushrooms
Burton Wolf. The first Cook's those who wish to explore
weld lAcir nUILI urm4
yegetable shortening ir
. ..,,,,„,,„..„...., b
scallopscooked. little.gratad.Gruyere. If the BLAn enough flour to form .
the
winch
in
•
litalti WO :xtr.er erilli.ti
ratifogte eine- dut several furthèr
7 T. yogurt
...t of the maridb leading L
w.
rtutiumd
Wawa.
and simmer mixture is still hot, simply run a Smooth, soft, but workable
together
Whisk
years ago with subsequent
Again, like it's predecessor
• Ww les 114.-Ard
Sift flour with salt. Melt
add the the dishes under a hot broiler dough and allow to cool.
Then
minutes.
10
for
and it thoroughly describes the.
periodic
updates
vrrbible shortening and add
--:
-1
t
Divide the dough into balls
5-6 to brown the top. If cold, bake
simmer
and
'cream
It
revisions. is still considered equipment, over 800 items this : to flour. - Mix well. Stir in
in a preheated 375-400 deg. and roll out inn) very thin,
whisking
longer,
minutes
the ultimate resource for good time, telling not only how to
it
yogurt gradually, working
oven for 10 minutes before round sheets. Bake the lefse
cooks, home economics use it, why it is particularly
with your hands about five occasionally.
on a hot, ungreased griddle,
Remove the pan from the running under the broiler.
departments, ,and for those good for whatever it does, but
minutes. Knead_Ama_ §atiny_
turning frequently-wittratoni-----POTATO-1.-EFSE
tne-rernatntng-T.
Itfe•alidlidtt
interested in doing consumer tips on it's care, and most
and smooth. If desired, use
spatula or lefse turning stick, From Scandinavia
research before buying kit- important pictures of what it
your own pastry recipe and of butter, bit by bit. Whisk in 3 Med. potatoes
until cooked through.
adding
before
each
addition
chen equipment.
the
looks like. Frequently
bake the puffs in a preheated
Lefse may be eaten imwater
c.
2-3
egg
the
in
whisk
Next
the next.
The International Cooks' book reviews two or more
00 deg. oven 12-15 minutes.
mediately, buttered and
c. cream
Squeeze
time.
a
at
one
yolks,
Catalogue offering differs items created for the same
ANDALUSIAN GAZPACHO
folded into quarters while still
t. salt
in a little lemon juice, add a
from the first in that the purpose, giving the adFrom Spain
warm and soft, or it may be
2 T.. butter
/
11
and
pepper
cayenne
of
pinch
equipment, information, and vantages and limitations of all
-Serves 4
cooled
until, quite crisp and
flour
c.
2
/
1-11
seasonings.
the
correct
recipes are organized ac- so that the consumer can
2 Med. cucumbers, peeled
Boil the potatoes in the stored in tins.
through a
sauce
the
Strain
cording to region or locale, not decide which particular nincjel
2 green peppers
use. The books diyisions fall suits him best.
3 med. tomatoes, peeled
into general catagories of the
Besides pictures of each
"2 small onion, peeled
cuisine of China,- France, the item, there are interesting
.1-3 inch long chunck Italian
Hispanic countries, India, wood (ids showing events in
style bread
Italy, Japan, Middle East and each country, pictures of
stye
Africa. middle and eastern antique or special equipment
pinch of cumin and paprika
b.
Europe, and southeast Asia. available only from private
2-T. olive oil
Wednrsday, November 30,1977
There are many sub-chapters collections, and information
Section B — Page One
1 T. wine vinegar
board.
floured
a
on
thin
lightly
featuring individual countries on herbs and spices from Pastry
c.
1
water
inch
2
/
21
a
Cut into circles with
or - smaller-areas within the around the world_ This book is. Ewhita,bete' -light1y
cookie cutter. Brush edges 1 T. mayonnaise
general classification.
being highly touted as an Vegetable shortening
Salt, pepper, and croutons
Soften the onion in the water. lightly with egg white. Place
Once again the authors extraordinary
Christmas
Chop 1 cucumber, 1 pepper
in
mixture
the
of
t.
2
1
/
rounded
include three indices. One present for those very- special Saute in the shortening. Add
and 2 tomatoes. Place in a
the
Fold
each.
of
center
the
being the availability index So cooks on your Christmas list, spices and stir. Cook one
dough over am:Led= edges large bowl. Add chunk of
that the reader can find or one to mention to Santa on minute. Add tomato, meat,
with a fork, being careful that bread, garlic, cumin, paprika,
unusual items not generally your personal list. Today I've and salt. Stir and cook 2:3
edges are sealed. Fry in hot olive oil, vinegar and water.
all
available at the local stores, a concluded a few of the recipes minutes. Add water and lemon
vegetable shortening Toss together, cover and
deep
recipe index, and an equip- included in the book just to juice. Cook until all liquid is
(360-375 deg.) until golden refrigerate for 24 hours. Add
ment index. Therefore, it is whet your appetite for some absorbed. Turn out onto a
absorbent the mayonnaise, salt and
plate to cool. Roll pastry very brown. Drain on
_ very easy to locate the exact.. adventurous cooking.
--pepper te-taste and blend to
item or information on a
- • CURRIED MEAT
puree in a blender or food
TURNOVERS
particular custom in minutes.
processor. Dice remaining'
from India
All this information is irnvegetables and serve as a
40 Turnovers
pottant for the adventurous
garnish along with the
cook wffo enjoys trying ethnic Samosas
croutons in small bowls on the
dinners complete with in- 2 T. instant-minced onion
•
teresting folklore .with which 2 T. water State 'instructor 01._ _trumpet, IN.__ . The: _Murray
- COQUILLES SAINT
to spice ut,the conversation. It 2 T. vegetable shortening - Ifni V eriity
Symphony Joyce Feibelman of Fort
4 t. garlic powder
1
JACQUES NANTAISE
also increases confidence in /
Orchestra will present its Pierce, Fla., a senior music
4 t. ground cinnamon
1
the cook who may not feel /
From France
annual fall concert at 8:15 major, on the English horn.
t. ground ginger
entirely comfortable with new
-Serves 6
Earlier in the semester, the
p.m. Thursday, Dec. 1, in
4 t. cayenne.
1
/
coigines
- Lovett Auditorium on the—orchestra performed five l'x lb. scallops
This is not a traditional .. 21. ground coriander .
-children's concerts for '2 shallots, minced
- --campus:
cookbook,--in-that-though
'
I ••
arconductor;—stutientsirrthe Mul rely co.,1114,-- 2-3 stems parsley
are 100 recipes, all of which 11
2 c. ground lamb or beef
/
Neale B. Mason, professor of Calloway County school 1 bay leaf
look interesting and worth 1¼t. salt musk, the orchestra will be systems and in -three salt and pepper
trying, it is meant to serve v4 C. water
in Water
schools
a program of music elementary
heard
lemon juice
'only as an
drawn from the romantic and 'Paducah -and_ Mcçacken _ Dry White wine
_
_ introduction to the 2_t. fresh
..... -I lb:iiiiiihrOoms, sliced
20th century schools of County.
Lemon juice
said
composition.
Mason
the
Handcrafted Modern With
Musicians in the orchestra: 4 T. butter
is invited to attend
public
traditiorial Air_18:x.3Q"
T-.- heavy cream
"
--.-C112B44
Butcher Table crafted of
members, and 2 egg yolks
W-1iYCT*tyfew
facujty
.
the
of
As -the --highlight acific Red Alder,- a rare
local ana area musicians,
concert, the orchestra will including one high school pinch cayenne pepper
ood that grows only in the
play "Symphony No. 5 in E. student from Murray and two 34 lb. tiny shrimp, cooked
Pacific
Northwest.
Grated Gruyere cheese
Minor" by Tchaikovsky, one from Paris, Tenn.
Features a fine uniform
Place the scallbps in
rags.1_
comp_oser
close gi di and a very
Mason said the broad saucepan with the shallots,
the
said
Mason
works.
popular
smooth texture. Cove
piece has "impressive flowing purpose of the orchestra is to parsley, bay leaf and salt and
moulding retainsllour and
melodies, shifting moods, and give music students the op- pepper. Add enough water and
chopped foods on The table.
portunity to acquire'practical wine, in equal proportions to
color:"
orchestral
Brass trimmed overhead
experience in orchestral Just cover the scallops. Bring
60the
by
•
music
Other
shelf with five rods and
musician orchestra will in- playing and to offer adult to a boil and remove from the
hanging "S" hooks.
dude the overture to Verdi's musicians a chance to heat.
Cook the mushrooms with a
opera, "La Forza del maintain their skills, while
water, lemon juice, salt,
presenlittle'
cultural
providing
Small
Destino," "Suite for
Orchestra" by Stravinsky, tations for the edification and pepper and 1 T. butter. Once
and Aaron Copland's little enjoyment of the eampus cooked reserve the liquid.
Dixieland Center, Murray ivoincurvw.virwm edw.
tone poem, "Quiet City." community and people of the When the scallops and the
mushrooms are done, cook
Soloists will be David Shaner, area.
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Symphony Orchestra
To Present Concert
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2 CHRISTMAS SURPRISES
FROM
LONG JOHN SILVER'S
ONE YOU EAT.

*

.a

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

• Two White meat Chicken Planks,
• One Golden Fish Fillet
• Fryes
At partlopahny shoppes

ONE YOU KEEP.
Pirate's Crew Cup FREE with
the purchase'of a 1601. soft drink.
Collect a different cup each week.
Four in all, available at participating
Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes

it —
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

;'Ty,
'
• -,ffr' '1,

WE I-CAV-E THE - .
BEST FITTING

4

LARGE SELECTION

—

SLACKS
• HAGGER -

1.„It''.-.)
.i4.•.'.._

SWEATERS

JH

1:JF
• WRIGHT
•RESTON
I If
you want quality good fitting
,
slacks shop our slack department
,, ,
We have the newest patterns and
.
colors at prices that will please
you

lb

..".e.:,)..,

Lightweights to heavy wev.'''
_short, medium and long lengths
,
excellent choice of mate
styles and colors

*
4
•
*
1111 (4-41
*

*
ill
l‘e -1F
k ;4
. 01

Long Y01111SikerX
'
sEAPOOD sHQPPES
.

'

a

ill South 12th St.

*
*
*

'

.
.
pie(_/.4:11im

\

10
_-

Oft Cert41( t

'

r

Can En4oy
For,Several Winters'

.

*
*

PAJAMAS

TOP
COAT
That He

*/

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

MEN:KNIT. SHIRTS
Lengths to
* DRESS GLOVES
ALSOSieSeHvelRtTeSn
PAJAMAS
Visit our Shirt Department first for
:
ROBES
the man on your list You are sure
stiozefind rust the shirt tor him in his :HATS (DRESS OR SPORT)
..
* NECKWEAR
* BELTS (BY LYNTONE)
:
* BIELFOLDS (BY PRINCE GARDNER (EYNIONE)
*
*
.11. BALE BAND RUBBER FOOTWEAR
*
i. RED WING & RANGER WORK SHOES
*
*
* - THERMAL UNDERWEAR
*
WE HAVE
* (HANES DUCK HEAD)
*
*
* WRANGLER INSULATED COVERALLS
HANES UNDEOWEAR
*
For The Small
*
* STEPHENS AND DUCK HEAD
Tall
*
*
WORK
CLOTHES
*
W '
SE itllolrft
1 FLANNEL SHIRTS
.4:
OF PAJAMAS
*

LOOKOIOSKY
WEAR MEN'S
"Dependable Since 1912"

FREE GIFT , •
MRAPPING_
s

HI f8/1 I\

Top Coats are in now Let us show
Kw the fine quality of our coats at I
I
reasonable prices

de

*

*

A great assortment of sweaters in
coat
solid colors and fancies
sfyles. pull over. sleeveless turtle
', necks and vest styles
;\

JACKETS

*
*

*
*

,

GIVE

*

*

IT REASONABLE.
PRICES!

/

*

*
*

*
DRESS *
*
*
SHIRTS
.
SPORT SHIRTS
T
i 8A',3u.7
tTo
Sizes

SEE OUR GIFTS FOR THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING!

*
*
*
*

*

..
*
---lc******Ic***********
*
WE' HAW THE MOST *
*
•
:
COMPLETE LINE

en_

*
*
*
*
*
Zo**************** *
*
*

*

.

WE HONOR
&
,,MASTERCHARGE
VISA BANK CARDS

*
*

*

LAYAWAY

*
*
*

•
- . /..TILL CHRISTMAS
*
Al TfiE SQUARE — MAYFIELD, Ky. ..
--.._ - ..
DOWNTOWN
• ;.4
,.
• - ..i........e.......iii
I
***********-**4c-c 4
*******************
**********e********
• • •
•
• - . . •- - „
• '---.•
11 - - •--- .
:,--.0.---------•••-•••--*•r•--------r•
, ..„, •-- -.11,-'
ik_--:
• . ... •. ,

411., - .
.

-
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Bulk Will Gallo Elementary, Secondary Education

State To Take $321-Million In New Money, Figures Are Deceptive
are
economists
.terms of-only $160 some
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) _lealtng in
-There conies a. time When million- or so in real ettra predicting a - recession next
the graph of rising state funds, and there will be many year or in 1979.
.revenue is intersected by the claims on that money in the If that happens, the revenue
line of increasing state ex- 1978 General Assembly.
and expenditures lines of
penditure and that period
The state has been helped in graph will intersect and a fialmost has arrived,
the past few years by sur- nancial crisis will be in the
On the ',surface the outlook pluses from an accumulation making, for Kentucky.
for the .next-Ewo fiscal years;- of- -faciaral- revenue --sharing._ Since, the.state _Constlitiiiciri
forbids deficit spending, the
starting July 1, is not at. all aid. That source is gone.
What the projection. hinges.response would have to the
By one estimate which has on now is that Kentucliy'S cutbacks'in state government
,
proved accurate for the economy will stay ahead of the services.
However, assuming the
current biennium- , projec- nation's or000rtionatelytions
Larry _Lynth__f_the largely because of the demand forecast it correct, who will
University of Kentucky- the for coal-and that no national get to divide the $160 million in
new money?
state will take in $321 million recession will occur:
The best guess is that the
Yet -Lynch cautions that
in new money in 1978-80.
One piece of bad news is
that, as usual, this figure can
be halved because of the
steady rise of inflation. So
state finance experts are

bulk will be spent on
elementary and secondary
education, specifically for
teacher salary bid-eases.
Julian
Gov.
Carroll
promised to try to upgrade
teacher pay to the level -of
surrounding states by fiscal
1980.
This will tale scone Of inll:
lions of dollars more,some $90
million by one estimate of the
Legislative Research Cornmission
Thus, what's ieft hi new
mQney,--gload-the-ggo-fnimon
be used, amounts to
something like $70 million,

expected to grow too slowly to passing "sunset" legislation,
and health sources are ex- go.
The fund is predicted to total keep up with the costs of pro- .under which alLprograms are
pected to-make a aidleuous
• phased out gradually unless
almost $3.5 billion the next grams a finances.
bid for most of it.
That means a „possible an agency can justify the proCairoll has not revealed any biennium.
The other main category is diversion of General Fund gram's-or sometimes its
broad plans for his next proFund, yet own-existence.
posed budget, which must be the Road Fund, which rng_ney into the Road
Traditionally a budget
dwindling
the
drain
on
another
finances
highway
construction
approved by the Assembly.
extra money available for all passes overwhelmingly, it is
'But his administration has and maintenance.
It has been in financial state expenditures the next not good- politics for
generous
in
been
legislators to vote no because
tlIssetn•tnating infm siattlon trouble for -years, mainly-beadministration
has
prospective opponents can use
Carroll's
cause
it
does
not
respond
to
about fiscal issues in
zeroof
type
against them on specific
starting,
a
this
been
_
Amnon:ma local hearings, and economic.factors enough.
concept expenditures. a
budgeting,
based
Kentucky
has
For
example,
public
declares it is seeking
However,the trend in recent
a fixed 9-cent-per-gallon under which agencies must
imput,
justify years also has been toward
and
scratch
from
start
keeps,
the
gasoline
tax
that
money
.is
placed
in
this
,All
_More legislative input into the
-the--General- Fund;-which-fi—state-froin -taking-advantage-Mr*palm alienftlig
budget, and this is expected to
years.
next
two
state
prima
most
government
of
higher
gas
nances
of
talk
been
continue
or even accelerate.
has
There
also
is
Fund
ftltid
Lynch
said
the
services and where most taxes

Too Permissive
Parents
Four - year - old Lucy had a
"thing" about matches. To her,
they were the most fascinating of
playthings— One- day- she - tried
something special: she set fire to
a little boy's shirt.

AROUND THE CORNER AT YOUR
The boy suffered a painful :burn, and a damage suit was
brouglit on his behalf against
Lbey.s:parents.
._."We often -did take. _matches. away from her," they recalled in a
court hearing. "That was about.
all we could do."
However, evidence indicated
i
that they also left matches where
/
PRICES
Lucy could get -at them. A jury
decided they had been too permisGOOD WHILE
sive and held them liable for their
QUANTITIES
negligence.
LAST
_ —Pareatatutamtia.d,l.gaA1
to take a hands-off policy toward
their offspring. If they know of a
bad_ habit involving danger to
others, they must take affirmative action to control that habit.
On the other hand, the law
recognizes •e practi
to
parentalauthority. In another
case a teenage girl, playing football in the street, collided with a
passing pedestrian and knocked
him down.
Could he hold her parents liable
for not preventing her from play[
.."
The Pertect
ing in the street? A courf said no.
That degree of restraint was too
inUch to expect, said the court, in
an eni when "strict ceintrol Of
6 FT. SIZE TREE
children is so rare."
Nor are the parents responsible
for an accident that simply could
not. have been foreseen.
A four-year-old boy, in -a burst
29
of affection for his baby sitter,
threw his arms around her legs. .
As if tackled, she hit the floor
with a thud.
NORTH STAR.
• Alt441414 the9121612— WU inCHRISTMAS r
jured, she failed in her effort to
TREE STAND
collect damages from the boy's
parents. The court said no one
could have foreseen any harm
resulting from a child's impulsive
act of love.

ir

QUANTITY i'y
RIGHTS
/
RESERVED

tint-V:21"

:AS- KEL SET
20 VI1DGET _AGM'S

COOL BRIM S_Er_
15 LIGHTS

11•27

Mountain
King -

11
/
4 in.
GLASS
ORNAMENTS

1,000 LIGHTWEIGHT

24 INCH SATIN
ORNAMENTS

SILVER STRAND
ICICLES

PACK OF 18

1 COLOR /BOX

TABLE TREE
12 in.
w/10 LIGHTS

A public service feature of the
- Anse'Siettai, Bast-Aseeciatisiasand
the Kentucky Bar Association.
PHOTO SHOW
NEW -YORK AP) — Seventy-four color photographs depicting ':the full spectrum of Israeli life" will be on display at
thethrough Dec.
Dec..18.
-The show is called "Israel
Kaleidoscope: Color Photographs by - Morris and Edith
Jaffe" and the museum says it
"captures the essence of an ancient land, while reflecting the
influence
of
contemporary
life."
The Jaffes took the photos in
Israel in 1974.

Fire
Police
Rescue

Ambulance
Hospital Emergency
Humane Society

•5 ROLLS
CLEO #50-2/11
•4 ROLLS CLEO
#46-2501
.

CHRISTMAS

BOWS
PACKAGE GE 25

51

CHRISTMAS
GIFTWRAP

CHAMPION
WINDSHIELD
WASHER

9 FOOT
EXTENTION .
CORD

53C

ANTI FREEZE
1 Ga177

CHRISTMAS
TREE
REMOVAL BAGS

153-1441
153-1621

753-6952
753-9331

from the makers of
Cepacol Products

7535131

Comprehensive
Can
. ..-154-6611 Poison Control
753-758S
Senior Citizens 753-0919
Needline
753-NEED
Learn To Read
753-2183

cial Concern
Thfritiaier
Times

CEPASTAT
Prompt
7 OZ

temporary relief
of minor sore
throat pain.

•Super Crystalline
•.Extra-Extr.1
Crystalline

RoseMilk
Night and
Day
Moisturizing Face
Lotion

•Super Lustrous
Creme

BOTTLE

tor—
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Ashland
-Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond.
Louisville
Madisonville

'Deal.-A611
,

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
YIK2T 23
WK HA 35
WKLE 46
INKMJ 68
WKMA 35

Moiehud
Murray -Mayfield
Owen ton
Pikeville
Somerset

WKMR 38
WKMU 21
WKON 52
WKPI 22
WKSO 29

TRANSLATORS
8a,bourville

Boston-Butlew
Cowan Crook lolia
Fis'mouth
Louisa
Pineville
Whitesburg.

Free for the Asking!
write

12

-filtiftORRESPONDENCE COURSE

dations for an American comSTRING QUARTET PLAYS
SATURDAY,
DEC. 3
mon market a century end
BARTOK AND-loos sopEestem/Central Time
a half before Europe.
cial performance-Ur-Om the Chap12:30 p.m./11:30 cm. NEW
8-3017:30 a.m. to 3.3W230
10:30/9:30 PARENT EFFECet_ ,st St. Paul's Schoot.in. ConSHAPES: EDUCATION
IN SCHOOL - PROTIVENESS Ken learns that he's
cord, New Hampshire.
1:00/12:00
GED SERIES
GRAMMING
been too permissive with his
3,i00/2:00 GREAT_ PERFOR-,
"Grammar IV - Pronouns" '3:30/2:30
VILLA ALEGRE
daughters when they create
MANCES "Sarah" Zoe Caldwell
1:30/12.30
GED SERIES
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
is
problems for his new wife.
Sarah Bernhardt in a luin
"Gramipar V Verbs"
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
anti tosIng • ponrait -of the
2:00/1:00 PARENT EFFECNEIGHBORHOOD
11:00/10:00
legendary
THE DICK
French
actress.
5:30/4:30
ELECTRIC
TIVENESS Power, values, and
CAVETT SHOW
4:30/3:30 BLIND TEACHER
COMPANY
responsihilitv- are.. ale-tOPICS1Ca ___IELA_RUBI IC
.A.iook
E:00/5:00 ZOOM Captioned
this week's class
at David litchi, a blind, 7th
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
2:30/1:30 DANIEL FOSTER,
grade English teacher in NewTUESDAY,
DEC.6
7:00/6:00-i.THE MACNEIL /
M.D. "Hiatal Hernia"
ton. Mass,
Eastern/Canna Time
DEAR ABBY: I am going with a insuf who
LEHRER REPORT
'Is very
3:00/2:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
5:00/4:00 THE AGE OF UNintelligent, articulate and informe
8:30040 . ism. to . 3:30/2:30
7:30/630 KENTUCKY NOW
d. The problem is, he
3:30/2:30 -CROCKETT'S VICp.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PROhardly opens his mouth when we're
8:00/7:00
CERTAINTY "The Metropolis"
ONCE UPON A
TORY GARDEN
in the company of
GRAMMING
The modern city, where did
others (es ciall -strangenir
Legend rat Rota-. . _4:00/3:00
THE FRENCH
1:30/2:3
VILLA ALEGRE
ki tome trom end where
_in..Hond-Richard iszaken_ CIEF
is it - Annia-o 0
I desperately wish he would speak up
n SESAME STREET
so others would
gJlng!
prisoner, and Robin intercepts
4:30/3:30
ONCE UPON A
know how bright he is, but he just sits there
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
a letter from Prince John to
as though he
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICCLASSIC "The Legend of Robhas nothing to contribute to the conversation.
NEIGHBORHOOD
the sheriff."'
TORY GARDEN
in Hoed" tR)
It's so
5:30/
41:30 ELECTRIC COMfrustrating and embarrassing that I want to
8:30/7:30
STUDIO SEE
6:30/5:30
GED SERIES
5:00/4:00 THE BEST OF FA.
scream.
PANY
9:00/8:00 THE BEST OF FA"Grammar
When the two of us are alone, his dialogu
VI:
MILIES
Modifiers
"The
"
Trolly
Great
e is brilliant,
8:00/5:00 ZOOM
MILIES Stephen and John Pa7:00/6:00
Battle" (R from Thu) )CapGED SERIES
but in company, he clams up. I'm sure
some people think
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
trick Rafferty take-opposite
"Grammar
tioned)
Capitalization
,
he's shallow, and others probably think he's
.7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL .1
sides in the violent trolley strike
stuck-up, but
and Purictua_tiositI-v
6:00/5:00 MICROBES AND
he's not.,
LEHRER REPORT
of 1895.
Y:1111/6138-RUN THAT BY ME
MEN "The Invisible Enemy"
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
What is waing_ with him, Abby? How
10:00/9:00
AGAIN "University of KenMASTERPIECE
Six -part series on the men slisho
can I get him to
8:00/70
0 IN PERFORMANCE
THEATRES IcLAuDIuS Clautucky versus Indiana - 175"
eiitef-into the conversation when we're in a
conquered disease.
group?
dius is advised to keep on play8:00?7:00 EVENING AT SYM,. AT WOLF TRAP "Benny Good7:00/6:00 BOOKBEAT, "The
UPTIGHT
manThe
undisputed "King of
ing the idot if he wants to live
PHONY Seiji Ozawa conducts
Today Show" by Robert Metz.
Swing" performs for this show
- - a tong artd-tflef0111ter---the
921300
71O/5.30
Una
,
'
tioav-MOW
i
orr.ties'DEAR UP: Your friend could be shy.(Many
with •'both -his sextet and big
Ira in WollFerrari's Overture
11:00/10:00
intelligent,
• 1NE.-Cleelt"--8:0017:00 RUN THAT BY ME
band.
well-read people are.) Or perhaps he's too well-mannered
to Susanna's Secret.
CAVEILSMOW-AGAIN
"Western Kentucky
9:00/8:00 PORTRAIT of JA'
9:00/8:00
to interrupt others who enjoy dominating the,..con
MASTERPIECE
University versus Michigan 'versa._ _
MIE A look at the Works of
THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS Au1966."
_
FRIDAY,
DEC. 2
American .artist Jamie. Meth.
guitut finally discovers the ex8:30/7:30 SOCCER MADE IN
You mut help draw--him into future conversations
Eastern/C
entral
Time
9:30/8:3
0 MARK RUSSELL
by
tent of Livia's treachery, a fact
asking him some direct questions. Try it.
.COMED
Y SPECIAL
8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30,130
th
Mork
.
at
*does".nol. escape Livia's'
9:30/8:30 AUSTIN CITY LIMRussell, the nation's leading
p.m. KET IN SCHOOL PROattention.
ITS "Flaco Jimenez y su Conpolitical humorist, will again
GRAMMING
DEAR ABBY: How can I get it across to my hairdres
10:00/9:00 VISIONS "A Secret
junto with Ry Cooder"
ser
prove that everything in politics
3:30/2:30
Space" A 12-year-old boy disVILLA ALEGRE
that I wish she would keep quiet when she is working
10:30/9:30
THE
BEST
OF
on
has a brighter side.
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
covers the Jewish religion and
ERNIE KOVACS
me? I have changed beauty operators four times in
10:00/9:00 TBA
the last
5:00/400 MISTER ROGERS - 11:00/10:00
begins to study it in earnest,
, MONTY PYyear because all these girls do is talk, talk,
11:00/10
:00
THE DICK
NEIGHBORHOOD
much to the dismay and surtalk.
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS CAVETT SHOW
lam not interested in their private affairs, and
530/4:30
prise of his liberal, non-refiELECTRIC COMJ have no
SUNDAY,
PANY
desire to talk about mine. My husband says it'e the
DEC.4
glOus parents ".
,.
same 6:00/5:00
Eastern/Central Time
way-in-his--barber -shop.-The- bsz-bers -talk
the mea4--para-- 6.30/5:30 ZOOM
8:00/70
OVER
0
EASY
am.
SESAME
off, too. People who work in offices and stores can't be
. WEDNESDAY,
DEC. 7
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
STREET
"Eastern/Central Time
jabbering to their customers or clients about everyth
LEHRER REPORT
ing
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
MONDAY,
DEC. 5
8:30/7:30 cm. to 3:30/2:30
"underlhe -sun. 'They have to keep their "Minds on
730/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
-NEIGHBORHOOD
-Eastern/Centre Time
their
•
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO,
8:00/7:00
work.
9:30/8:30 ZOOM
WASHINGTON
8:30/7:30 am. to 33072T30
-I -GRAMMING
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
I would appreciate total silence so much while
p.m.
KET IN-SCHOOL PRO"3:30/2:30
I'm
VILLA ALEGRE
8:30/7:30
WALL STREET
11:00/10:00 INFINITY FACWaal;my_hair dope that I would gladly pays double
GRAMMING
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
tip
WEEK
TORY
3:30/2:3
0
VILLA
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
for it. How can this-be-accomplished?
ALEGRE
9:00/8:00 THE MERRY WIS*11:30/10:30
STUDIO
SEE
4:00/3:00. SESAME. STREET
NEIOH8ORh40913
.
.
OW
Beverly .• Sills,- -She tint
-NO-GOSSIP
12:00/1100 REBOP
500/400 MISTER-ROGERS
.530/43
0_. _ELECTRIC COMlady. of American orcr.stars
1'2:30/11:30 MUSIC
NEIGHBORHOOD
PANY
in this production by the
1:00/12:00
DEAR NO:Offer your hairdresser a double tip to
WASHINGTON
5:30/4:30
button
ELECTRI
6:00/5:0
COM‘
C
0 ZOOM
San Diego Opera.
• N. WEEK IN REVIEW
her lip, and the only words you are likely to hear before
PANY
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY ••
a
11:00/10:00
1:30/12:
30
THE
WALL
STREET
DICK
16:0075:0L ZOOM *
long silence will be, "You just made a deal lady."
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
CAVETT SHOW
WEEK
6:30/5:3IT
OVi
.
cZASY
LEHRER REPORT
02:00/1:00
THE CONCORD- . 7:00/6100.. THE
7:30/13:30 -KENTUCKY..NOW_ _
DEAR ABBY: t am an middle-aged woman who hain't .
1,EtiltER REPORT
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Race
, been-to--nir-gYnne_olOgitifer-eia;.eare; With,all-thia-ta
— 4430440--KENTUCKY 44094 ..toc.the- Double. Halts'
- •----- '4.
—
lk-.
about.can.cer, I know I should go, but I've been putting
• 11.
:00/7701t
-Tlif
A0r0P
-_,
-7larnet-Watsorrepd
it
CERTAINTY Galbraith looks at
off because I'm afraid -I might haye VD. I had a
Crick
recall
exciting
the
human
few
V
democracy in action - from
drama behind one of the major
symptoms six ybars ago, but they went away. I've notited
direct self-government of Svvitscientific brsak-throughs of the
my eyesight is not as good as it was, and my memory
zerland
to
the American turmoil
i
century. 03)
I
seemsfaulty:Tread somedihere that VD symptom* usually
.
of
-9:00/8:60- _GREAT_PERF1313;._
disappear'but the disuse'conthmee'to- dolts'damage: •
9:00/8:00 NarioNat. GEOMANCES "Abide with it
I don't want to go to my regular doctor in case I have it.
-F?a-FIAP11:1e; SPEr 'younglAl.'."Yn
i
ilteio
re
:
Cathleen' 'Nesbitt 'is -festered Shorter
I've considered going to a strange doctor and using
in Julian Mitchell's dramatizaa
trace the trail of the Klondike
tion of the complex relationphony name, but I hate to go through "all those
,
gold-meters, p1ttIng their courship between a strict, lonely'
examinations and give him a whole medical hist?ry when
age and endurance against the
I
dowager and"'the young girl.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP- of the Constitution,"
know I'll never see him again.
she said. rugged Alaskan wilderness.
hired as her housekeeper.
One,way..to lure More voters to "The offices
10:00/9:
I just want to -find out if I-have VT)so -I can either take
80
EQUAL
JOSTICE
10:00/9:00 TBA
of aheriff and
.
UNDER -LAW •"Gibbons versus
tiI8 polls is to limit the Ake- jailer can
care o
11:00/10
oz it or forget it.
100
THE -DICK
be combined under Ogden" ttliS
CM
laid
the
founCAVETT SHOW
I've never been intimate with anyone except my
—wide ballot tolfiajdr offices, a the provisionsof Section 105."
husbefterriatiethere-feargeed-elteneetiteelteltad-it.ond
-/-got---14461atire-Researdl.......com-...-.The... study
_satcLvariraut..—
it from him. What should I do?
--,
-mission study suggests.
statutory municipal offices
CONCERNED IN ST.PAUL
That idea was among a could be made appointive,
and
_

THURSDAY,
Eastern/Central Time

DEC. 1

Box 307,Murray,KY 42071

Her Quiet Guy.
Might Just Be Shy

By Abigail Van Buren

(liters Can. Be Lured With

Ballot1 LRC Says- -

DEAR CONCRNED: Call your Planned Parenthood
Clink and make an appointment for a gynecological
•• It.twill ineludehltiod.tisates.and-itrinalysia. No
phony name is necessary. All their. reeerde -are strictly
confidential.
•
r

number brought up in a new

report on "The Kentucky
Ballot."
.
3Ur VC
caters that
voter turnout has been

Captain D's,
Peel hi Eat

Boiled Shrim

BOILED SHRIMP DINNER

'289

You get 16 shrimp,
cote slaw, french (IRIS. cocktail sauce
and 2 Southern style hush puppies.

o

BOAT OF SHRIMP

'2'9

0••

You get 16 boiled shrimp, cocktail sauce,
and 2 Southern 'style hush puppies.

Captain D's
seafood

Itt N 12th

753 9383

one statute could be amended
to provide for appointment
rather than election of
in overly
valuation-

ministrators, who used to be
declining generally for the called tax assessors.
past 15 years.
But, Miss Moloney said, a
For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
For instance, although 45.3 constitutional amendment
seed 91 to Abigail Vaa Bares,132 Lasky Dr.,Beverly Hills, -percent of Kentuckians
of similar in scope to the Judicial
Calif. 90212. Please taelooe a long,self-addressed, stamped
voting age cast ballots for Article passed in 1975 seems to
1240 envelope.
governor, in 1963, the be the only practical way of
proportion fell to 32.1 percent changing the Kentucky ballot
in the 1975 gubernatorial race. in a major way. "The .ntunerous conAmong'topicsshesaid could
stitutional offices have then be considered:
overwhelmed the voter," said
-Providing
team
for
Martha Moloney, who: wrote election of the governor and
and
- -and eompiled the 101-page 'lieutenant governor; who DOW
sfirvey.
sire elected seperately.
"It -is unwise to- cr-owd the --Removing-the- limitation
ballot with officiats whose on succession of cettain .of- .
753-5334
S. 2/id at Main
al. duties -,are primarily - not fieers, something the-sheriffs policy-making and 'whose have been trying to do for
discretion is relatively :themselves for years.
.

Murray Livestock
Trailer Sales
Special

Metal Feeder
Racks, For Large
Round Hay Boils

ns

minima," she said.
- -Abolishing the Kentucky
Miss.Moloney said a_ con- Railroad Commiss
ion, which,
stitutional amendment is not the
LRC said, is the only state.
always necessary to eliminate agency in
the nation assigned
crowded ballot conditions. She exclusively
supervi

_Lep
-Amore patticl..6. lailroada.

s.afrd

much'on its own.

"For example, the office of
commonwealth's attorney can

$75

to

- -

—Removing obsolete sections on elective officials, such

A
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Optimist Club
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Christmas Tree Sale
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g
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1,
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"The largest

obstacle to
the resistance to_
change within the present
themselves,
officeholders
"
it the study said.
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INTERNSHIPS
WASHINGTON
(Al'
Three internships in health sciences library management for
1978-79 will be offered by the
Council on Library Resources
Inc. and the National Library
of Medicine.
The.aim of the program Is to
provide "opportunities for midcareer librarians to tie expnsed
to and participate in all 'facets
of health sciences library roan,
agement.1
'
Beginning in September 1978,
interns will spend one year
working with the director and
administrative staff of a leading atademic health seieneos
btary.•
•

•

.

•

Mr lk.uler Send this coupun to /Snarl bind
- S7
PO. Box R-71357. El Paso,1[CA/1174975 and
wr: will pa% vu 25.5 plus SC handling prosided reck"Fruition is inader in acointira,soth
terms hereof Coupon is givid (ink ...hen r...:7
dminerd hi -matnim a"einstimer at the rimeof
purehasing two cans of Bryan Chili NI', Ileans
or Bryan Chili With Beans-- Regular iir
Invoices shine ing sour pun.haw ol slit I icierit
stork to cover all ci auxin, rodeernod immilsi Ix'
shown upon request Corviirkr inns" pae,n%
sales lases Offer Sind v...N.:Te reStristed(ash
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lied Arm-, other use Cons,II rat, I rand Ill,
'Apure,: icbn,,,rs 28 lull
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On.2-Can Purchase of Bryan
Chili No Beans or Bryan Chili
With 13ean—
s—Regurairof-libt.
-

g overcome is

Burger Queen and
Boone Coin Laundry
Parking Lot. North 12th

.

and now serve to impede
government," Miss Moloney
N said. "...Elective offices
11 should be judged by modern
standards:"
She said reform to eliminate
g the crowded ballot has not
g succeeded-because the public
opinion has not demanded it.

I

Dec. 3rd-Dec. 22
9:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.

We Appreciate
Your Support

peat decades:were -Made- to

A ._obtain -imparved-gevernaleat—

•
•

Store Coupon
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as registrar of the land office
be abolished under Section 108 and ascevior.
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—
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. And
with labels from 6cans of Bryan Chili-- save money while you're at
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Let's Stay Well

[SANTA and the PIGWIEIGEN1
•

By LUCRECE BEALE

.•

CHAPTEH_ONE
SANTA AND
THE PIGWIDGEN

By F.J L Blasingarne, MD

New Emphasis That Smoking Stinks

wooden toys and gave them to the children He scarcely had time to do
his real work which Was to make
shelves anti chairs and beds to sellMANY YEARS AGO there to the villager),
Peoplel:ould not understand how
,lived a man who had an extraorFAILLib
0: Mrs. J. C, who for- cigarette. Such an attempt
Claus could spend so much time
dinary love for children.
was a heavy ciga- often leads to the start of
merly
He
ni,ver
7*tWaytg1"ringtheiirtittIr playing-with-theellibkin-..
smoker
but now abs- smoking again, which is
rette
fpfts — especially at Christmas-. w-incii to worry about making a
from even an occa- gradually incit•ased until
lains
lising
time. He was so good and kind a
sional cigarette, writes the former smoker is
Then one-day some boys playing
man he-waS made the patron saint of
that she has grown intoler- smoking heavily (15 cigachildren. He is called Saint in Claus' attic found a fat black
ant of smokers because of rettes or more per day)
Nicholas or Santa Claus for short purse. The purse choked when the
the irritating tobacco once More.
boys
shook
it.
They.
went
home
and
After cigarettes are
and* is the spirit of all our Christsmoke and because of their
told their parents that Claus had a
mases.
stinky, stale body odor. given up, the senses of
ili•Ovirre
smpu and _tantp apparently
No one knows how it came
7—She wonders-If -Inch
that today Santa Claus lives at the
attitude is common among return to normal. The forNow gold had neverbeen seen in
mer smoker is able to
other farmer smokers.
North Pole and has flying reindeer that far-awav place and everyone
A: As I have written in detect odors,. including
sad n able to bring toys to children was amaied All the villagers.
this column on several pre- 'that of tobacco, and tastes
- all over the world. No one knows men, women and children, went to
much more completely. As
vious occasions, women
-nut
talif
lam
_what.
___but many stories are mkt-and here.
who are heavy smokers a result, It is not unusual
is one of the most interesting.
they had heard They, asked if they
for a nonsmakento become
'and hooked on nicotine find
, Claus, as he was then called, could see the treasure and merely
acutely aware of the odor
it
more
difficult
to.
stop
lived in a village on a mountainside feel the gold with their fingers.
of cigarette sthoke and the
smoking
than
do
men.
in a far-away land. He and his wife
"I have no g.old!" exclaimed
related odor of the body,
Therefore,
I
congratulate
had no little ones of their Own Nut Claus
..„
yeakiemovs—
you on having broken the hair, and clothing of a
'their house was always filled with
But the Purse"' urged a vilhabit. Also,I am convinced smoker.
boys and girls.
lager "Can't we even SEE the
At a recent meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Claus loved children.
that complete abstinence
Illinois cancer volunteers,
Claus liked it that way. He told purs•)",
The village elder spoke up slyly is far safer for the former
contents
and
the.
sides
bulged
The
Claus went to the attic and came
stories. He made up songs. He kept
and said, 'But Claus, WE didn't smoker, male and female, a speaker from the Amerijingled like gold.
the cookie jar filled. He carved tiny back with the black leather purse. truly
than to try an occasional can Cancer Society (ACS)
If it's not gold, what is it'?" make any such promise. Surely I
admitted years- of frustra41k
can
open
the
purse
just
for
one
eagerly.
asked an old man
ACOMMON.B.EVERAG
tion in trying ,tp, prevent
•
do not know, said Claus. rect."WASHINGTON (AP)
young persons from smokstayed
-years,sgo-s- ft a•
"
- i— GeOrge Washington'and Sainuel ing 'by'tali* them about
%moving
whY "t?'
closer.
cAMIPDX,
night
in
house.
He
.
my father's
. the
-*Ye
'
'
s Adams were among illustrious the-dangers-of death from
left the purse and said he would yes!" chorused the children. "hist - Americans
a/
le
w
r favored
y
beer as lung cancer or disability

•
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Your Individual
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50c
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ROLL
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lt Exposure
Film
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Apr. 20)

TAURUS
r Apr. 21 to May 211
Rarin' to go? This spirit,
.adetwAtel.t .PCIfItT0.110,-Sil..n. be
-the- forerunner of anh.batifial
' gain. Predicate action on
quality,
current
needs,
timeliness.

Sidc el .ovic
m $L39

processing--

(MM._ 22 to June 21y
Bring order
out of uncertainty through
clear, concise analysis and like
action. Emphasize system and
optimism.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 231
If there is no guide or
directive, be careful not to act
impulsively on new projects.

Appraise values warily. Day
will be a challenge to your
ingenuity.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 231

4124r

Controversy may ,prove
annoying. Yet here is where
your understanding, tolerant

Let it come from

McBride Interiors

Paducah, Ky.

Ti
ACCENT PIECES
ACCESSORIES
OFF„,11
-

P.

fiA,49
RECLINERS

250/0

OFF

Am-

.

month $25°°
month
n
$$$1

.

„

Use McBride's Revolving Charge
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8:30 P.M.
Phone 443-6432
451 S. 16th

OFFER YOU

Faxs-voo''''•
USE LAYAWAY!
••

.1Ln,

LIBRA
(Sept.,24 to Oct. 2.13 -Circumvent troulffe, even if
you have to take the long way
around. Some persons could be

NO EXTRA CHARGE

•
•••••• 11••••1•“1••••

a ,

I

itati,q-now-r-Aveiel-thent
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to NOv. 221
Don't make decisions under
stress and don't write anything
you may later regret. Maintain
your egiuuilmity even if eeriain situations annoy you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

Today's most popular model-, from America's largest bike
manufacturer. Heavy-duty chrome, spring front fork, motorcycle style tank and fenders, motocross saddle, rugged 20"
knobby tread tires, Wide angle safety reflectors.
Deluxe Moto Cross Bike iss.itosi
....... 91.77

In/4c
'

spring .
front fork

suspension

I I

,

e

• partially assembled

106.

in

Hyggo
Tricycle

the carton. _

12

PUTT-PUTT'

(jA
annn
ewtollE
gh
lth
t thr
19)ow7upon a
certain situation should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. Rouse yourself to work
for attainment which will
require more thanusual

ceagie

Railroad
hardwood and plastic construction,
hfcrn-toxic-movable parts end-761111iig- v-`7E-e-41-5.'Eigtve.feer °vattrack with tunnel and two sidings, garage and
loading. dock. :712 341 41

.

.Insets

(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)'
1
You have considerable
freedom of movement now.
Best used, it can help to further
either personal or creative
objectives.

10" trike with ball-bearing front
wheel, 71/t" rear wheels, chrome
ferrders and handlebars, metal
seat. ts

Football with Tee
Vinyl, official size, tan
with white stripes.
,33 313 111

99

SAVE 2.0012
99

:Skateboard
0Wide
solid urethane wheels
and polyolefin board; double action truck. .43-1

—1

are
2!

••••

TEN

12"
SAVE 2.30

She's the life of the party)
She con blow out her candiet, tddl her horn. Comes
with party accessories.
•
Is)':
Black Happy Birthday
geby Tinder teary
1'2.77
'2 5)1

AlVENTISING
DEADLINES

•A

SAVE 3.00

/

vibes more, you not only
remember all that you learn,
but skillfully apply that
knowledge to situations at the
-just right" moments and
places. In business, you could
become
a
top-ranking
executive, but you will probably
find your greatest satisfaction
in science, literature or the law.
In the latter case, politics or
statesmanship would probably
become your ultimate destiny
On.the personal side, you are
extremely gregarious, generous
to a fault and deeply affectionate - though not always
demonstrative. Birthdate of:
Mary Martin, monies], comedy
star.

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular • display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon; the day
before publication.
All .reade'r
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the - day- %Wore
publication

I

,

SALE PRICE

Stellar influences indicate
sane new interests. Make sure
you are ready for them - butwithout slighting current
obligations. Don't let "moods”
cause misunderstandings.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is
margin for error. Do not accept
suggestions blindly-And do not
expect more than is reasonable.
AQUARIUS

LAMPS

25
OFF

600

5'06'

accomplish in more than one
occupation. Your quest for
knowledge is unceasing and,

5O% ow

A

month

51)(10'

YOU BORN TODAY have
many and varied talents; may

LIGHT\
FIXTURES

25%

U-KEEP THE KEY

OTASCO

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
- • The most difficult chore may
-bring She most rewardin
returns if handled well. Don'
turn your back, therefore, On
complex situations. They won't
go away.

TyP%

.

ancentiate- on persorTaT
advancement within- the
framework of your abilities.
Learn more about yourself,
your latent talents. Be alert to
constantly changing trends.

SOS ROO ANY ELIDE OR,4,01.011.-NEGATIVE_
titer 3 EN LA ACht&A,IVILR GQL.PLULAITG 141141,

Q• '• SFEPLerisi..tt

U-STORE IT

U-LOCK IT

ME FRIENDLY

self can shine. Shy away from
-----16-Mtiffoi be? To flott-out what- - --minor issues and trivia and you
the stars say, read the forecast - can handle pertinent 'points
more easily.
• given for your -birth Sign:

5x7COLOR
Enlargement 8
,,1"14,

641 Nortli, Center Drive
Near perkins Ponca* House, behind Carl Hasaullasoldran.

FOR THURSDAY,DECEMBER 1, 1077

•

WahTlia
Coupon

111=Mil

753-4758

4

_

tilitlt

"IN.innAlt

"

EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes.. Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security,lights,insurance.

Frances Drake

0

ai

Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.

C. from °VW lung diseases
resulting from smoking
cigarettes. These young
people have little concern
about diseases that may or
may not occure many
years in the future.
Instead, particularly in
view of the well-established habits of good
grooming and pleasant
Out that in 1975 the United body odors - that go with
States ranked first among coun- cleanliness, the ACS will
,tries of the world in beer pro- begin shortly to emphasize
duction with 160,600,000 barrels. that smoking makes peoThe brewing-industry -annually ple- smell bad.- The new
seppag
wj.4 he built
federal and state excise taxes: around this theme: Smok-

What kind of day. will

:to:ea

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

t7thuer promise never open it.Mill)s:--taned4:::::er the purse and opened'
vtcePresident
• father kept his promise. When he The 02513.
r e sear ch Services, United
There was a hiss and a screech. States Brewers Association.
died he made me promise the same
thing and the purse has been forgot- The lamps sputtered. A strange Thomas Jefferson, another
warm breeze ble-w -through the- beer fancier, went on record as
• - ten all these years.
wish to see this bey"Open it!" cried the villagers. house. The villagers stumbled back saying,
"Surely. such a promise was- not against the walls and Claus cried erage become common," ne
out. "Mercy- me! What have you adds.
meant to stand forever!"
"For me it was,"--said Claus done"Katzillustrated how common
it has since become by pointing
• Toor.urrrotti The. Curie
stubbornly.

'Ato- CUSP; 3Ortfosiztli Aft'ille111.11: B2=171

mediate effect that may
turn off boyfriends and
,girlfriends - a prompt,
important result rather
than one that may happen
at some indefinite time in
the future.
So, your reaction, a corn__ mon one, may serve as a
tool to prevent youngsters
from starting to smoke
eigareti,es. -.•

ing Stinks.
The campaigh will stress
that the pleasant effects of
gleanljness, mouthWaph,
perfumes, dental care,and
good grooming are ruined
by smoking and the associated tobacco smell.
It will be interesting to
observe what this new approach will accomplish
-Ninreltemphasizes-an

USE LAYAWAY!

Iiiittf""'91404114
"
4"*ONIStIliffi*• 't
Illuminated Christmas Tree

i
4

Complete with 10 miniature twinkle 198
lights and stand UL approved 12"
tall. ,71ii

25 Count Bag of Bows

564

s.
..
.L1
400
.
.

li;,..7."1,

••

1,1
,1111
?
,

i, ,
otri• `J.. •l.,

Assortment of Holiday
bows with stick•on
backing. (71-110-3)

IP''..4

'
._.4,4‘..

..

-

t.
i
--:
- .t
......
IIll.
...,
U 1.

101911011.71..

(.

4110
1
4
/01
*01110110.411109ia 011

USE OTASCO CREDIT!
OTASCO

Salm PrICOn Good Thru Saturday At Over 650 Stores1hroughout The South & Southwest.
94 Mos.-11mM
Bel-Air
-753-1391 •

Center

•

•
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Gillette

GILLETTE
TRAC II CARTRIDGES

TYLENOL

9's
OUR
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
$1.87

" OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $2.19

$1
92
NOW II

.PIEF11)
1110101.

HEAD
SHOULDERS

EXTRA STRENGTH
TABLETS
100's

JONNSON'S

LIQUID 12 et,
OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $1.53

SHAMPOO
11 oz. LOTION OR 7 oz. TUBE

OUR EVERY DAY LOW PRICE $2.12

--

BABY SHAMPOO
11 01.

NOW EITHER

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $1.76
Now $1 68

CHLORASEPTIC
LOZENGES

111's
*ORIGINAL
*CHERRY

CUSHION GRIP

Alinallantralt/

MOS HUMS 11,111 4 fall SAYS

StJOSEPH

CUSHION GRIP

COLD TABLETS

NEWAINUM

CHLORASEPTIC
ANTISEPTIC
MOVINVI ASH
S OZ.
•ONIGINAL
•CNERNY

R

and

COLDTABLETS
ST. JOSEPH 01111.111EwS

ina trswn

DECO. POWDER

8 oz.

586

30's
REG. 89'

BODY POWDER

Bakirii Soda

CONOESTANT TARIM

8

ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

12 oz.
REG. $2.34

-NERYINE
CAPSULES

938

25's
REG. $1.99

$1 38

28

Mouthwash —
18
ftEL$2JOVVVV

PHILLIPS

611

ST. JOSEPH

ASPIRIN
IV VViOOI..

REG. $1.111

At*
.
1:::::

MILK OF
MAGNESIA
26 OZ.
ORMAN
•FIXIONED

,Nuol, —1—44
-

30's

DI-GEL ANTACID TABLETS
r,

Read and follow label directions

$1

4

,_,

i
Ti

REG.$2.59

MENNEN
SPEED STICK

56

1.75 oz.
*REGULAR

*HERBAL

METAMUCIL

POWDER

9 oz.
- REG.$1.15

LAXATIVE
POWDER

68c

14 oz.
REG.$4.49

1,1titti.11%
loth%
I.Astirt

JOHNSOWS

3Ws

BABY
POWDER
14 oz.

*MINT
LEMON.
ORANGE

REG.$2.04

DI-GEL
TABLETS
Anti-Gas
Antacid

68

With The Most Powerful
Reducing Aid
Ever Released for Public Use
WITHOUT A PRESCRIPTION!
Just- she a tiny Hungnix tablet . before
moats .
and darnel+ those bated extra
pounds as you banish hunger! Suppresses
hunger pangs so efloctiveiy. it actually
unfits the sbility ot your body to oioduce
gnawing_ hunger_seresattonsi.Result? You
don't feel hungry
down 0oata .your
C1110(10 intaki.
1114.010
,
M - V011a your
wstgnt
ThousanciS now lose weight who have''
thought they could .
.report remarkable
reign' tosses ol 7
. 20
.
even 41
POunitle a' a anon wnile- So if you're tired
of nail-way measures end wont realty effective *sip in reducing .
send tor
fiiungrex today. ',fungi-ex cull simOiy amaze
Yowl Youll be slimmer next_week or your
money back No
[re
onascnonon needed.
whI

t..o.i•

is:1171NGREX°
63 TABLETS
121ITABLETS

$188

$"
2

*REGULAR
*OILY
*EXTRA BODY

LIQUID
••••••11 CNIMM••fir•••

DENTINE
ABUSIVE
1.5 in.
NEC. $1.27

CHOOZ

CREME RINSE
& CONDITIONER
PEPTO BISMOL

ORA FIX
SPECIAL

CHOOZ

$1 38

START TODAY!

100i
REG.
$2.29
$168

AGREE

LOSE Wear'
THIS WEEK

1

--

CePaCol

2 or.
REG.V $1.09

CHLORASEPTIC

3.1 oz.
REG. $2.09

001111.10

COUGH
SYRUP

follow label directions

BABY
MAGIC

VICKS.

CORICIDIN

*REGULAR
*HERBAL
BEG $2.03

ShOl?
j)
ell

VIM
YAP° RUB

0

M

S
lit°Wer

ST. JOSEPH

Cough
Syrup
Read

FOR CHILDREN
Moms Ivor lad •Ilimet stilt! asses

CUSHION GRIP
DENTURE ADHESIVE
.25 oz. REG. 91I•

ST JOSEPH

SHOWER
TO
SHOWER

4 oz.
REG. 98'

66c

CHEWING GUM
ANTACID

10's
REg.35°

20's
REG.651

21

38°

Watch Numb and finches Disappear!

PERMATHENE-12

•••
THP
,
If

fig*

Once-A-Day Continuous-Action
Capsule Reducing Plan —Gradually

111•11•EL

OUR LOWPRIOE

- Bel Air
Center
9-9 Daily
12:00-6:30
Sunday
PHONE

753-8304
Prices Good Thru
Dec.3,1977

MSAWAYFAT
24 DAY SUPPLY

First
in
Quality
First
in
Pri e

$244

FREE SERVICES OF AV-RITE DISCOUNT PHARMACY
(Rome_of everyday low prices and a Special)
(107. Discount to Senior Citizens 60 & over)
FREE: Family Prescription Records
FREE: Tax Records
FRE: Itemized Insurance Receipts and
Statements
FREE: -Location of Misplaced Refill
Prescriptions
FREE: Public Assistance Prescriptions
FREE: Prompt, courteous, personal service
COMPARE AND SAVE AT SAV-RITE DISCOUNT PHARMAC
Y'
GROWING BIGGER TO SERVE YOU BETTER,..„,,...

•
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TWINKLING LIGHT SETS
*CONTINUOUS LIGHTING
'SAFETY APPROVED

Covinireasd 111nr12/3/77

WITH THIS COUP°

BOXED
CHRISTMAS CARDS

O

o
/
0 OFF
SELLING PRICE

BRACH'S
ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES
Sizes Small, Medium, Large,
X-Large: Colors Navy, Red,
Green, Orange

dares to
match shaves
with a blade.
Without Blood.
Nodal. NP-1119F

Noiekri introduces
the new Rechargeable
Rotary Razor'" ... The
Charger. It's one electric that's earned
the right to be called
a razor.

Malta deliriums hamburgers, het dogs, sandwiches, saesaps,steaks, eggs, bacon, muffins aid mere! Cover
inverts few epee grille". himmersible base and grid and
fired-ea see-stick ceelrieg surfaces
for Merida chrome. Groo
.t for
(\
saints, ceoples
fandhes!

/

• 36 rotary razor blades. twiLe
as many as ever before •
nicks• No cuts • Razor close
razor sharp, razor smooth
shave • Nine closeness
comfort settings • Shaves
up to two weeks per charge
• Improved
pop-up trimmer.
• Deluxe
travel wallet
• 110 220
voltage.for
world-wide
use • On off
switch._ -IT'S ONE RAZOR
THAT DOESN'T
"GETCHA"
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VISIT SAV-RITE'S GIFT SHOP TODAY!
CHOOSE FROM A LARGE SELECTION OF GIFT IDEAS.

ESPECIALLY FOR THAT CERTAIN SOMEONE ON YOUR
GIFT LIST. USE OUR LAYAWAY.
EXPRESS
THE CHRISTMAS
SENTIMENT
WITH THIS
BEAUTIFUL
EDITION

3-in-1 Combination Antenna
Designed to match GE 40 Channel C13
!.Three-ay mount . . . gutter. trunk or roof mount
.•Previiired assembly •40 or 23 Channel cohiPatibiltly
•33 Inn 17-7 PH stainless steel tapered whip antenna
,-eseneeersteetstmee atillA9-•:14ust ,
resistant trunk cap

3-IN-1 ANTENNA INCLUDED
WITH EACH GE 40
CHANNEL MOBILE CB TWO-WAY RADIO

Thre12/3/71-

S COUPON
/0 OFF
4

PRICE

by Clairol• _ _
._

,

•Let you make up in the light
you Ilbe seen in
-s-FOU-r-wavrighrszdectioribty. horrie.
evening. office
• Mirror swivels from regular to
magnifying
Model LM-20

Feature paciced 40 channel CB

Features lighted S/SF kleter,,Public
Address,
switehabte- Automaitc and Noise Limiter

Comp/Ct 40 Channel CB

• Receiver Sensitivity: .50iV to
produce 500 Mw aucho
output•Thrse-Petntion-PA-C13 switch•
RP Power
Output: 4 watts maximum at 13.8v0C

Features 4L(Phase Lock -Loopl- circuitry,
B/RF meter and switchapip ANL(Automatic s•
NO(s_e_
itert. '

-OuCtI release mounting system.* Lighted-Channel

--

-Bower Output: 4 watts maximum at

SAMITE'S

•Lets VOIJ rr,ake up in the light
you II be seen in
•Four-way light selection: day, home,
evening, oft ce
•Adiustatotenurrors permit Panoramic
view of your face
•Center mirror swivels from regular to
magnifying
Model LM-3

iOWPRICE
STEREO,CANT.,I NEADPNONES

• No nicks, cuts. scratches.
• Super Microgroove"' heads
-shave super close
•-floating-heads follow the
contours of your face for
closeness, comfort.
• Self-sharpening rotary
blades

B

i. Improved Pop-up trimmer
- - for-srdeburns.•

• 110/220 voltage for foreign
travel.
• 0.n off switch. s
„._
• Handsome_travel wail t

By Clairol
Electric hairsetter with revolutionary conditioning spray system
•Revolutionary conditioning
spray
station: emits a precise amount of
lotion on each roller. Removable for

-cleaning ••

•• _ • •

•Modern,sleek design
-Throe letting options: dry, conditioning,
water mist •Includes specially formulated conditioner/setting lotion
Model K-500

kindness Deluxe
3-Way Nairsetter

des. twice
tore • No
azor close
mooth

ess
Shaves
er charge

by Clairol
Th.3u ttiaimetter that givesa.
deep conditioning mist set, water
mist set, or long-lasting regular set
•Includes 20 exclusive Kindness.* rollers
to help prevent tangling
• Built-in storage compartment for'cord
and clips
•Convenient on/off switch and Ready
Light
•Includes 6oz bottle of Custom Cares
Conditioner .
• For quick setting, lasting curls
Model K-400

KiNDNES$'3-WAY HAIRSETTER
by Clairol

The 3 in 1 Hairsetter that gives a deep
conditioning mist set, water mist set. Or
long-lasting regular set
•Includes 20 exclusive Kindesss rollers
to help Prevent tangling
•rncludes 6o2. bottle of Custom Cares
Conditioner
•For quick setting, lasting curls
Model K-420

JULIETTE
FM/AM/FM STEREO
MULTIPLEX
Model MC432-90

•AUTONATIC BSR
FULL SIZE CHANGER
•BUILT-IN 8 TRACK
CARTRIBGE TAPE
PUTER

PLUS SYSTEM 6
ROLLING TABLE CART
AND HEADPHONES

,
J
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Coal Industry, UMW Say National Coal Strike Is Imminent
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Despite intervention of
federal mediators, Kentucky
coal industry and United Mine
Workers spokesmen say they
doubt a national coal strike
can be avoided.
Representatives of
operators and miners agreed
in telephone interviews
Tuesday that the UMW
membership cannot ratify an
agreement before the union's
national contract expires Dee.'
6, and that an extension is

Pikeville, District 19 at District 6 President John
unlikely.
of
president
and District 23 at Guzek - has called for a 30Duncan.
Middlesboro
.TOM
were in .day contract extension to
the Lexington-based Kentucky Central City
Coal Association, said the Washington for the talks allow continued talks without
health and pension benefit
contract "can be extended, Thesday.
But the miners-back home, reductions that could acand that is always a
Possibility. but I don't think at least in District 19, "don't company 8-strike.
McDaniel said he had heard
anyone sees it as a very great seem io think any good-will
come -Out of them," said E.A. "some talk to this effect, but
one."
UMW District prestdenbt 'McDaniel;
• "I think that president had
•
and international board secretary-treasurer.
An Ohio UMW official - in mind that if there was any
members from District 30 at

1 When the holiday season
is over, a natural Christmas tree may be burned
el the fireplace:
(A) If a protective screen
—1611,54117(al if-an.adult is, prekent.
2. An extension cord may
be used outdoors if: (A) It has adequate capacity to carry power
needed.
(B) It will only be used a
-short-tirrie
(C) Only if it is clearly marked for outdoor
use

substantial progress being
made perhips an extension
would be in,order, but up to
this-time we haven't seen any
indication of this," McDaniel
said
Bill Looney, District 30 field
representative, also
ellso ainted the possibility of a
contract extension..
As far as we know now
were looking forward to the

SINS OIRWARE
MAKE
ROOM

MUST

FOR

MANY TRUCK

Emergency Lights

Cutlery Set
Hardwood Handle
Stainless Steel Blades

Aq

aq Him abeiped aq (3)
.11a813.S anj.e 111IM tiara
'111001 aqi opt! ;no isinq
1311103 anj teaq asuatui teen
ise1=Aj9wai1xa ujnq saw)
sewisuq3 ieinieu 'Air) (3)

Drop Cord Tyriii2 Vont Ciamps direct to battery, every
car should have oneTiiiiiiergenefb.riakdown.

_

.

AN EARLY TUMBLE .
FOR TEDDY
,NEW YORK (AP) - Losing
an important election doesn't
necessarily mean the end of a
political career,- -many- pe
clans have found.
Teddy Roosevelt, for - example; lbst-the tumultuous New
York City mayoral election in
1886 to a Tammany Hall politician, yet haft iuse-to
pressive political heights. An episode highlighting the
28-year-old Republican's unsuccessful bid for this city's top
political job is a feature in
"The Best of Families," an
eight-week drama series for the
Public Broadcasting Service to
be shown this fall. Roosevelt was born here in 1858 at 28
East 20th St., making him the
only president born in New
York City.

Take it
out
on your
kwed ones.
Providing for a
famity a i-takeam- --awful lot out of you. But U.S. Sayings
Bonds can help you
get a little back. Just
sign up for the
Payroll Savings Plan
That way, a little is
set aside from each ,
paycheck to buy
Bonds for you.
Automatically.
Then when it's time
foryour loved ones to
go away to school
(or back to school),
have a new house or
a-family vacation,
you can take it a
little easier.
So go ahead.Take
it out on the wife
and kids:
Buy U.S.Savings
Bonds.
Your loved,ones
will love you for it.
.

'

r3.1-!•,. r. • 1.

Take ,
. stock
inArn

,11r

Suit

Sofa

Your Choice of Styles.
EXCELLENT CHRISTMAS GIFTS
NOW

Quasar - 12 Inch
Black & White

Up'to 30% Oil On Many Items

TV
$QC100
%ow

30-50% OFF

Herchede
Clocks
Grandmother &
Grandfather

All Lamps

3O%

Sofa

Ideal-Christmas
Gifts

Kroehler, Broyhill, Franklin,
Pennsylvania lIcts.se

Glassware

s29900_s39900
'499°'
Selection

Round

& 6 Padded Nerculon

Table &

Chairs

Original Oil

Dark Pine Wood

Antlaue White - Reg. $699.00

50
30%

% Off

Herculon Backs and Seat - 2
Only - Reg. S189.00

$49""

Oven
Model No. 414, with vari-cook,
oven control, preheat, roast, simmer, defrost, warm, high. legS399.00

199"

NOW

Furniture
Values For Every
Room In Your

Home at Truly
Outstanding
Savings

MUST MAKE ROOM FOR MORE STOCK! —

Aiarket

•

414 North. Market St.

WIEN Sill
INK MU

To

20%

Off

Our Already
Low Prices

LIMITED
QUANTITIES

010,10•t• 3 IK

Lazy
Boys
Start At

4900

/0 OFF
0
30

All Styles
Reduced In Price

An Wood

Bassett
Roll-Top

Gun
Cabinets

Desk
Maple
Reg. $199.00

B & 10 Gun
Starting At

NOW

Curio
Cabinets

Kelvinator
16 Cu Ft.
Side By Side
Refrigerator/
Freezer

Pecan Finish,

Reg. $229.00
NOW

$17900
$179"

-- Baby Bed
Furniture

'73.75.. P•
19.00
'249.00

PIG Sill

AN Styles

in Veivet - Reg. $229.95

$9900
MOW

Bedding
TWIN WI

Bassett
Mirrors

Barrel
Chairs

ith gold corduroy cushions
eg.$139.00

Won filinufe
MasforWaii—

NOW

Some Very Nice

$19900

tidy

AR Wood
Rocking Chairs

Off

A!! Other Pictures

$01200
ILII Ma
Up

Kroehler

Bassett
Rocking Chairs

Paintings

Ideal for e
odd.,

Chairs

$39900

Values $150.00

Maple & Pine

Famous Jamison
& Other Name
Brand

Good Selection
To Choose From

4 Came Back

NOW

deal For Boys Room

Tea
Carts

China

tr,
Goiania!
S50.00 Savings/9900
3 to Se!!

neseire
011U11.81Cise soir..von.•

Orec<•mr Ghe0 Nigh Poster Sec
N.te Stand - Reg. $1999.00

Liberty Lighted

Table

$39900

Lillian Russell
Solid Cherry
Bedroom Suite

OFF

$11900
•

NO*

$1540

25% .$1500
NOW

Formica Top Dresser, Chest
& Bed, Reg. $399.00.

Values to $129.00 Only

All Kinds

Broyhill
Dining Room

Dinettes

Bedroom Suite

OFF

GOOD SELECTION

Traduation

Huge
Selection Of

Bassett
Blue Denim

Coffee, End Tables
Lamp Tables
Commode Tables

Dining Room: Bedroom, Tab!es iii
collectors finish and candlelight
finish

CLOSING WAREHOUSE
- MUST MAKE
ROOM FOR moortrou

Good

20%

At

-

-

Many items oi

Pennsylvania House

OFF

deft•rreti •in,11 r t

Jamison
Queen Size
Sleeper

Was $64900

•

•t

in,,q1,P tax,. And

Kroehler
2 Pc. Colonial
Living Room

$199

-

6

Air

2 Piece

aatmaSkRIP5.211W__Id
----- • . e-se papilsom
pasn aq Aew...pioo uois.-tfaixa atii Anaum sale3
osie•rocio qj uo ;age'.
-11n). sapompstei Janm

"The question is just how
long," Duncan said.
Dungan said it is estimated
that mines with UMW labor
contracts account for about
coal
Kentucky's
half
production"more than half in
western Kentucky and slightly
less than half in eastern
Kentucky."
A strike would not necessarily cut production in half,
however, since some nonunion mines might mine more
coal to meet the demand, he
said.

FURNITURE

LOADS OF

ANSWERS

E
when held,
44' 7

strike deadline," Looney said.
McDaniel said in his
district, "even though they
might prefer to work, most of
the miners are prepared to
accept what comes along.
"I-wouldn't know how long
they can hold out as far as
monetary benefits go.Some of
tbega,Paisitt get iu a hard situatiari," he said."But they still
would stand by 'no contract,

no work."
Even if the current talks
produced a quick agreement,
Looney pointed out, "it takes
approximately 10 days to
ratify anything."
"They would still be out a
few days before ratification,"
McDaniel agreed. "At least
the strike would start."
Duncan said,Uss4 in the coal
operators group;'everybody
that I know, with the time it
takes- to ratify a contract,
pretty well expects there just
has to be a strllte.

Student
Dormitory

$59900

Pennsylvania House
Wing Back
Chairs

Doubie, two sided formica tops
with 10 dresk drawers, two desk
tops - Was $400.00

Matching Pairs
Reg.$438.00
Choice of Colors

$29900

$8900.
NOW ONLY

GREAT SAVINGS

birmitore

hrry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
. I fREE DalWRY-FINANCING ARRANGED-tAY-A WAY
Paris, Tenn.

Phone 641,6996

•

;

1 --
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NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
SectIots 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report _of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
November 28, 1977, filed
by Alpha McNutt,
Executrix of the estate
of James• R.- McNutt,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
"desiring to- file any
exception thereto will do
so on or
before
December 26, 1977,or be
forever barred. Witness my hand this
28th day of Itovember,
1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky '•
fly f Judith Ainley,
NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
November 28, 1977, filed
by Garvin A. Wilson,
Administrator of the
estate
of
Andrew
Jackson Wilson, Dec'd,
and that the same has
been approved by theCalloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions, Any
person desiring to tile
any ,_ exception thereto_
will do so en or before
- December 26,1977, or be
forever barred.
- Witness my hand this
28th day of November,
1977.
---By Marvin Harris
County Court- Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith-Ainley, D.C.

Atcrkwt
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby

Legal Notice
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
November 28, 19T3, filed
by Kenneth Imes, Ad_ ininistrator of the _elnate
of Ben Waldrop, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
- over-for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
December 26, 1977 or
_for„,ever barred.
Witness my hand this
- 28th day Of December,
1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

X Jr

1 Legal Notice

3IE

PANAMA
CANAL

1,200
ENERGY CALOKS A'
OrLL -12AY DIET
oo
0o
%-0

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25,200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
•977 oy un4•0 re.,• Svnd.C10*
NOTICE
' accounts
was
on
In accordance "with
November 28, 1977, filed
Kentucky Statutes,
1 Legal Notice
by Frances Flood,
Sections 25.195. .And
'2.9'.200: Notice Is'
hereb-y—
---"
"2 elt*411-44he• eOtate
DetS00 •&Mitt'to' fife
swan_ 41144_4_41
,
04
__of Eura
Dec'd
any -.exception .111ereta..„
and that the
Final settlement of
will do so on or before
been approved by the
aecounts
was
on
December 26, 1977, or be
Calloway County Court
November 28, 1977, filed
forever barred.
and ordered filed to lie
by William C. Elkins,
Witness my hand this •
over for exceptions. Any
Administrator of the
28th day of Novembef,
person desiring to file
estate of Carlos S.
1977.
any exception thereto
Elkins, Dec'd and that
/By Marvin Harris
will do so on or before
the same has been
4/County Court Clerk,
December 26, 1977'or be
approved
by
the
Calloway County,
forever barred.
Callaway County Court
Kentucky
Witness my hand this
and ordered -filed to lie
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
28th day of November,
over for exceptions. Any
1977.
person desiring to file
NOTICE
By Marvin Harris
Any exception thereto
-In- arcordance with
County Coust Clerk,
will do so on or before
Kentpcky Statutes,
Calloway County,
December 26, 1977.
Sections. 25.495 and
Kentucky
Witness my hand this
25.200: Notice is hereby
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
28th day of November,
given that a -report of
.1977. .
Final settlement of
NOTICE
By Marvin Harris
accounts
was
on
ID „accordance with
County Court- Clerk,
November 28, 1977, filed
Kentucky Statutes,
Calloway,-Cocin-ty,
by Mary W. Lassiter,
Sections 25.195 and
Kentucky
• Administratrix of the
25.200: Notice is hereby
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
estate of Henry E.
given that a report of
Elliott, Dec'd, and that
NOTICE
Final sett1ement of
the same has been
In accordance with
accounts
on
was
approved
by _ the. _
Kentuqty Statutes-,
November TA, 1977,, filed
'Calloway County - Court Sections 25.195 and
by Robert Samuel
anti ordered filed to lie
Notie_is hereby
Thompson, Executor of
over for exceptions. Any
given that a report of
the estate of Mary M.
person desiring--to file
Final settlement of
Thompson, Dec'd, and
any exception thereto
accounts
on
was
that the same harbeen
- will do so on or before
-- November 28, 1977 filed
approved
the
by
December 26, 1977, or be
by J. Michael-Rayburn,
Court
Calloway County
forever barred.
Executor of the estate of
and ordered filed to lie
Witness my hand this
dr
Mary E. Rayburn,
over for exceptions. Any,
28th, day of November.Dec'd iiiid"that the same—

II- 30
1 Legal Notice
1977.
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
NOTICE
In Accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final Settlement of
accounts
was
on
November
21,
1977, filed
.
'by Bobby B. JOhnion,
Administrator of the
estate of Freeman
Johnson, Dec'd,and that
- the same boa. been-.
apittoved -. --by
the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to, lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file .
any exr
si,ption
,26
thereto
will do
on or before
-December --, 1977, or hi
forever barred. .
Witness my hand this
28th day of Novembe,
By Marvin Harris
County Court - Clerk,
Calloway Cotinty,
Kentucky
.
By: Judith Ainley,
D.C.
,........_
-_
•. • •••-- -

2 Notice

2 Notice

i Legal Nutiir

has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
detirint-ttt"Me any exception thereto will do
so on or
before
December 26, 1977, or be
forever barred.
WittieSS MY_ band tS
28th day of November,
1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
"
BY: Judith Ainley, D.C.

X)

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200 Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
November 28, 1977, filed
by Jerry Cook, Executor
of the estate of _Bun L
gay, Dec
- N,and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so en or before
December 26, 1977, or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this
26th day of November,
1977.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky .14y: Judith Ainley, D.C.
2 Nom!.

DAY CARE will open for
right service,I:30 p.m.Friday and
I a
Saturday nights only.
Call 753-4481-. -

PM11.1.

HoRrawauz Barter
Shop, shaves and
haircuts. 209 Waldrop.

Phone'Numbers
for The ,
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows
News. Society ond
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified ,Display.
Classified, Circulati
on and the Business
be
Office:. .may
reached on _753-

TO ANYONE IN Murray
and surrounding area
who desires to keep
selling
or
buying
Amway products. There
will be dealers in
Murray. Call 753-4450.

Check
Your
Ad
-

Is'

ATTENTION: MR. HANDYMAN

..••--

,jeg

- 06- .';' I.

4:4 ...• 0 .....,
c
_

MUSICIANS -WANTED to
buy Martin, Fender,
Gibson, _.& Musichtan
- Guitars & Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MVSIC & TV-

,.

-O..'

AdYererS

or

requested to check the
brst insertion of ods for
totr aiii.on
This
newspaper .will be
respons,ble for only
one incdrre0 inssmon
ANY ERROR SHOUiD 8E
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
SY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AO CAlf6FLK2Y
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PU Y IN CASE Of AN
ERROR
AsonoM

Handy with Tools? Here's that spacious older
home you've been searching for. Restore this
Treasure at a Minimal Cost. Many, unique
features in this 142 story, 4 or 5,bedrohm beauty.
Modern bath, 4 usable fireplaces, -3 with antique
mantles, "nalural `wood staircase," walk-around
porch.' On large shady corder lot with double
garage and :outside -storage building. Fences
hack yard. Located in Hazel, Ky. - only minutes
from Murray.In The Teens_

RriitBOYD-AJORS
lost'
753-8080

REAL ESTATE

"THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Aware Moody 753-9036 .
War,,Shropshire 753-8277
Berbers Erwin 753-4136

Meow Miller 753-7519
Regime Moody 753-9036
Kook 753-2387

Did he miss your ad while out walking the dog.
He wouldn't have, if it had been in

Mtierray Ledger & Times
Your ad in the The Murray Ledger & Times will stilt be there when he comes
back to the house. The Murray Ledger & Times ads are there in permanent ink
that won't just appear for so many seconds, so many times a day. It's there
iivh-en your customer has time to read and study it: items, prices, description, savings, service — everything you want to tell and show him. Your

o

customer won't say "1 think I heard part Of that just as the doorbell rang" or
"No we had company Thursday and didn't even turn on the radio or TV."

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING DOESN'T COST...IT PAYS! Call The

Mairay Ledger
at 753-1916

Well give your customer a permanent reason for shopping with you.
•

4,

Times

a

PA(
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2 Notice

o e Rightgifts atthe tght 4g-He'P

2 Notice
YOUR NEED is our
concern. Needline, 753E4133.

WATKINS
FOR
Products.
Contact
Holman Jonas,117 South
13th, phone 7534128.

•

4c***************

LOOKFIEli'E

i_ •--- ,.1
k_Alijr
*
)
I
-7IOW

in, Pig SELECTION

Gold 8 Silver Stitched

Jeans & Tops
Gold and Silver

cra>(cm\JQ gFTS
FOP EVEQYCNE
ON YOUR LIST

Lame'Outfits
For Christmas Parties

Come by and Shop

Early

One Rack

10% off

ONLY

24
Shopping
Days Lett!

Pall 8 Winter
Merchandise

SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

designed for you

•

•

TiniEe-WKe Prite-W1Se

Free Gift Wrapping

2 Notice
i=3

41=11

=3/*A 3:14 Ine3 =El int3

,a3

COLOR PORTRAITS,
AND
STUFFERS
bring us yours for extra
MAILERS URGENTLY
copies. Made from .any
NEEDED! 125.00 per
size into any size.
hundred GUARANTWallets low as 24 tents,
selfEED.
Send
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
stamped
addressed
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
envelope, TK EN753-0035. Free parking
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
lot, use our rear- enDiver, CO. 80221.
trance.

=FE

rEleAfijarlti's
LUNCHEON MENU
Corned Beef on Rye
h ;rd •oh

.1,

o

•.• .11

$1.95
;.; the de..

n• her.e 4,1 nur

Breast of Turkey
hole

$1.90

ser.rd r.th ,Ann.

r An1 A (

5 g v,er ou g5, r.,A5 o
.1 the ha.

$1.85

,
'1

I

OrE,37-11- AA7C/iERS Lt.,C,-IEON SPECIAL

You may substitute a potato for peach & cottage cheese or bread for
be soup

$1.75

Fish & Chips
a. nele. Ir1. tole, golden boed chip, and hu4hpuppleiralth tartar haute

The Best Hamburger In Town

.

qu...le; pound .;; heel f.n • deb, teed bun, lull, dre4ted aoth ste•L

Spaghetti - Lovers Delight . . . . . $2.50
Real ;taken *agile..',Awed dh our ;JO, homemade meat
.
Init Iambus halad bar

l'ALVOL,S SALA:. bAsir AL.",4 • S 4
ONLY 51 95
A meal in &self

and.

.

OUR REGULAR MENU ITEMS
SERVED AhlyTME
sag vs.<0;sswiftcos wacsair sairalarm itsI=MVO(WAG
X9111111A'CS10P1TVS XSMEI ma wawa=SI1CCS 11153111PPL%

*A

THE WORD Paradise
appears in the King
James, version- -of the
Holy Bible in three
places only: Luke 23-43,
II Corinthians 12-4, and
Revelations 2-7.
Paradise - Greek Paradeisos, Par-ad'isos, a Park, i.e. (spec.)
an Eden. Hebrew Pardec, Par-dace', of
for. or. a Park: forest,
.orchard. Jesus was
crucified in- paradise
(Gol-go-tha) placed in
hell and raised to the
-right hand of God. Acts
2-31-33. For further
ccnsult
information
For
Bible.
your
assistance call 753-0984.

YOU
Our Customers 8. Friends

ARE FANTASTIC!!!
To Show Our Appreciation

Ou Zone
Bag & Beads

Now offer the largest
selection of gifts
ladies accessories at

Fantastic Low Prices
Have A Happy Holidayi
‘
401.riitt
Season
Staff & Management

S. Lost And Found
" LOST WHITE Pointer
bird dog. Female.
Between Lynn Grove
and Coldwater. Contact
Eddie Workman, 4354301.

753-7598

grWIZITITTZ17137:117ITTVVII7VITTVE)
IZ:

cp‘HE ALL NEW RAMPAR RALEIGH UNE:

PR.Rampar,

the new line of
bicycles from Raleigh Industries of America, has just
b*, arrived. A complete line of
from
ranging
IA bicycles
ruggedly built children's
pa models,to top-quality 10-speed
fog models. All at very affordable
.•
'
prices. Rarnpar bicycles are c••••01..----,4.m.
available exculsively through
r.your'Raleigh dealer. Be sure
about
theask
"Raleigh/Rampar Bicycle".
(*Buyers Protection Policy.

4
. lit
Awk
4

14;

ato
Pi
il'

......

\.• ,
/‘
• 1 '
4
)

i

4

4

4
4
•ip!

)1t(
1

.if

Spoke & Pedal,

PA
Papluelland Center

act

-

Wittip

17

.

P

P
Pg.r
PI

A

?i
*
'

Inc.

tayaway !tow for,christmes
••

4

4

ta

- 4

,

ti,MU,&Mtn

$ZO 0
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a`•Ase1fstamped
addressed
_ envelope to Fischer
._Enterprises,_ 13.6x _127,
Eureka, South Dakota
51437
•

6 Help Wanted

10 Business Opportunity

FULL TIME SALES help.
Apply in person only,
Sammons -"itl akery.
Chestnut St.:
10 Business Opportunity
LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and consolidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
‘.1•Call 502485-1795 between 3 and 11.p.m., 7
days Week.

5I 3

the green door'
chestnut Street

Gifts

y Gifts

Free Gift Wrapping

Layaway
OPEN 10 AM TO 5 PM
MON-SAT

They Go
Everywhere

"'III • 196 •

0..atertru• •.•
1
.
,!1

With Everything

PROFITABLE LOCAL
business for sale. For
details phone 753-6048.

w
a
aw

!Place Mats 8 Napkins
*Decorative Pillows
*Imported Wall Hangings

Have A Pair
Of Plaids!

OPCAREER
PORTUNITY. We're an
oId estliblIshutTexas oil
company lookink for a
mature person to contact consumers in
Murray area. We train.
Write K.O. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern
, . Petroleum, Bo 789 Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

w
a
w
w
a
w
11

FREE

Purple Passion
I 95e Value)
or
With each purchase
Aluminum Plant of $5.00 or more
Store Hours through

Famous For..

51:ki Itm tip(was

Shop Now For Cold Weather
1 Week Only
( Through Sat. Dec.

Boots

MO/CI

Style Nlo *1 in Greven Um

Exciting new vanity designs
Whatever the style, country or contemporary, you
have the assurance of quality craftsmanship from
the people who know fine cabinets.

2MI

6 Help Wanted

wormy Chestnut

Designed With Leif In Mind
OFF

TEACHER NEEDS baby
sitter for one year old
boy in my home.
References and transportation
necessary.
Call after 4 p.m. at 7537264.

WILSON

CUSTOM KITCHENS
RON ROBINSON, MGR.
JUANITA MccIERREN, SEC.
Harrisburg, III.

PART TIME RN,3 days a
week. Part time LPN,
evening and night shift.
Full time LPN 3:30-

242-1326
411 E. Main
Hours:9 A.M.-Noon, 1 P.M.-3 P.M.
4661.-1-11.M.-.0.-5•Nrosissy440,
MI11=3=5

szil Inii 155 lag 103=I=5WAN**

a
a
w
a
a
il

a
w
w
a
w
I

Christmas
Sunday
Mon.-Sat.,
1-4
11-6
W
Center
Shopping
Dixieland
ii
753-9668
i
mtgirsx mg=a Amesueslyessmx=symxisszsxiesuzia;:alcal

••••0•1

Sty'.

GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1427-8322.

Friday, Saturday &Sunday _ I
w
(Dec. 2, 3, & 4)
w
w
w
10/0 Off All Stock
I
w

w
w
w
w
w
W

eir

55:1%=**1

. TO BUY lot near
WANT
2 acres
/
Hazel. 1-11
preferable. Call 901-6420992 or 436-2124.

1. _

The Fit

Vele

PONY SADDLE,medium
size or small horse
saddle. Call 753-3609.

:Owners Ron & Charlotte Hager

Farah Is

Vgai

WANT TO BUY 14 inch
rims for Dodge Dart.
Call 4374291.

1

Traditional
Styling Plus

14. Want To Buy

11)::"3533z!'":"PnwlY="5"s}m'aun
$
1 GRAND OPENING - ;
fg w
w
a

\\\

•lmported Sopas for Men, Women 8 Children

LOST - Male greyish
black shaggy dog. Part
Poodle, part Sheepdog.
Average size. Answers
to name Fred. Reward.
Call 436-5300 or 753-1362.

Porter, 247-0200.

COUNTER GIRL for late
after noon work. 4 to 8
p.m. Apply Dixie Cream
Donuts, 1006 Chestnut.

*Gifts

LOST: SMALL female
Beagle in Centeridge
area wearing black
collar without tarAnswers to name Half
at vs:reef5ASf=
Pint. Call 436-2633.
LOST: Female black cat
with white spot on chest
and stomach. Name
Muffy. Wearing white
flea collar. Vicinity of
16th. and Main. Childs
pet. If found please call
•
753-0920.

NEED BABYSITTER in
my home at College
Courts. Call 767-6295
after 5 p.m. Must have
referinces.

Dixieland Center

-CoeRtait-

-

•

LIILZILLUILit

NEED EXPERIENCED
service station
mechanic. Apply in
person. No phone calls.
Shell Car Care, 12th and
Chestnut.

A phone call to us can
SAVE
you several
DOLLARS,
on your, •

.oh nu.

nte.. n. hat., And

6. Help Wanted

DRIVER NEEDED
minimum 25 years of
age. Call 753-4953 for
interview.

GROW EARTHWORMS
for profit. Free DataHelp
WORM WORLD, 1810
Josephine,
Wanted South
Denver, Colorado 80210
Full-time and part-or call Mr. James.
time,_ day and night
Collect (303)-778-1026. ' help. Must be 18 years1
TV Towers
or older. No -Phone
and
WANTED-Innovative
calls accepted, must
Antennas
self-starter for adapply in person 6111 y.
111 Service Center
account
ver Using
Also
management
Centel Center
153-5865
representative position.
trainee.
Apply at...
Person hired will 'be
expected To plan and
advertising
organize
GIVE THE PERFECT
programs. Salary and
ART GIFT. Low priced
fringes including
original paintings.
hospitalization-maior
Custom greeting cards.
medical, paid vacation,
You pick the subjectetc. Interested persons
your home, old home
should send complete
place, horses, dogs,
'
507 N. Int
resume, including salary
cats, favorite photo,
Murray, Ky.
Box
P.O.
to
expectations,
portraits. Call John atDe not apply from 11 :00f1.-171
32-AA-, Murray, Ky.
702'00 p m.
Universal Advertising,
42071.
753-8835.

,oup

Hara.SteOk on Rye

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted
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14 Want

To

WE 'BUY used trailers.
Cash on the spot. Pick
up in one day. Call 1-4421918.
15.Articles For Sale
55 GALLON drums $5.00
each with removable
tight fitting end lids. Ky.
Candy Co., Ahno, Ky.
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
COMMODE'S - BORG
Warner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
EATERS
WEED
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

ach

iii

VERNON'S
Western

SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574,7v4", 1% HP,$29.99,
Model 559 ball bearing 2
HP, $54.95. Wallin
- Hardware.- Parish- - -

rse
IntrOdUCingele
THIS NEW HOTPOINT MICROWAVE
COOKS 3 WAYS INSTEAD OF ONE!
D Solid-State push-button
controls 11 Auto-simmer
„feature with dish 0 Deluxe
• walnut finish ":1 4 Power
levels with defrost cycle
r Electronic digital timer
Li Automatic lime or temperature cooking.

cam
Regular Price $55995
'CUSTOMER CARS
. EVERYWHERE

Beautiful '

f

Leither
Coats
Red;Fedly=1d40to
99

25%

THIS TIME MAKE IT
•

West Kentucky
Appliance
Center
$41 lore,tesenryAcross from Colonial
Noose Smorgasbord
Phone 7534473
Watch For Grand Opening

Oil Resistant
Neoprene Soles

OFF

-

Leather
Coats

C
O
0:•.

Reduced

0
o

1/3

10 SPEED bicycle, bear
compound bow,-cornportent stereo system
and pair of light organs.
Best offer. Call 759-1949.
-4
ALMOST ,NEW boys 10
speed bicycle. $75 or
best offer. Call 753-8517.

for

- Western Goods--------8

1/' Quality Printing
Quick Service
Reasonably Priced

,

Let us help you with
_ all your printing needs.
We also have quick copy service

Phone 753-2285
OFFERED BY:

i"...........-..................,...............„
r
i
11 - -- The
1 Kou ntry 16tclien f
.

Uncommon Items:

•

••••".• *or

comia1/1

Termite
Inspection

Curtis Mathes
Color Televisions
with SSTelectronic
sensor tuning
Irma". AL HAVE THE

l) FOUR
YEAR
EXCLUSIVE
WARR Atfrf
•101

Roll Top Bread Box
'Picture Poster Raisin Racks
v Egg Coddlers
-Salt Grinders
,Individual Cookie Cutter
,,0 Glass Punch Ladles

i

1

/
1
/-

LeCreuset Cast Enamel Ware
Pfaltz Graff Dinnerware
Village
Gourmet

1 12th

i

f
I
C

C
i
4

CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg
Warner or Artesian, 5'
steel, white, $59.99.
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
AVAILABLE

NOW.

Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue 7534767.

.Only washer on the market with a full 10 year
warranty on the transmission.
.5 year warranty on the tub
.Balance,2 year warranty

Refrigeration
Morris
153-'U05 •
506 So 4th

AM/FM
Stereo
EMTrack
Tape
Player
System

GO CARTS,3 HP,$27995;
4 RIP 5299.95; 5 HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26 TV Radio
MIDLAND 'channel CB
with high gain antenna.
$150 rig Ready for car.
Take best offer. Call
afterf6 firm. 753-8267. •..
CLOSING OUT ALL
Zenith TV. Get the buy
_ of yo0r • life. -For Incall 7534597.
t. • formation

Home Unit

'104"

• •

•

•

r

- •"A

B. C. Ltd.

Factory Outlet

. In-Dash Eight-Track
Stereo Tape Player
with AM FM Radio

Bel-Air Stropping Center-Murray
1-6 Sunday
9-9 Weekdays
"Savings up to 50% more
For The Entire Family"

$8995
Start At

Do yourself and your pocketbook a favor, and
shop the

Casual Shoes$250)0

TV Service Center,

Buy 1 Pair, Get 2nd Pair

pull find prices are lower than at so called
discount houses and variety stores.

FREE s.15004
Namebrand

Jeans

Coats
Up To
no/ &More

25 /0 of,
Minnetonka

Save

•
occasu ne Get

11*

a

B C -Ltd

"Family Owned
and Family Operated"

Leather

Factory

00

1 Pair.

1.nd PAIr
)
F.,1- 0111V

Outlet

is

your

headquarters for Boots Suits,
Coots, Leather Coats Jackets, etc.-

a

- re.

Buy where you can get service during warranty
and after - "Only Craig authorized Service
Station in this area"

TV Service
Center
Central. Shopping Center 753-5865; Open evenings
for your sbOppingronvetitence,
a-

•

• -

,

while they last

••

SKIL HEAVY ;I" drill
with spade handle,
• Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin klydware, parts.

753-240

Phone
751-51183

••

beds- or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Parlitrsh Phone I443-7323.

Compare prices and service
and save at your local
Zenith dealer

1914 Coldwater Rd.

TV Service
Center

Washermodo,.$2470°••
11=1111
CUSTOM
MADE
•• Dryer Model FF3130 21700
MATTRESS for antique

Poplar
timosrosetrisrerimusrumftsrciseusecoyurlymmtuaromrcomiesm4

3eeriolieseempoOSS-4446

SAVE
Si Or

and Shrubs

1

C
f
Murray, Ky. c

Tucker TM.
Sales & Service

with Trade

• Curtis Mathes will
replace any electronic
Dart hoe for lour years
new pey only travel
and wryly'charges el
your servicer

Roaches.Sifter Flat.

Starks Hardware
and

We devote tter-falt Wow to thosofos and sorvico
of otectronic products

629"

CUIMS MANES
4-YEAR Immo
WRANTY*

Open-gyoniogoor. Your-Shopping
Convenience.

Nome *wool •••1 •..•••1•41 ••••
yews. D.••• amp my emend feel lee
is IIWHSW
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914

/

York Towne g
Heritage f
•c

1
1 Farberware
i
-Always Free Gift Wrapping"

Central
Shopping
Center

•

Kelly's Termde
& Pest (ontrol

u•• 0.100.•
el 1114.••••••••••

SPEED QUEEN

Certified Sy IPA
flood Costly Nemo Repairs

v'Rum-a-Baba Molds

Featured in every Zenith
100% solid state Chronsecolor I

---eirrirnar -ritvrar

12 X IS THREE
BEDROOM.$125 month.
plus $50 deposit. Eight
miles East of Murray.
Call 4384482.

14011 West Iamb - 753-5315

A.11ff.",111111i1'I

PORTABLE &
TABLE TV

It will reduce half when you rent one side of this duple.
and Nye in the other. Walking distance of the University.
For more information, call 751-1492 today.
•
s ,
After News:
greeds Mess - 753-$644
(entre him - 7534079
Gloodo,Soria • 753-1109
Nam Same - 7534571

Main Concern"

Twin Lakes
Office Products

CHROAILACOLOR11

"Like To Reduce
Your Figure?"

1974 HILIAMEST 12 a 802 bedroom, like new. See at Riviera Courts or call '753-3280 before 5, or 4365524 after 8.
29 Mobile Home Rentals

Curti illathes

"Satisfied Customers Are Our

8 ii

1978711,..--"M

1.*

12 X 65 MIELE HOME,3
bedrooms, Pol bath,
carpeted, unfurnished.
Good condition. Call 7539570.

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

Desk Accessories
Desk Pads
Desk Letter Trays
Desk Ik Pocket
Pen Sets

i

dedicated to giving you

PURDOlt

HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front
porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7533418 after S.

10% DISCOUNT
_

1

808,Chestnut Street
_ Murray, Ky.

Come in for a test drive.

16 Home Furnishings
15.Articles For Sale
MARLIN 30-30 lever
action rifle. 4X scope. , ilit4:41:14/4V41!111114117/-44-111 11 11 /id/
MRS. EUPLE Morris will CLOSE OUT ON 1977
Friday & Saturday
Excellent condition. Call
continue selling
G.E. washers, 3 only.
753-5676.
Christmas decorations, Tremendous buys! For
antiques,and gifts in the
informapon call 753MiACA: 12 gauge gas
HairDresser. Beauty
0597.
On All
operated, 21 improved
Shop- drill Christmas,
28 full barrel. Ventilated
COUCH AND CHAIR,
ribs. New gun. Call after
$125. Good conditibn.
WOOD FOR SALE,$15 up
•
5 p.m. 753-3301.
Toy refrigerator, stove,
per inch. Immediate
delivery. Call 437-4346.
table with 4 chairs. $30.
22 Musical
Call 753-4363 after 5.
CRAFTSMAN table saw.
WANTED A RESPONONE ELECTRIC clothes
Call.753-0814,
4
SIBLE person to take up
dryer, $50. One 6 volt
payments on a 25" color
battery charger, $5.
ONE ROLL AWAY bed,
TV. Call 753-7575.
Including:
Good condition. Call 753upright Hoover vacuum
FOR SALE OR TRADE
" cleaner
atwith
iSheaffer
good Olds Cornet on a
tachments, antique oak
18.Sewing
'Parker
gond flat top guitar. Call_ .
,chifferobe, antique
HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
7534674.
wooden day bed. Call
•Pepenitate
Needleart Center, South
153-1455.
•CROSS
16th Street in Fox
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Meadows, now has
THIS SPOT that spot,
organs, used pianos.
Lay-A-Way.Now
Paternayan Tapestry
traffic
paths
too,
Lonardo Piano Co.,
yarns in stock, also
For Christmas
• removed with Blue
across from Post Office,
ply
3
-Portable Typewriters
Paternayan
Calculators
Lustre Carpet Shampoo.
Paris, Tn.
Persian. Materials .for
Western Auto, home of
counted stitch, cross- WURLITZFIt PIANOS
"Wishing Well Gift
stitch, crewel, and floss
organs. Rental applies
Shop".
embrodery. 7s
to purchase at LEACH'S
Latch hook In 28
MUSIC & 'I'V in Paris:
PAINTED
DESK,
153-0123
Main at 4th
designs, knitting and
Maternity clothes, size
ky.
fitarray,
Extermuutir.g
3
crochet yarn. Kits and
10, 12 and 14. Baby
- accessoriep for all your
,
10/1
furniture and items. Call
.q
.0f'1_,7„ttid
753-6583.
- FREE

1

Creative
Printers, Inc.

SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
Components Speakers 5 year
Warranty.
.. Discount on system
at
your
prices
Magnavox Dealer In
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
& TV.
ISE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
models. Some come on
Sunset
to
vard Music,
Bo
Center,
d
Dixie
Chestnut S.

/11r7ro

ONE 14' CHEROKEE
aluminum boat and 25
h.p. Johnson motor and
trailer. $350. One short
bed -camper tapper,175.
Call 4741855.

Murray, Ky.

:

Our Sporty
Affordable
Luxury Car

studio piano.
Call 7534420 after 5 p.m.

C

headquarters

V

- BALD*IN
C

OR MORE

is

C11111lk

IrriAdPr?

a FERGUSON tractor
and equipment. Call
after 3 pm. 437-4846.
20 Sports Equipment

Jeans

1r

C yernon's

SEWING
CHINE,
fully guarant , full
cash, price 39.50.
Martha Hopper, Route
5, Beaton, Phone 3548019.
19 Farm Equipment

- Male & Faded Glory

Work Shoes
FOR SALE-two-5 hole
0605 & 607 #704
chevrolet rims with H-78
15 light truck tires, ; Buy 1 Pair
already. mounted. Call
7534716 after 5..
Get 2nd
Pair Free!
SCRATCHED
AND

WM

ILE
322.

26 II Radio

AVACADO Hotpoint
refrigerator, 30 inch
Store
Tappan electric range.
Admiral
AF-FM- I Boots&Shoesfor every aclivity under the sun.
g
E
cabinet stereo with
Olympic Plaza
753-9885
maple finish. Call 753- ;9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sint Murray,Ky.
8780 or 7504127.

DENTED
G.E.
Refrigerators. Only 2
left. For information
call 753-0597.
EXCORRELLE
FEESSIOit, 20- tiece- -1i" REMINGTON chain
-setay441-patterna,$39.89.
saw. .Tust-We-new. S.L.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
4 self oiler. Call 436-2569.
ROWING EXERCISER,
ROUTER sale, vs
like new. Call 753-5688. SKIL
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin HardFIREWOOD FOR sale.
ware, Paris.
$15 and up. Call 753-5857.

ear
res
)42-

wonstrWooterWsseroyareersserworeiwiairsa.;Zwirresswwe

15 ArtIces For Sale

Buy

•••••

a.

ttt
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29. Mobile

Home Rentals

32. Apartments for Rent

s1OBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

ru is

$26995
95
Refrigerator-Freezer . $349
$200" .,
Range

Freezer

Kelvinator 17 Cu ft Ni Ft0

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. Call 4892533.

*

Kelyinator 14

room
NICE FOUR
apartment for 1 or 2
men. Call 753-4591.

=MN

litittlinoti41411/11•IiIi, 11

,194‘

NICE FURNISHED
apartment. Inquire 1641
South 13th. •

30 Inch Electr[

FOUR 3 ROOM apartments, each. with bath.
TWO BEDROOM, water
per month plus
$160
and garbage pickup
electricity. Come by 60(1
..furnished. One-ruile out.
PoPIar-Weer,-Friday
of city limits. $50
after 10 a.m. or call 388deposit, $85 month. One
2466, Eddyville.
or 2 adults. Call 753-5405.
33. Rooms For Rent
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
SLEEPING ROOM.Lior
Fox Meadows and
boys, utilities furnished.
Coach Estates. South
Walking distance for
16th Street. Call 753MSU. Call 753-1812.
3855.
34. Houses For Rent
30 Business Rentals
BUILDING FOR RENT.
9,500 sq. ft. Known as
Johnsons Grocery,
South 12th St. Ca1l.,7533205 for appointment.

75 Inch Sylvania Color

Console Pit -..--Portable TV

59991
-leQ S•99 95 SALE $

'

12 Inch Pack & Whife

SALE $9995

AC/Battery

i

In Business
Since 1956
7534646

lei 15 95 SALE $995

Murray Ky. 753-4669
CI :
I 1.1.111111,
‘

205 S. 5th
;11.1

Registered Diamond Rings

Plan Ahead

KOPPERVD. REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you iii' RealEstate
matters. If you have a
_ question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give ifsiecall at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
'want
Yrud
to bePe
OUR Real EstateEstte
People.

111111

I

,rLIYrI%

Murray KY

41 ACRES,all fenced, just
listed. Located near
Coldwater, 30 acres
tendable, more could be
made tendable. Priced
at $30,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 17531222 for all your farm
real estate needs.

Today At

Children's Corner
REALTORS

5271468 7539625
We Have
DAYSF,

I •Laker 8, Tiger Tobogans & Stocking Stutters too
- . 4

THE TRULY EXCEPTIONAL GIFT
Only a perfect diamond can reflect maximum beauty
and brillance .for lasting pride and satisfaction. With
.your Keepsake.. you will receive 'a Written guarantee'
otterfect otarity. fine -whrite rotor artO correct rneeerr•
cut, as" well as permanent regestration. trade-in- value
and Protection against loss Keepsake. there is no
finer diamond ring-

.

r

FURCHES JEWELRY

-

153-2835

j

•

_
KY.

VIRITiraTIVITIVtiVVVIVVIT'Int

Master Charge
Weic-crrne

Bypass
Murray, Ky.

36.

10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

.
I

WALLIS DRUG

,
•PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPIT Al SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•lI ADINC BRANDS Of COSMITiC s

Rent Or Lease
Mini

Warettons4
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
HORSO -STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call - Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.

•HOLLIST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

37. Livestock Supplies
BLACK ANGUS steer,
approximately 800 lbs.
Corn fed since March.
Call 753-8592.

filte

#4P4It
#
\
‘A
jt
*)
•

McCulloch
10110

1199

MurFay Supply
Lawn & Garden
Center

HORSES- 2 year old
Sorrell- racking Mare,
good _ condition.
Registered 7 year old
Arabian Gelding.
grey
Dapple
with
papers. Call 762-2896
before 4:30 or 498-8704
after 5 p.m.

Phone
753-3381

AKC GERMAN short
haired Pointer puppies.
Guaranteed against hip
dysplasia. Sired by
O.S.A. certified doublefield champion. Dam xrayed good at 13 months.
Shots, wormed. Call 1354-8776.
FOR SALE-Beagles,'
three-13 month bid.
-Three-10 month old. Gale
753-1716 after 5.

*Sewing Baskets
*Scissors
*Button Hole Attachments
*Holiday Fabrics

List Your Property With Us
SOS his• St.

7$3•101

COUNTRY
FINE
WING - Now is your
chance o own property
tiverlooklhg,, the lovelyMurray ColIhtq Club
golf course. Three
bedroom brick home
with fireplace, full
baserrient which is ideal
or
workshop
for
recreation roor11, attached garage, and
breezeway. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
acreage may be puradjoining
chased
country club golf course.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for full-time,
competent real estate
service.

38 Pets Supplies
AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter puppies. $50-$60.
Call 753-9570.

95

200 E
Main

VIVO'

Lay-Away
Program

VTVTIVVIZT/1311171ZWIZUTZ177:113

Reg. $219.00

NEAR KIRK.SEi-just
chsted a 3 bedroom
frame and one acre lot
has storm windows,
doors, outside storage,
own well, electric heat.
Priced to sell at $18,500.
Call 733-3263 Wilson Ins.
& Real Estate, anytime.

Take Advantage
Of Our

121

Murray Sewing
Center

1976 HEAVY DUTY
Chevrolet pickup. Call
753-7697.

For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

s•
ViSt trfgVVIVW.4
VINTEM
'MTV'

•S.;

Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People
In Real Estate-

753-7724
901 Sycamore

Merrey, Ky.
+

$1750 IS THE FULL price
for the residential
building lot on US-641, 5
miles South of Murray.
Measures 300 ft. deep
and has 85 ft. frontage
on the highway. If interested, call Stinson
Realty Co., 753-3744, or
753-0774.

',an,_a liqppr _Prepaid Christmas
next year. Join our Christinas Club.

REAL
"For Real Service
In Real Estate"
711 Main 753-1222

AP

S"

•
•

KY:

GOODBYE TO CITY
CRAMPS-Brick ranch
home,70x34 overall size.
Three big bedrooms
with double closets,
completely built-in
kitchen, huge den with
log -*tuning stone
fireplace, main bath has
_marble vanity top And__
tub area. 3 acres and 3horse stable. Just 4
miles from city on Hwy.
121 South. Absolutely
nothing to do but move
In. See it today.-Call-or
come by 105 N. 12th.,
Boyd Majots Real
Estate. 753-8080.

COUNTRY LIVING
. AT ITS BEST
Here's a home with
around -3300 sq. ft. of
living space. A few of
the features are 2
baths, one with sunken
tub and gold fixtures, 2
garage, 3
car
sewing
bedrooms,
room, kitchen with all
carpet
appliances,
dining
throughout,
room, fireplace and it
all sits on approximately 3 acres.
Priced way below
replacement cost at
$57,500.

Southside Manor
Murray, Ky.
753-8339

4

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
REALTORS

AUCTION.SALE
Every Friday night
641 Auction Mouse, Paris, Tn.
This week two loads from St. Louis, High boy
chest with mirror, table, buffet, 6 chairs, old oak
side board, old oak table and four chairs, set of
Queen Ann chairs, curved front china cabinet
with leaded glass, lots ofglass-. disherrdds and
ends of all kinds.

411••=&

46 Homes For Sale

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1978

P EOPI.19;JBANK
MI:RHAY

Linele.1e1T•Shopping Center
759-1707

V-3
OPEN YOUR

Christmas Club
Today

759-1707
The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After ROuis
759-11111

1

753 3682 tff
=Mfg$15131Wit

+0,4

Bel-Air C,enter
- A T,aclerrark Or THE SINGER COMPANY
753-5323

The Phone

Murray

19

1970 BUICK LESABRE 4
door V8 automatic with
double power and air.
Has tilt wheel and AM- .
FIVI. A local car in extra
good condition. $800.
Phone 354-6217.

2
ALMOST . NEW
bedroom brick house in
Lynn Grove. Has city
water, gas heat, carpeted throughout. Call 1527-9303.
47. Motorcycles

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer
•

OFFERED BY:

1975 HONDA CL 360. Call
753-9562 after 4 e.m. ,
48 Automotive Service

- Number In

ii

oil Mobil's.

INCOME PROPER=
houses, 2
TY...12
. apartments located near
Purdom & Thruman
MSU. Owner will consider financing with 25 Insurance & Real Estate
41. Public Sales
per cent down. A chince
Southside Court Square
YARD SALE, 9 a.m.-3
of a life time...Call
Murray, Kentucky 34. Houses For Rent
-.- 0:fti.-Mtirray Marror-Bec-- - --now..:Lortta -Jobs 753-4451
UN - - Room, just behind of
V A C A N T
Realtors 753-1492.
FURNISHED house, no
fice. 10 party quality
•
•c
pets. $150 per month,
sale. Thursday and
••
$150 deposit. Also furFriday.
nished apartment, $85.
i_
Call 753-8333 or 7534671. CRAZY LAVERNE
wanted an immaculate 3
SMALL HOUSE furbedroom brick, built-in
nished, air conditioned,
kitchen with breakfast
living room carpeted.
area plus dining al ta,
Nice located near
Franklin fireplace in
university. Couple
den, well decorated,
desired. No children or
carpeted, priced in the
pets. Call after 9 a.m.
low 30's. Now we've
753-3920.
found it, we can't find
Laverne. Are you inunTWO BEDROOM
terested? Call 753house.
furnished
*Machines
1492...Loretta Jobs
Couples preferred. Call
*Cabinets
Realtors.
after 5, 753-0293.

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor

'1976- BUICK. SKYLARK,
automatic, 20,000 miles,
power windows, power
locks, power steering
and brakes, cruise
control, AM-FM. Like
new. A Steal!. $4,300.
Call 753-2501.

TELEPHONE 753.1651

ITVIVIVN

nit
1

The Shan)caSe
Visa &

'40

South 12th at Sycamore

Children's

MUSIC BOXES

Delight
Girls of
All Ages
***

DESIGNED FOR
LIVING--Over 2.000 sq.
ft. includes 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family- room
with-.firepiace.., 2. car
garage, plenty outside
gtorage. Beautifully
landscaped yard with
OE. shade trees, redwood
deck, CAR ..753-3263
Wilson Ins. 8e- Real
Estate, anytime.

ma

1„

1969 MERCURY MONPower
MX
TEGO
brakes,steering and air,
new tires. Call 753-9039
after 3 o'clock. -

I

511=1.11

Christmas Clothes

E JNF SSE

1970 DODGE POLARA
station wagon, with
snow tires. $500. Must
sell fast. Call 767-4556:

1

I

1411 Main.

1971 GMC PICKUP,
condition.
excellent
VW
1972
$1395.
wagon,
Squareback
automatic,'good con:
dition. Radial tires. $895.
Call 489-2395.

1971 --CHEVROLET
Kings_wood wagon. Call
753-7307.

a
il

49. Used Cars & Trucks

4
.
1971 CHEVROLET
ton, 4 wheel drive
p,ickup, 15" tires and
wheels. Locking hubs;
automatic transmission.
$2975. Call 436-5353.

1I
11

'4995S
CHUCK'

.alitalifilatilailariiialliMitaSalksaxarn

4= NE Poplar-gem,o

Buy Those New

The

TPB-800

Tape Player

1iw
II
II
I

Waldrop Realty

Hodge.& Son, Inc..

1Iw
diI

8 Track

_

Basketball

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished house, 5 miles
on the North Highway.
Call 886-3681, Hopkinsville, y.

11 SONIC
11
1II
II1
iII
1

49 Used Cars & Trucks

w

1

LYNN GROVE - If you
like lots of elbow room,
this home is for you.
Home has now rooms
including 4 bedrooms,
1½. bath and lovely
kitchen-dining room
combination. Situated
on over one acre with
beutiful trees and
garden area. Priced in
upper 30's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for more - information.

Save A Big $50.00 On
Console Stereos
Wilson Official Weight 8 it

)
n
311

Vak 1161111•41411140,8011163101111631010111111111111111111WIN

SALE - Willard car
year
2
bdttery,"
guarantee, $22.88; 3
year guarantee, $26.99;
4 year guarantee,
$29.99; 5 year guarantee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

1200 Sycamore

1-1492

•

..1110•-

49 Used Cars & trucks

Bank of
Murray

1970 BUICK
Estate
wagon, excellent running condition. Motor
Overhauled. Cell 7533222.

Member F. D. 1.0.
1911 BOBTAIL fog truck.
Call 753-3454.
•
•

.

'•

-

Take the great room with decorative wood wall, cheerful
wallpapered kitchen and breakfast area opening on to a
decic, 3 bedrooms with custom shutters add utility with
abundant storage - Only in the 10's and would you
'believe your children can with to Robertson SchooR
After Hours:
Brendalones - 753-8668
loretta lobs - 753-6071
mien Spann - 753-8571
•' Glenda Smith - 751-1419
Ivey tohnstort • 437-4446
511 Payne- 753-9791'
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19 Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1971 MONTE CARL()like
new..Call 75341014.
1971 'CHEVROLET ,c41)
dump truck, extra nice,
57-,000 actual miles,
power steering. 1971
Chevrolet
Chevelle,
bucket seats, power
steering, power brakes
and air conditioning.
Red belly Ford tractor
and equipment. Super C
Farman and equipment.
Call 753-7975.
•
1973 CATALINA Pontiac,
local car, good con-dition. $1500._ Call 7530814:

CUTLASS,one
owner,
-3 . doer
automatic, Lewes' and
air. 360 two barrel. Call
-753:506.

668
499
4446
Oism••••1

1113TOYOTA Celica, air,
new tires,, Runs and
looks good. $1995. Call 1247-3258.

1975 SCOUT II, 4 wheel
drive, V-8, 4 speed,
power steering, deluxe
interior, big tires and
wheels. Call 395-4175
after 5 p.m. AU for
Dennis.

1973 SPORT,LE MANS,
AM-FM tape, bucket
seats,rocket map.New
set of back tires. Call
753-50W.
•
1274 CAPRICE, 1 owner,
excellent. Call 7
50. Campers

1976 SUNBIRD with all
options, 4 cylinder,
$3,000. Would make
perfect car for teenager
or anyone who wants
good mileage. Call 7530983 weekdays after 7.

ammtanuntanotanntentat t
ot atit*
Corvette Lanes
Texsas Instruments
5 Function
Sports Shop
Digital
Pre Christmas Sale
Watch
Bowling Balls
ills

$988

WHITE CAMPER SALES
authorized dealer for
both Starcraft and Fan.
Travel trailers and pop
up. Take advantage of
fall prices on new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
Rigi*ay -04: Cáfl 7530605.

1975 CHRYSLER Le
Baron Imperial, 2 door 1968 FORD GALAXIE,
hardtop, all electric and
automatic, power
fully -eq-dipped. (A
steering, 302 V-8 Motor.
classic) Excellent
Good gas mileage.
condition': 40,000 mffea.-- - Ashley vicint stove
$5,000. Interested buyers
without jacket. Call 436-• • OnlY,lenna 7446554
404- -

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery

JUST ARRIVED new
shipment of toppers for
pickups. Assortment of
colors and designs.
$199.95. Whites Camper
Sales, E. 94 Highway,
Murray, Ky. Call 7530605.

end save. Complete mod
Rowed, ready to us. Or bei.e Ifileid
bet wil presort erry she
stontiord,
24160
to
ep
Sz8
~noble
ready to
Suitt and bey Ow best
Cestom
to
then
come
rest
tie
needed. Shop
BURT MUNI BUILDINGS 712-01114

51 Services Offered
YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFING. Commercial and
residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

Dear Santa:
. The Ronda Kick 'Rios are at Overby
Ronda.

Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters,
other golf and tennis clothing

• Left te right: Kiek'Ne '29.95; Kiek'llGo Sr.
$39.95; Rialto 2,49.96

New & Rebuilt Units. lesion
of aa makes

502-442-9396

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

OVERBY HONDA
753-4092 •

801 South 4th

JACKSON PURCHASE
Insulation of Murray
announces its opening
by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.

Murray, Kentucky

SW Teals81811188ciX VSZ Mtn

14:111011318EOM

WILL HAUL blacktop,
gravel, sand and lime.
Call 41E-2557 or 489-2763.

?isaNtiii

r/(

WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guarantied. Call 7591231.

Storting December 5
We Will Be Open
Until 8p.m. to Serve You

NOW AVAILABLE
Our

•
Miniature
Doll House
Furniture

Now Carrying
Bolt Crystal

Ornaments
Also
Engraveable Bross Ornaments

Ice Buckets
Zlie *pedal
Mccasion.ttb.

MEM
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nem

Murray Ky
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CAN YOU BEAT THIS??
645 N. 4th Street - Attractive and desirable country-like place in city. Aluminum siding, 2 or 3
bedroom house in peak condition. Electric heat,
wall-to-wall carpeting, draperies. Situated on 1
acre,tree-studded lot. Undtlf $30,000.

MI

Pi

753-8080

BOYD-MAJORS
ESTATE
REAL

TNE PROFESS1ONAt OFFICE WItt-LTHE MENDE Y stOckg,_14,
Warren firrepskire 753-8277
Aspire flieedp57520103,6
'
thabora trail 733-4136

4
4
4
4
-IF corist
Sli°

Vai GARDEN

Dunn Furniture Warehouse

CENTER F.

Cordially lnuites The
Public To Attend .
Their

aff.

Christmas
Open House

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

Sunday, Nov. 27th
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

At
Wholewle
Price
with
5

CARPET CLEANING at
'reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

Refreshments will be served

211

teat

Warranty

Everyone is invited to tour our Green
Houses and see thousands of- Poin-4
settias in-bloom and- Yailpus. foliage4
plants. ---..

WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY 'gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
•Roger Hudson,753-4545.

saattargalimazusamatinatil

.
ow•Hwm1HHIM.HM.H=.••••=mo.M
..ww
.

r

„
4 pram.

IRIM TIRE SALE. •

ING's-DEN

$26-$48

"The" Store For Men
Murray

Wards steel-track belted
Road-Grappler Radial..

off pairs.

tti
ti

TV-Sfereo -'Appliances

(911
.
'53-'3017

Murray,Ky

ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating
Call 474-8841.
GUTTERING BY-Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Doug Taylor at h3-2310
for free estimates.

Eltananananatulart,aiLle

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

baboon Mo•dy'753-6034
••••
.
* EW Ifoelr7134387
Nom« NIllor 733-2514

DRIVEWAYS
and
parking areas white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p.m.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
Whife, 753-0605.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

ELECTRICAL
WIRING _
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

Razorbacks

Enjoy
Jarman's
New GoodTime
Casuals

WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and
- sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative rock. Also
on
free estimates
.driveway and parking
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

".§..38 , g4.111, _, n.,.. .
'9.47
11744
21-00
3 6')
14.110
32.10
67 Fir, 101.20
34.1111
741)4
111.15
31.10
73 90 111.80
34.40
11011
121.72
3840
235ft-IS
6236 .. 89 44 130.141
0.1141
Price includes Federid Excise 'non
Transportation and roonnt,im •ntrit

1.1478-15

USE WARDS
CHARG-ALL
CREDIT

KING'S DEN

)NT((NVIE1:1Y

• a
w

"The" Store For Men
BEL_ AIR SHOPPING CENTER
IALRRAY -KY 42071

.4

•

j

S. 12th

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-1966

Try One Of These For Size

Samar

e.ft

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

SIG NiS

Nighmey 54 East
733-0400

Ab.101

Jarman

Rag.
'
sal.
You
price
SAVE
each
;nin
e% inPaa
i
48 06
70.12
21.00

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

*7594661

ppitts. im

SUGGESTIONS

lp

For

WOODED WONDERLAND
4 bedroom home Is' built on three
lovely
This
beautiful wooded lots in Candlelight Estates near
Almo Heights. Has all built-ins, carpet, central
/
2 baths, fireplace, double
heat and air, drapes. 31
, garage. All the refinements necessary for comfort and convenience. Priced in 60s.

COMFY 3 BEDROOM
On 641 North, this newly renovated 3 bedroom
home has 142 baths, fireplace, garage,'gas heat
and 1.6 acres of land. On city gas and water, with
wall to wall carpet. Hard to find so much for so
little. 122,000.00.

COZY 2 BEDROOM
e with
At 230 5-. 15th Street is this well built
fireplace. Has economical gas heat, utility room,
nice range in kitchen. Large dining area. Deep
lot with 2 storage houses and you can't beat the
price. $20.000.00.

NIFTY LAKE COTTAGE
Really Sharp 2 bedroom cottage in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Carpeted and partially furnished.
Has figplace and large redwood deck, also carport 4Rd new air conditioner. Must see to appreciate. Low,low price of 1184000.00.

MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Salts, Sport Coats, Top Coats, AN Purpose Coats,
Jackets, Shirts, Sweaters, -Jeans, Pests, Ponsenens,
Robes, Underwear, Socks, Betts, litfolds, Ties, Gloves,
Nets, Caps, Dress Shoes, Work Shoos, Pro ed1 and Cos
verse Shoes, Work Clothes, Matching Sets, Oettrelis,
Coverolls, Rubber Boots

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
wit(
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

.3

Tubeless i Also Ma
Catalog
whitewall
metric
.No.
„ .els•
.84",.
H1i78-13
135N-13 • 6237
1 /10/4-14 . 17
.",,N•14,..
62_44, _
E 1(78-14 . 187.li- La
6235
Elt78-14
19.5R•14
6238
(11(78-14
205 It -14
6239
H 1-(78-14
21514-14
6240
i;147e• 15
10511. 1 5
6231
ti It 78•15
21514.15
6232
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Cellulose
BLOWN-IN
insulation. Fast
dependable service.
Fred's Insulation Co.,
phone 901-642-9500.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only lawthust and chips.
- Call 'for free estimate,
--.Steve-i3Vewillia-964 '6r
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

-r

•

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p m
354-8161 or 3544138.

SOS N. 1758 Street

FREE TWO 3 month old
kittens. One black and
. white, other brown and
white. Will
make beautiful -pets. Call 7538761.

VW TVIVEZWTITX TZ7:1IIIt1:7T11711;21

753-2202

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard,. 436-2306.

.

641 North

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your

Nice Selection Of

121 Bypass

ONE EIGHT week old
female kitten. Call 7538761.

;II

Lay-Away Early
titindfed

•

QUAUTY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal ' departinent.
Larry
Wisehtirt,
President, Phone 7539290.

ItftittrIertatetortee

' 4' 1i i i . 4.

Several Closeouts

g

Carrier

Shi -ts and

1415 Main St.

753-2571

Starting At $4995

-

CUSTOM
UPHOLS- 54. Free Column
TERY. Free estimates.
Call 4364786.
ADULT FEMALE cat
and 2 male kittens, 1
long haired female
kitten. Call 753-3994.

REDUCED TO SELL

Bentwood Rockers
$9995KD
g, Wood Rockers

AIR COMPRESSORS

51 Services Offered

ALL REDUCED

FRIMIZTVVTITIVITITTIZMITIVIrg

P

1 11 1

Pro Line
Golf Clubs • Balls "Bags

WET BASEMENT? We
On Recliners at near cost prices
make wet basements
dry, work completely
•
guaranteed, call or .tr Just received
shipments of pine and oak rockers,,,i
write Morgan Con-,,_
, ,rooeacans benches and rockers,andehildrens reekers21
struction Co., Route 2, am.
•
Box 409 A:Paducah,Ky.
tgBig Selection of Lane Action Wall Saver
42001. Phone day or
ec mars
442-7026.
night
•

Ills

Bowling Bags

N•ROWAPII TONES

1 4'

lit°

TRY OUR Cfitilgni4AS
LAY-A-WAY PLAN

Chestnut St.

1 •

liii

Up to $12
$1000 0
7FF •
Up to
FF
Free Drilling + a Free game)

Murray Home
& Auto_

long. Sleeps 6. Call 4354290 after 4 p.m.

111

riff

Model T15262

197sPizErwirSZIN rt.

41111111111.11.111111

2
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49. Used Cars & Trucks

et

IP 31E

FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
1•=111

Shop

Settle-Workman
' quality
Downtown Shopping Center Where
faMily
merrhandine ass reasonable orser 1,1-11-..• •

Guy Spann Realty
-Your_Key People In

901 Sycamore Street

Phone 753-7724

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS

-Giry Si2ann 753-2587
:lack Persall 753-8961...,

'41 1111 It El II

Real Es tate-

.

Louise Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 754-5725

- •- •
-ItICV671re- 75X51.22:

•

,
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NORTHSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE WELCOME
USDA
FOOD STAMPS

SHOP AND SAVE

6 AM-10 rm
DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY

'20" OR MORE
PURCHASE
REQUIRED TO
OBTAIN BOTH
PURCHASE ITEMS.

A

fi

j
I

lk.

A

SOUTHSIDE
7 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUNDAY
-4° 10 AM-7 PM

N

a
I
\
L.

If/Att

---

:

IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS

FOLGERS

FAMILY PAK
MIXED PARTS

COFFEE

Mill(

"
Lel

T-BONE U.S. CHOICE "

Loll u9

Rs STEAK

U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN TIP OR RUMP

1 Le. CAN

ROAST

WITH $10" OR MORE
PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

STEAK

JUICE

46 OZ. CAN

a

-KRAFT MACARONI & CHEESE:

71
/
4 OZ.°

PKGS.

KRAFT GRAPE JAM OR

BLUE BONNET

MACKERAL

49c BISCUITS

APPLE JUICE

09-

64 OZ.

LUNCHEON MEAT
RED
z

• 0„!"

•# ;h
t

-

t

STEAK
OORN DOGS
C PORK BRAINS

LB.

79c CRACKERS
IGA TOMATO

dts..4-64W t•••
44
11171:0410
ltisge
01114.1kor
-

iDRAPEFRUIT
OCONUTS
CARROTS

10 LB. BAG

79c

49e

GODCHAUX POWDERED
(/

SUGAR
TRUP

2' 2 SIZE
CAN

$159

1/2 GAL. CTN.

I

SHOWBOAT

SALT.
liTAIMINUM FOIL
JUMBO TOWELS
PEPPER
.BLACK
SELF RISING
FLOUR

79c

300 SIZE CANS
FOR $100

40Z.

17c

SHORTENING

CRISCO

3 LB. CAN41

MANDARIN

IGA

88c
59c

BANQUET FROZEN

POT PIES
4 PKGS.

39c POTATO
Twin Pak
PET RITZ
CHIPS
49c
PIE SHELLS
69c PEAR HALVES
TOTINO
;OWN & SERVE ROLLS2 89C PIZZAS

518 BAG 67C

69c

ORANGES 11 OZ. CAN 45
PORK it
BEANS SALAD DRESSING 99c

25 LB, BAG $299

IODIZED 26 OZ.

32 Ot.-BTL.

PINEAPPLE

ICE CREAM

4

88c
39c
LB.

CRUSHED 20 OZ. CAN

BREYERS ALL NATURAL

BUDGET CENTER SAVINGS

BI1
3c1X

OP

WAFFLE

BUNCH 69C

JIFFY
(19

6 OZ. CAN

59c PAPER PLATES

5 LB. BAG 99C

BIG CHIEF 18 01.4AR

29c

WHITE PK. OF 100

FRESH

DOG FOOD
PEANUT BUTTER

Star-Ktst
C*UNAn

46 OZ. CAN

POTATOES JUICE

4
41
ik#

LB. BOX

PKG.$
119

STARKIST

tairost

qtrOR MORE PURCHASE EXCLUDINGDAIRY AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

IGA SALTINE

TEMT 120Z. CAN

an
LB.OU

PORK

38

SWEETMILK OR BUTTERMILK
6 PK.

LUCKY LEAF

$159

STEAK

12 OZ.PKG.XX

TALL CAN

2 LB. JAR

LB.

U.S. CHOICE TOP ROUND

OLEO
98c IGA

JELLY--

-

67

sal 49

STEAK

BACON

TEXAN PINK GRAPEFRUIT

LB.$1 78

U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

IGA

300 SIZE CAN49C

DINNER

LB.$1 49

CUBE

ARMOUR WITH BEANS

CHILI

an

U.S. CHOICE ROUND

2/
1
2SIZE CAN 55C

PKGPS
!

88c

2, Pim. 88

130Z.
CHEESE
HAMBURGER SIZE
SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI EACH
*

11C

